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Theses 
part of the thesis 

'On the Design of Generic Vision Modules' 

by E.A. Engbers 

1. The trade-off between genericity and usability of a system should not be taken as 
an argument against the study of the characteristics of ideally generie systems. 

Chapter 1 of this thesis 

2. In computer vision literature it can be observed generally that the smaller the 
uncertainty in the information about the computat ional issues of a measurement 
module, the larger the uncertainty in the information about the error analysis 
of t ha t measurement module will be. and vice versa. Comparing this observa
tion to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, one can remark in favor of computer 
scientists, tha t the equivalent of Planck's constant is not known. 

Chapter 2 of this thesis 

3. Let f(x) : IR —• M be a one dimensional proper concave function with ƒ (.r) < 0 
except for x = 0. where /(O) = 0. Assume tha t there exist x\ < 0 and x\ > 0 
such that f(x\) = t\ and ƒ(x*2) = to for some real numbers t] < 0. to < 0. Now 
define 

„ w r / w ,ifxi<*<*3 
[ — oc . otherwise 

and 

f fix + xD-t , i f . r<0 
l ' ' \ f(x + xl) - t .. otherwise. 

Then uQr{x) = f(x). 
Chapter 3 of this thesis 

4. As the figure below illustrates, in order to appreciate the performance of s ta te 
of the art perceptual grouping algorithms, it does not help to compare them to 
the abilities of the human eye. 

Chapter 4 of this thesis 



5. One cannot argue about subjective matters, but one can argue about quality. 

Chapter 5 of this thesis 

6. A matching method should be tolerant to noise, nol insensitive. 

Chapter 6 of this thesis 

7. You an 1 ready to defend your Ph.D. thesis I he moment you don't care about, 

people confusing it with a Master 's thesis. 

8. Learning to sing beautifully s ta r t s with daring to sing awfully. 

9. Commercial research and scientific research mainly differ in the chronological 
order of the problem s ta tement and the solution. 

10. He who confuses the optimism of others with naivety, confuses his own pes

simism with realism. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Visual inspection 

Human visual inspection is an indispensable par t of product manufacturing, if only 
for the looks-good feeling [63]. Human visual inspection does have its limitations 
though: it is restricted to "outside' properties of products, the human eye has a 
poor and variable resolution, fatigue of the inspector and distraction of the inspector. 
Visual inspection by humans also has several real advantages: simplicity, rapidity, low 
cost, minimal training, minimal equipment requirements and the ability of inspection 
during production or use. In many cases visual inspection is the most convincing 
inspection tool as well as the most simple. 

Wi th the ongoing progress in computer vision, we see a conversion of human visual 
inspection to automatic inspection. The s tandard argument against machine vision 
is tha t it takes a long time before a computer is suitably instructed for performing a 
visual inspection task, put t ing a strain on the development of new products that need 
to be inspected. However, the advantages of machine vision are tha t machines never 
get distracted, tired or ill. and if instructed properly, can perform the task faster 
and more reliably than humans can. The advantages justify research to improve the 
development cycle of machine vision applications. 

1.2 Modularization, standardization and generalization 
in general 

The wish to improve the development or production cycle of a certain product is not 
new. In li terature we find numerous aspects of the production cycle tha t are under 
scrutiny for improvement. According to [21], one of the primary goals of product 
development is the reduction of development cycle time. But not only the time it 
takes to develop a new product needs constant improvement, the market also demands 
higher quality and lower costs [155]. Furthermore, it becomes more important to offer 
a variety of products, thereby forcing production processes to be more flexible [100]. 
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Regardless of the type of product , there is a need for a larger variety of products of 
be t te r quality, with a shorter t ime to market . 

To actually improve the production process, in the past various solutions were 
developed. In [140] the improvement in the production process of rifles by Eli Whitney 
is taken as an example. In 1798. Whitney s tar ted to assemble rifles from standard 
pa r t s that could be interchanged among a variety of weapons. Each pari was designed 
according to rigorously defined standards and made by specialists. Other specialists 
would then assemble the par ts into the product . As a result, rifles could be produced 
much faster, overall quality was improved and costs were greatly reduced. The quality 
also improved with respect to maintainability and durability, since damaged rifles 
could now be repaired with standard replacement par ts . 

In this example of Whitney two principles to improve the production cycle are 
introduced: s tandardizat ion and modularization. Fai l s were standardized to fit in 
different rifles and at the same time to be used by other craftsmen. The production 
process was modularized by breaking it up into different subprocesscs. making a 
dist inction between manufacturing the various parts and assembling rifles. These 
two principles of modularization and s tandardizat ion are still being used. Modular 
product design and par ts commonality, or standardization, are approaches still used 
to counter the high production demands [73]. 

Apar t from standardizat ion and modularization, development processes can be 
enhanced in the long run by introducing the concept of generalization. For instance 
in the object-oriented paradigm for software design, the notion of inheritance is incor
porated, being a kind of generalization/specialization hierarchy [12]. In this object-
oriented approach, s t ructure and behavior common to different classes, can naturally 
migra te to a generic superclass. Generalization in this way enables reusability. 

Modularizing, s tandardizing and generalizing arc three design principles we use 
in the design of computat ional methods. Modularizing makes the development of a 
computa t ional method more manageable, breaking up a complex problem into smaller 
subproblems. In addition, it becomes easier to reuse different solutions to subproblems 
in other problems. To ensure reuse we need to standardize modules and communi
cation between modules, such that modules can easily be used in other settings. To 
ensure the reusability of the modules they should be designed as generic as possi
ble, yet specific enough to be of practical use. The three1 principles not only ensure 
reusability and thus cost effectiveness of a system or method, it also ensures tha t 
me thods can be upda ted or changed efficiently: it will be easy to change one module 
of the method without changing the rest of the modules. A design based on these 
principles will thus be flexible. 

1.3 Modularization, standardization and generalization 
in recognition methodologies 

Given the three principles for design, t he question is to what extent the design of a 
visual inspection system can be designed from those principles. In this section we 
propose1 a division of recognition methodology in as independent as possible1 modules. 
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Identified objects 

Figure 1.1: The different steps to be performed by a machine vision system according to [54]. 

The interfaces between the modules should be as standardized as possible, where the 
modules themselves should be as generic as possible. 

A modular design for visual inspection tasks was suggested in [54], where it was 
claimed that every recognition methodology must pay substantial attention to each of 
the six steps, as depicted in figure 1.1. The steps indeed occur implicitly or explicitly 
in a variety of recognition methodologies (see [120. 52, 36, 56. 107]). We therefore 
take [54] as frame of reference. 

The first step in automated inspection is to obtain a good image of the object 
under investigation [6]. It is generally accepted that under the current practice of 
industrial image processing still a little effort spent on improving the quality of the 
raw image, is worth any amount of signal or image processing. 

The image acquisition step yields a variety of image types. The most common 
dimensions for the image are 2D. 2D video. 3D and 3D video. For the image data 
dimension, the most common types are binary, grey-level integer, grey-level double, 
color represented by three integers and color represented by three doubles. This 
diversity of image types puts a strain on the desire to reuse elements of one system 
in another one. since the output can hardly be standardized to one data type. 
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T h e second step in a machine vision system is the conditioning step according 
to [54]. The raw image of the image formation is vised to est imate the informative 
pa t t e rn on the basis of the observed image. A foremost example is noise suppressing, 
since noise can be seen as nnpatlerncd - and thus nninforniative - variations. In 
general the conditioning step will be dependent on the context. Hence it cannot be 
t rea ted generically. As an example of the conditioning s tep. [54] mentions the removal 
of tiny bright spots due to illumination of an uneven metal surface. The same spots 
however, may be the exact clue of the processing in other circumstances, for instance 
when looking for contact points on chips. The conditioning step does not involve a 
change in the logical da ta s t ruc ture from its input to its ou tput . Neither the interface 
between the image acquisition and the detection step nor the interface between the 
conditioning step and the next step in the process can be elegantly standardized. 

T h e next step, labeling, determines in what kinds of spatial events each pixel of 
the image part icipates . Examples of labeling operations are edge detection, corner 
finding, thresholding and identification of pixels participating in shape primitives. 
Although labeling does not change the logical data s tructure, it does change the 
region of interest of the image to the relevant pixels for each spatial event, making it 
easier to standardize the interface between the labeling step and the next step in the 
machine vision system. 

After labeling, the next s tep in a machine vision system is grouping. The labeling 
operat ion labels pixels with the kinds of primitive spatial events in which the pixel 
part icipates, while the grouping operation identifies events by collecting maximally 
connected sets of pixels of the same event. An important characteristic of the grouping 
operat ion is that it involves a change of logical data s tructure. In contrast to the 
output of the labeling process, the result of a grouping process can no longer be given 
in the data format of an image, or a set of images. An efficient da ta s t ructure for 
grouping processes in general should b e more than just a number of sets of pixels. 
Due to the change in d a t a structure, it is possible to s tandardize the interface between 
the grouping step and the next step. 

T h e step after the grouping process is called extraction. Here a list of properties 
for every set of pixels is computed as t he result of the grouping operation. Depending 
on the type of event the set of pixels is representing, the extraction process could 
for example calculate length, area, position or the diameter of the circumscribing 
circle. Apart from characteristics of t he events themselves, extraction also measures 
topological or spatial relationships between two or more groupings. The resulting 
da ta s t ructure of the extract ion step is different from its input data s tructure. Since 
the input can be s tandardized, the result of the extraction step can be standardized. 

T h e last step of a machine vision system is matching. In this matching process, 
sets of spatial events are sought that const i tu te imaged instances of some previously 
known objects. Apar t from this, the matching process consists of measurements of 
recognized objects or measurements of the relations between objects. The output of 
a single matching step consists of information about whether a model matches the 
given information as well as the parameters of the model in case of a match. 

Although we agree with [51] that every of the afore mentioned six steps is part of 
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Figure 1.2: The modules of a machine vision syster 

a recognition methodology, we choose to make a different division of the recognition 
process (see figure 1.2) for the modular design of our recognition method, based on 
three aspects: 

- whether a part is restricted to hardware or software implementation, 

- whether an interface between two different parts can be standardized and 

- whether a part can be replaced without having to change other parts. 

Since the image formation step is the only step restricted to hardware implemen
tation it is necessarily an independent module in our modular view of a recognition 
methodology. The conditioning step and the labeling step are interwoven, since in
formation that is regarded as noise in one application, can be relevant information in 
another application. Therefore the conditioning will always depend on the labeling 
process, making sense to condense the conditioning and labeling process in one mod
ule: detection. The grouping step can neither be merged with the detection module 
nor be merged with the extraction step. Since the interface to the detection phase 
and the interface to the extraction step can be respectively reasonably and well stan
dardized, the grouping step can be seen as an independent module: grouping. The 
extraction step and the matching process are dependent, since the information that 
is needed from the different groups is determined by the matching process, i.e. if the 
matching process changes, the extraction step has to change accordingly. Concluding, 
a machine vision system ideally consists of an image formation module, a detection 
module, a grouping module and a matching module. 

One of the keywords in the improvement of the production or development cycle 
is reuse. Designing a method in a modular way ensures that parts of the method are 
the same in different projects, provided that the interfaces between the modules are 
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standardized. To ensure the reusability of modules it pays of to design them as generic 
as possible, i.e. design them in such a way they can be used in different process 's . 

A generic method can be seen as a method not limited to a specific type of data. A 
generic grouping method should be able to handle the grouping of points into straight 
lines, but also into curves or other pat terns. A generic matching method should be 
able to look for different objects, with different models. The type of data should just 
be a parameter of the method. On the other hand, generic methods should not be 
methods with an unlimited purpose. To be able to design a method independently 
of the specific type of da ta , the task to be performed should be well defined and 
confined. 

Of course there is a limit to the genericity of a method. From a certain point on. 
me thods will be too abstract to be practically implementable as well as it will be hard 
to precisely define what the purpose of the method is. Furthermore there is a tradeoff 
between the flexibility of a design and its performance. Systems that arc built out of 
generic modules, all with standardized interfaces, will have the tendency to contain 
more overhead than systems designed specifically for one task. We assume that the 
performance barrier is more temporary than the design strategies. 

In this section we propose a subdivision into modules of a vision system in general. 
The proposed modules, as given in figure 1.2. are independent enough to be changed 
individually, without having to change other modules, partially because some of the 
interfaces can be standardized. Furthermore these modules cannot be split into sub-
modules that have the same level of independence. We conclude that for a modu
larization of vision systems our subdivision ensures the reusability of the modules in 
more cases then the subdivision as proposed in [54]. 

1.4 From engineering drawing to machine vision 

1.4.1 Engineering drawings as starting point for a recognition 
methodology 

In general if is impossible to develop a methodology for designing a machine vision 
system suitable for all kinds of inspection tasks. One of the many tasks one will 
encounter, is of modeling the kind of objects that should be inspected. We concentrate 
on objects that can be described by engineering drawings. An engineering drawing-
implies a complete specification of all the entities in the drawing, their characteristics 
and their relationships. The number of entities in a drawing is fixed, finis leaving no 
uncer ta inty about the geometry of the object in real life. 

Engineering drawings have their limitations. Not every object is suitable to be 
described by an engineering drawing. For instance fruits, a picture by Van Gogh 
and trees cannot effectively be described by an engineering drawing. Furthermore. 
not every aspect of an object can be specified in an engineering drawing. In general 
t ex tu re and color are not the kind of information that can be easily specified in these1 

kinds of drawings. 

Nevertheless, for describing the shape of objects, engineering drawings are unsur-
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Figure 1.3: An example of an engineering drawing. 

passed, as is shown by the fact that engineering drawings are the most commonly 
used instrument in the design process to describe objects. This sufficiently delineates 
the class we consider: industrial objects tha t originate from design. 

T h e language of engineering drawings is specifically useful in our modular approach 
to visual inspection, as the number of elements and relations used in an engineering 
drawing is bounded. This implies that we can develop a computational model for all 
different types of detection and grouping modules, as suggested in figure 1.2. They 
are the building blocks of a visual inspection system with which we can inspect every 
object described by an engineering drawing. 

When considering the example in figure 1.3. a number of important features of 
engineering drawings is apparent. Roughly speaking an engineering drawing may con
tain three types of information: basic entities (and information about these entities), 
relations between basic entities and tolerances. Examples of basic entities are points, 
lines and ares. In figure 1.3 the basic elements are circles, circular arcs and lines, 
given by the solid, thick lines. They form the actual shape of the object, see figure 
1.4 for the object tha t is modeled by the engineering drawing. Depicted information 
about those entities is for instance the diameter of a circle. As an example of the 
relation between the entities in figure 1.3 the relative position between circles is given 
by the angle of 45 degrees between the straight dashed lines. 

Besides basic entities and their relations, we observe a number of impor tant fea
tures and characteristics of engineering drawings to be incorporated in our vision 
method: reference points, tolerance and inspection order. 

Reference points are used to refer to entities in an engineering drawing, either to 
relate the entity to another entity, to give information about the inspection order (see 
figure 1.5). or to give additional information about the entity outside the engineering 
drawing. In figure 1.3. point A is used as a reference point, or reference object, that 
is used to give information about other parts of the object. In this case ir is used to 
describe the variation allowed for the center point of one of the holes. The rectangle 
with information in figure 1.3. prescribes tha t the center point of the circle (describing 
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Figure 1.4: An object corresponding to the engineering drawing as given in figure 1.3. 

the hole) may be anywhere in a tolerance circle with diameter 0.02. where the position 
of the tolerance circle is determined relative to A. The use of tolerance in engineering 
drawings opens the possibility to link physical objects to the ideal as depicted by the 
drawings while still being in accordance with specification. 

An engineering drawing not only gives a description of what an object should look 
like, it may also give the order in which the different parts of the object should be 
measured to check whether the object is according to specification or not. A different 
order in the choice of reference points may result in different objects that are accepted 
or not . Sec figure 1.5 for an illustration. 

Concluding, the language of engineering drawings as a modeling language of our 
vision methodology has the advantages that it covers a large class of objects that can 
be described, is precise in the sense tha t it leaves no uncertainty about the geometry 
of 1 he object in real life and is practically usable due to the limited number of elements 
used in the language and the incorporation of the notion of tolerance. 

1.4.2 From engineering drawing . .. 

Our methodology consists of two major parts: an off-line part for translating the 
engineering drawing into specific information to be used by the system, and an online 
par t for the actual system that has to inspect objects in images. An overview of the 
off-line part is given in figure 1.0. Ideally the off-line process should be performed 
systematically, maybe even automatically. As it will be hard to do so completely, it is 
be t te r to concentrate on automation of a few steps. For instance, to test which 
interpretat ion suits the situation best, one could use experimentation systems to 
determine the optimal interpretation, though we regard this beyond the scope of 
this text. 

T h e translat ion of the engineering drawing into a model to be used by the online 
par t is performed in two steps: a conversion s tep to give the various functional inter
pretations of the engineering drawing and a selection step to select the interpretation 
t h a t suits the si tuation best. 

A characteristic of engineering drawings is that they are multi-interpret able in 
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Figure 1.5: An illustration of the use of references to denote the inspection order, (a) A is the 

primary reference while B is the secondary reference. This means that for the calculation of the 

position of the center-point of the circle, line A is taken as the base, where the line B is derived 

according to model specification. The position of the center is calculated relative to the lines 

marked A and B in the lower left figure, (b) B is the primary reference while A is the secondary 

reference. Calculation of the center points goes analogue to the previous case, only relative to 

the lines marked A and B in the lower right figure. 

the way that an engineering drawing in general does not give a unique recipe for 
recognizing or inspecting an object. With respect to the interpretation of the drawing 
to extract a recipe from it we have a certain rendition space. Imagine a drawing of a 
square and the task to recognize the square from an image. One could think of more 
than one strategy, or recipe, to find the square in the image: one could first search 
for corners of 90 degrees after which one has to investigate whether the corners are 
connected with lines in the proper way. or one could search for lines in the image and 
investigate whether the lines arc connected and have the right angels between them. 
The conversion s tep therefore results in a collection of functional interpretations of 
the engineering drawing. 

The selection s tep chooses the most appropriate interpretation from the spect rum 

generated by the conversion s tep. Three types of information are used by this selec

tion: 
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Figure 1.6: The off-line part of 'From engineering drawing to computer vision'. 

- prior knowledge about the image, prior knowledge image. 

- information about the detectors, detector information, and 

- performance demands for the online system, performance demands. 

T h e prior knowledge about the image not only consists of information about the image 
format but also consists of information about for instance the lighting conditions and 
expected kinds of noise. The information about the detectors gives for each type of 
detector a list of specifications, most urgently what the operational performance of 
the detector is. The performance demands for the online part of the method translate 
in characteristics like for instance the tolerated miss detect ion rate or false detection 
ra te and the tolerated errors in the parameters. 

T h e selection step should also deliver relevant tuning information. This consists 
of the list of selected detectors to use a n d their parameters for the situation at hand. 
Both the information about the selected detectors and the object model will be used 
as input for the online system. 

1.4.3 . . . to machine vision 

An overview of the s t ruc ture of the online system architecture is given in figure 1.7. In 
this online part the steps given in section 1.3 form the core: the image formation step, 
or sensor detection, resulting in an image, the labeling or detection step resulting in a 
set of labeled images, the grouping step, resulting in a collection of object graphs and 
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Figure 1.7: The online part of 'From engineering drawing to computer vision'. 

the matching step, resulting in the matching result. The off-line step has determined 
which model and detectors to use in the online part. Where the format of the image 
and the labeled images is highly dictated by the application, as is the output of the 
matching step, the output of the grouping process is free to choose to a certain extent. 

In the ideal case all modules are taken from an available library, provided the 
operational circumstances coincide with those from the library. The inspection system 
would then simply be made by choosing the appropriate modules from a library, 
connecting the specific modules for a certain object and using the object parameters 
from the drawing in the matching module. The extent to which a library with a 
reasonable set of detector modules is sufficient to cover a reasonable set of drawings 
depends on the following parameters: 

- the entities occurring in an engineering drawing to be detected in an image. 

- the variability among different types of images to be processed, requiring differ
ent detectors for the same task and 

- the differences in performance demands. 

The number of different entities that are used in an engineering drawing is finite and 
relatively small. Whether the number of modules in the library is reasonable thus 
mostly depends on the last two points. But especially the performance demands can 
often be parameterized in an algorithm, for instance by increasing the number of 
iterations. Since the number of different image types and image formation situation 
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appears to be limited in industrial applications, we argue that it should be possible 
to design a library of modules that is sufficient for a large range of applications. 

1.5 Overview of this thesis 

In this introduction, three principles for design were put forward: modularization, 
s tandardizat ion and generalization. The boundaries of the various modules of a ma
chine vision system were discussed, resulting in a modularization of machine vision 
system. The need for standardization of the interfaces between the models was em
phasized, as a prerequisite for the reusability of the different modules. The genericity 
of a module can be seen as independent of the method with respect to a specific type 
of da ta , a specific application or a specific problem domain. A generic module assures 
flexibility, longevity and reusability, countering the risk that software renders useless 
when the problem statement slightly changes, when the years go by (or for modern 
IT-busincsses, when the months go by) or when a solution is needed in another type 
of application. Although needing a larger investment in the short term, a generic 
design of modules will pay of in the long run. 

On a coarse scale the goal of our research therefore can be stated as follows: 

Research possibilities and limitations of generic design for machine vision 
systems. 

Of course there is a limit to the genericity of a method. From a certain point 
on. methods will be too abstract to be practically implementablc. Also it will be 
hard to precisely define what the purpose of the method is. Furthermore, there is 
a tradeoff between the flexibility of a design and its performance. Generic methods 
should not be methods with an unlimited purpose. We limit ourselves to the domain 
of recognition and inspection of objects as specified by an engineering drawing. 

That brings us to refining the description of the main goal of this thesis as follows: 

Research possibilities and limitations of generic design for machine vi
sion systems for recognition and inspection of objects as specified by an 
engineering drawing. 

Some of the modules are application dependent by necessity. This holds specifically 
t rue for the image formation process, or sensor detection. It is therefore considered 
beyond the scope of this thesis. As an immediate consequence, also the detection 
module is purpose dependent , working directly on the image data . The interface 
between the detection and grouping s tep can be designed more generically. provided 
there is a good overview of the different detection modules. 

In l i terature we find many different methods to measure image properties. From 
our point of view, what is missing, is a handbook indicating what methods to use 
when. In chapter 2 we discuss the structure of such a handbook. 

We characterize and categorize measurement methods striving for a gen
eral description of measurement modules or detection modules. 
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The use of this characterization and categorization is twofold: it provides the needed 
overview to design the interface between the detection and the grouping modules and 
it enables us to effectively search for the proper measurement method from existing 
methods in literature, for a given situation or application. 

A large class of detectors is represented by morphological operations. As an aside, 
in chapter 3, a decomposition of the morphological dilation is presented for an im
portant class of structuring functions. 

in chapter 4 we investigate to what extent grouping modules can be designed 
generic. This translates in a search for design considerations for generic grouping 
algorithms: 

We aim to formulate considerations useful for the design of generic group
ing algorithm in machine vision 

In addition we investigate to what extent it is feasible to design an actual grouping 
method from these considerations. 

When there are generic clustering modules available for a diversity of machine 
vision applications, the problem arises how to measure the quality of the modules 
without violating their generic character. In other words: 

To -what extent is it possible to measure clustering quality, independent of 
an application? 

This is the central question of chapter 5. 
Once suitable detection modules are available, as well as grouping modules, chap

ter 6 presents a matching method to match models starting from engineering drawings. 
As matching is the last step in our framework, 

we illustrate possibilities and limitations of genericity encountered on the 
way front an engineering drawing to a computer vision algorithm. 

This concludes our search for genericity in machine vision modules. 





Chapter 2 

Characterizing shape 
measurement in images 

2.1 Introduction 

In the previous forty years, a considerable amount of computer vision literature has 
been devoted to low level image processing, like edge detection, corner detection 
and length measurement. Wi th the increasing number of papers, which more and 
more propose new solutions to classical problems, especially using increasingly more 
demanding theoretical tools, it seems clear tha t the user of the proposed algorithms 
needs a clear comparison of those algorithms [39]. The need for comparison translates 
in the need for adequate experimental methods [60, 68]. but also in the need for 
accurate and relevant descriptions of algorithms in papers [165]. 

For the methodology as proposed in chapter I we need a characterization of shape 
measurement in computer vision in order to choose the most appropriate algorithm for 
a given situation from a library of candidates. In this chapter we propose such a char
acterization of measurement methods. Furthermore, we investigate to what extend 
it is possible to select the most appropriate algorithm from the information available 
in the literature, by characterizing shape measurement methods from literature along 
the dimensions: domain, operation and range. 

In section 2.2 we define what we regard as shape measurement and what not. In 
section 2.3 we propose a number of characteristics that we see as important to decide 
what algorithm to use in what situation. For a few types of shape measurements, in 
section 2.4 we characterize a number of methods from literature. To what extent it 
is possible to find the right measurement algorithm from their paper description is 
discussed in section 2.5. 
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2.2 Shape measurement 

2.2.1 Defining shape 

In order to characterize shape measurement operations, we first discuss the definition 
of shape in the light of computer vision. Shape is defined in many different ways in 
l i terature . Some of the definitions are explicit, such as the definition found in [90]: 

"The shape of an object is a binary image representing the extent of the 
object.". 

In [109] shape characteristics are also derived exclusively from the external repre
sentat ion of regions, tha t is the boundary of an object as projected in an image. 
Koenderink [74] defines shape as follows: 

"Shape: a s t ructure of a simultaneous presence as defined by certain op
erational methods that may differ from case to case."'. 

The simultaneous presence finds its origin in the building blocks of physical space, 
defined as follows in [74]: 

"Sets of' blobs, most often overlapping sets of blobs, are regions, or vol
umes. These are the building blocks of physical space. Xote that they 
are volumetric entities. Surfaces and curves are always derived entities, 
volumes are the primary ones.". 

Th is view interprets shape not as a characteristic of the boundary of an object, but 
as a characteristic of the object itself. Furthermore, in [74] shape is not seen only as 
a property of the object but equally of the method one actually uses to probe it. This 
view is shared by Serra [129]: 

"The notion of a geometrical structure, or texture, is not purely objec
tive. It does not exist in the phenomenon itself, nor in the observer, but 
somewhere in between the two.". 

Regardless of the definition of shape we assume that the shape of an object in an 
image is a characteristic of a set of points from the domain of the image function. 
Following [74] we see boundaries as entities derived from the object, not as being the 
shape of the object. So if' an image is given by the following definition: 

I-.D-H. (2.1) 

we assume shape to be a characteristic of a set 

S={(x.I(x))\xeDsCD} (2.2) 

corresponding to an object. Since 5 is not always explicitly known, together with 
t he fact tha t equality can occur in equation 2.2. we define all shape measurement 
operat ions in the image domain. As a consequence wre loosely handle the terms image 
measurement and shape measurement. 
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Operation class 

Measurement 

Comparison 
Manipulation 

Operation 

Idem ifical ion 
Unordered categorization 

Ordered categorization 
Continuous measurement 

Comparison 
Transformation 

Scale space 
Combination 

Domain 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X1 

X 
X 
X1 

Range 

{0.1} 

{*i, k , . . . * » } 
N 

R'" 

mr 
X 

{i)t 
X 

Table 2 . 1 : The most common image operations, classified according to equation 2.3. 

2.2.2 Shape measurement 

To obtain a definition of shape measurement operations, we investigate image opera
tions in general. From the complete set of operations we make a distinction between 
the operations marked as measurement operations and those that are not. 

Let X denote the space of all images, then an image operation in general can be 
denoted as: 

f:X"^Bm. (2.3) 

where B"1 denotes the space of all possible results. Our classification of operations in 
general and, more specific, measurement operations is based on the possible values of 
n. in and B. An overview of the most common choices for n. m and B is given in table 
2.1. We believe that values other than the ones given in table 2.1 do not represent 
any common practical cases. Given the proposed classification, we briefly describe 
every operation. 

The most simple kind of image operation is the identification operation, where the 
output for an image is simply given by a 'yes' or a 'no ' . The identification process is 
denoted as: 

f :X->{().!}. (2.4) 

Identification emanates from questions like: 

- Is the depicted object according to this specific model? 

An obvious extension on identification is unordered categorization, where the out
put for a shape corresponds to a finite list of labels associated with the shape. The 
unordered categorization is denoted as: 

/ :J-+{ /c i , fc 2 , . . . ,M- (2-5) 

Unordered categorization corresponds to questions of the following kind: 

- With which model does the depicted object match? 
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Identification is. in a way, a special case of classification, but there is a difference 
between the operat ion 

n-x^ {o,i} 
and the operation 

which can be illustrated by the corresponding example questions: 

- Is this an apple (or not)? 

- Is this an apple or an orange? 

In certain cases, the classification operation can be rewritten as a series of iden
tification operations. If the identification problem is solved for even- shape in the 
(subset of) shape space and the labeling induced by the unordered classification is 
unique, then the unordered classification procedure can be described as a number of 
identification processes. 

The difference between unordered categorization and ordered categorization is that 
in the latter case an ordering is induced on the elements of' the output space. Ordered 
categorization is formulated as: 

f:Z^{pi,P2 pq}.,Pi£N. (2.6) 

Unordered categorization can be seen as a special case of categorization. Questions 
related to ordered categorization are: 

- To which quality class does this apple belong? 

- What is the nominal value of this resistor? 

Continuous measurement can conceptually be seen as a limit case of ordered clas
sification, by taking an infinite number of classes. Continuous measurement is formu
lated as: 

f-.l-IR'". (2.7) 

Continuous measurement emanates from questions like: 

- What is the perimeter of the depicted object? 

- What is the bending energy of the depicted curve? 

- What is the measured resistance of this resistor (as the physical property op
posed to the nominal value which is a visual property)'. ' 

We classify all above types of image operations as measurement operations charac
terized by their image domain together with their specific output , which is numerical. 

To separate the image measurement operations from the other image operations 
we briefly discuss the operat ions that can be formulated by changing the domain or 
range of the measurement operation formulation. 
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The comparison operation is reserved for the operations which differ from the mea
surement operation solely by their domain. This comparison operation is formulated 
as follows: 

f:I2^Mm. (2.8) 

Examples of this operation include operations that verify whether images are equal 
on a pixel-per-pixel basis. 

If the domain stays the same (compared to the image measurement), but the range 
varies, we obtain the transformation and scale space operations. The mapping of one 
image onto another is denoted by transformation, formulated as: 

ƒ : J -> I. (2.9) 

This class of operations includes transformation from mathematical morphology, like 
erosion and dilation, filtering operations like Gaussian smoothing and geometric trans
formations. 

This class of operations can be subdivided into two major classes: the reversible 
transformations and the irreversible transformations. Reversible transformation are 
transformations where no information about the shape is lost, which essentially as
sures the existence of the inverse transformation. Examples of reversible transfor
mations are translation and rotation (not taking digitization effects into account). 
Examples of irreversible transformation are erosion, dilation and Gaussian smooth
ing. 

If we denote a stack of images as (ƒ)$, and the space of all possible stacks of that 
type as (T)t. the formation of a scale space can be denoted as: 

f:I-(I)t. (2.10) 

The scale space can be seen as a stack of images as a function of increasing" inner 
scale, with additional characteristics (sec [75. 158] for more details). 

Taking a different domain as well as a different range, compared to image mea
surement, we obtain combination operations. Combining two images into one is for
mulated as follows: 

f:I2^I. (2.11) 

Examples of the combination of two shapes arc the logical operations 'AND' and 'OR' 
for binary input images. 

In this paragraph we have discussed the notion shape, on the basis of the class of 
operations, where shape appeared in its abstract definitions of section 2.2.1. We have 
achieved a classification into 8 different operations, of which 4 are classified as shape 
measurement, operations. 

2.3 Characterization of shape measurement 

2.3.1 Measurement operation 

In this section we identify the most relevant characteristics of an image measurement 
operation. To identify these characteristics we consider the operation together with 
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Characteristic 
Locality 

Data dimension 
Image dimension 

Calculation 
Complexity 

Computation 
Scale 

Ground truth available 
Error measure 

Admissable bias 
Invariance class 

Types 
{Global. Local} 

{Binary, One channel. Multi-channel} 
{2D. 3D. 2Dt. ZDt } 

{Differential. Model-based. Statistical, etc.} 
{O(nlogn), 0{n2), etc.} 

{Hardware encoding. Parallel implementation, etc.} 
{[0.1]. ] -oo,oo[, [0,2?r[, etc.} 

{Yes. No, Fuzzy} 
Pdf. Minimum and maximum error, Variance, etc. 

{Unbiased=0%, 5%, etc.} 
{Scale. Rotation. Translation. Illumination, etc. } 

Table 2.2: Characteristics of shape measurement operations in machine vision. 

its related entities, forming a complete measurement process. For an overview of the 
complete measurement process see figure 2.1. We consider the input of the measure
ment operation, together with its counterpart in the real world, the operation itself, 
with its counterpart and the output with its real world counterpart. 

Domain 

Image 

Image formation 

Real world 
scene 

Operation 

,. Measurement 
operation 

Estimation approach 

J Information 
extraction 

Range 

Answer 

Estimation 

Truth 

Normalization 

Figure 2 . 1 : Overview of most factors relevant to a shape measurement operation in machine 

vision. 

2.3.2 Domain 

Measurement of shapes in images starts with the real world scene and the image 
formation. Discussing the dimension of the domain or input space of the measurement 
operation, we distinguish two aspects: local versus global the dimensions of the image. 

Measurement operations of the global shape, need aspects of the complete shape 
to be visible in the image whereas local shape measurement operations need only 
partial visibility. This trivial statement is important when handling occlusion. Global 
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shape features are useless when part of the object is occluded or undetectable due 
to (self)shading. Examples of global shape; measurements are area measurements. 
Curvature measurement and the detection of corner points are examples of a shape 
measurements that need local data. Sometimes the same operation may be used for 
either global or local, or meso measurement. The length of an object is a global 
measurement whereas the distance between two corners is a meso measurement in 
this regard. 

With respect, to the dimensions of the presented image data, we distinguish the di
mension of the image and the dimension of the image data. The image data dimension 
can be divided in three classes: 

- binary, 

- one channel and 

- multi channel. 

Not every shape measurement is properly defined for every kind of image data. For 
instance the localization of edges is properly defined for binary and grey level images. 
but there is not one unique definition for edges in color images (see however [46]). 

Also the dimension of the input image itself is a useful characteristic for mea
surement operations. Ninetynine percent of all measurement related computer vision 
literature is about 2D and 3D images. Higher dimensional measurements like the one 
taken from 3Dt are possible, but not very often encountered in the context of image 
measurements. 

2.3.3 Operation 

After the image formation, the operation phase takes place, characterized by the 
calculation method, the complexity of the calculation method and the computational 
characteristics. 

The calculation method in general will be hard to fully characterize with a feu-
terms. To illustrate different calculation methods we look at corner detection and 
edge detection. In [134] a template based corner detector is presented. A template is 
used to find corners in images, where the cornerity is based on the similarity between 
the template and the image data. Though the proposed measure is not rotation 
invariant, which in general is true for most template based operations. In [104], for 
the same task of corner detection, a method is based on the local geometric symmetry 
around a corner in a curve. With respect to edge detection, in [15] a statistical 
method is presented for finding edges in color images. This method is based on the 
statistical characteristics of the image. A homogeneity measure is used to detect the 
edges in the image. One of the advantages of this statistical method over a more 
conventional method like the Canny edge detector [16], a differential based measure, 
is the fairly easy way to obtain reliability measures for the measurements. Whether 
a measurement method in machine vision is differential or not, is relevant due to the 
inevitable discrete nature of today's computer images, resulting in the well known fact 
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that all shape parameters which are differentially defined contain the same structural 

error. 
The complexity of an algorithm is typically described as the rate of growth of 

the time or memory requirements to solve larger and larger problems, which gives an 
idea about the performance of the algorithm independent of the implementation. In 
a more practical sense, the complexity is often given as the order of the number of 
basis calculation steps for a given input of certain size. In addition, often the worst 
case complexity is meant , when the complexity is given. 

From the computa t ional characteristics of the shape measurement operation we 
highlight two aspects: to what extent the method can be implemented parallel and 
to what extent the method is suitable for encoding in hardware. In [128. 152] re
quirements are mentioned that low level vision algorithms should fulfill to be effec
tively parallelisable. In [43] parallelism for intermediate level vision tasks is discussed. 
Which shape measurement operation efficiently can be parallelized, depends upon the 
da t a format the operat ion works and the characteristics of the calculation method. 
Traditionally the vision operations that were efficient to encode in hardware were 
restricted to templa te based operations [93. 42]. However, with modern hardware 
architectures more and more computer vision operations can be encoded in hardware 
efficiently [23]. 

2.3.4 Range 

T h e result of the measurement operation, being an element of the result space or 
range, is an est imation of the truth, leading to characteristics like quality, bias and 
variance. The normalization relation between the answer and the real world property 
adds an interpretation to the answer. 

The scale implicitly gives the relation between the dimensions of the answer of the 
measurement operat ion and the entity in the real physical world, including metrical 
units . Knowing the scale of the output of the measurement operation and the image 
specific image propert ies in relation to the real world, the result of the measurement 
can be given an interpretat ion in the real world scene. 

The existence of ground truth is a prerequisite for the definition of errors for 
measurement operations. The existence though, cannot not be guaranteed for all 
measurement domains. Compare the length measurement of an object, with the 
categorization of texture in an image. While there is a clear definition of the ground 
t r u t h of the length measurement , the definition of the ground t ru th of texture is less 
obvious. Regardless of whether the ground t ru th can be defined conceptually, it is 
also not always trivial to construct the ground t ru th for every situation. Consider for 
instance the problem of finding edges in images. Given that the ground t ruth exists, 
the concept of error can be defined as the deviation of the answer from the ground 
t ru th . 

A measurement operat ion is called unbiased if the expectation of the measurement 
equals the ground t ru th . So if for a measurement process, modeled by a stochatic 
variable A', holds tha t E(X) = /i, the measurement process is called unbiased. Apart 
from the bias due to systematic errors, the measurement operation can also be biased 
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due to more structural causes, for example due to digitization effects. An example of 
this structural bias for the length measurement of digitized contours can be found in 
[30]. ^ 

We call a measurement function f invariant under operation o if the following 
holds: 

f(S) = f(6(S)). (2.12) 

i.e. if the result of the measurement does not change when applying the operation 
o on the shape. In vision oriented applications the most important variances of the 
object's appearances are: 

- scaling. 

- translation, 

- rotation and 

- projection (approximated by affinc transformations). 

An overview of geometric invariants and the role of the invariance concept in object 
recognition can be found in [153]. When invariance in the absolute sense cannot be 
achieved, another useful characteristic is relative invariance. For example, the area of 
a shape is via 

VS : A(kS) = k2A(S), 

relative invariant under scaling, where A is the function that measures the area of an 
object S. In general relative invariance can be formulated as: 

VS : A($k(S)) = g*(k)A(S): (2.13) 

where <1>A- is an operation with multi dimensional parameter A' and g a function with 
scalar output. 

Invariance to distortion is closely related to tolerance against noise, since for cer
tain computer vision applications, both for instance white noise and occluding objects 
can be seen as unwanted information in the image. We see noise as unwanted infor
mation in an image, regardless of the purpose the image is used for, while we regard 
distortion as information that is unwanted in an image for a specific application de
pendent reason. The most common kinds of distortion found in images are: 

- non-uniform illumination. 

- occlusion and 

- background clutter. 

An example of illumination independent color measurement can be found in [45]. 
In the last three sections, we have characterized the most factors relevant to shape 

measurement operations in machine vision. With these characteristics, of which an 
overview can be found in table 2.2. we claim to be able to sufficiently characterize 
shape measurement operations in computer vision to decide what method is most 
appropriate in a given situation. 
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2.4 Shape measurement: a few examples 

2.4.1 Length of curves 

The determination of the length of curves is a classical problem in computer vision 
(see for instance [79. 51, 34]). We took five methods from literature about length 
measurement of (closed) curves, where the imaginary task is to determine which 
me thod is most suitable in a given situation. We investigate to what extent a sensible 
choice can be made from the set of characteristics as proposed in I he previous section. 

Wi th respect to the accuracy and precision of length measurement methods for 
binary curves. [30] extensively compares various methods from literature, though they 
focus less on the computat ional issues. In the paper of Dorst et al. [30] a minimal 
mean-square error, linear, unbiased es t imator for length measurement in 2D binary 
images is derived. In our comparison we took the measure with the best asymptotic 
behavior. For 'every-day' use. [30] suggests a measure that has computational advan
tages over the first one. but still provides accurate results (accuracy up to 0.8%). The 
source of error is restricted to digitization errors, as is the case in all the other papers 
in this section, except to a certain extent in [147]. The same derivation method as was 
used in [30], is used to derive 3D binary unbiased length measurement in the method 
of Beckers et al. [7]. Koplowitz et al. [7G] make explicit use of the fact that t hey 
arc est imating the length of a closed binary curve. For grey-level measurements we 
selected the length measurement methods from Eberly et al. [32] and Van Vliet [147]. 
In [32] the length is measured by a counting method that makes use of the grey-level 
neighborhoods of each point on the curve. In [147] the length is measured by a grey 
area measurement. The results of comparing the various measurement methods are 
given in table 2.3 as derived from the paper. 

All selected papers have an error analysis and bias analysis, partially because 
length is a measurement with simple scalar output and easy obtainable ground-t ruth . 
T h e information about the errors and bias though, is given in a number of different 
formats, complicating the comparison. The complexity, possible hardware encoding or 
possibility of parallel implementation of their methods were not mentioned in the text , 
making it hard to actually select a method from the information the corresponding 
papers provide, for use in a practical situation. 

2.4.2 Curvature 

In [1G0] an extensive comparison is made of the accuracy and precision of curvature 
measurement methods from literature, though it is less focused on computational 
issues. For the comparison of curvature measurement we took five methods from 
li terature. We took two methods of Van Vliet [147] that measure the curvature of a 
curve in 2D and 3D grey-level images. For binary images we selected a method of 
Worr ing et al. [160]. where the curvature (or the radius of the osculating circle) of a 
curve segment is calculated by investigating the possible real life instances tha t could 
result in the given digitized curve. T h e methods of Tsai et al. [142] and Stokely et 
al. [138] approach the problem by fitting a curve or triangular pat terns to the image. 
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Remarkably the papers that do give some information about the computational 
complexity are sparse with information about the bias and error of the method. And 
vice versa, methods that do have an extensive error and bias analysis Lack informa
tion about the computat ional complexity. Given a practical setting, where there is 
always a tradeoff between the performance in the sense of computat ion time and the 
performance in the sense of accuracy, it is hard to select the proper method. 

2.4.3 Corner detection 

In this section we compare methods for detecting and localization of corners in 2D 
images. The method of Medioni et al. [98] is based on fitting cubic b-splines through 
par t s of the curve, extract ing the corners from the fitted cubic b-splines. In the paper 
of Ogawa [104] a method is proposed based on the local symmetry that appears around 
corners in the curve. Both the method of Medioni et al. and the method of Ogawa 
are only suited for binary images. The method of Lee et al. [87]. based on fuzzy 
logic techniques works on grey-level images. Singh et al. [134] use a combination 
of t empla te and gradient based techniques to detect corners. Unfortunately they 
only use eight different orientations for their templates, severely limiting the rotation 
invariance of their method. The method of Lee et al. 86] is based on a wavelet based 
approximat ion of binary images. 

In contrast to the selected papers on length and curvature measurement, error and 
bias analysis is not very common in the selected papers on corner detection. Not much 
information is given about the complexity or other computational aspect either. It is 
hardly possible to sensibly select a method for corner detection from the information 
given in the papers . 

2.4.4 Euler number 

The Euler number is one of the few topological invariant measures for (a set of) 
objects. In 2D the Eider number is defined as the number of connected components 
minus the number of holes. For a more precise definition of the Eider number in 2D 
and 3D we refer to [57]. 

From the selected papers, the methods of Lee et al. [85], Chiavetta et al. [19] and 
Chen et al. [18] are all based on ways of dividing the image and counting different, 
characteristics. The method of Diaz et al. [27] is based on morphological skeletons. 
The only grey-level based method is of van Vliet [147], based on properties of the 
second derivative1 in the gradient direction. 

T h e emphasis of most papers dealing with the Euler number seems to be on the 
computa t ional aspects. Compared to t he previous cases, a relative large amount of in
formation can be found on the computational complexity and parallel implementation 
of t he different algorithms. Unfortunately, less effort is put into giving information 
about the performance in the sense of accuracy of the methods. Most methods do 
remark that the Euler number is highly sensitive to noise, but no further suggestions 
or conclusions are tied to that remark. Based on the information given in the papers 
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about the characteristics that we selected, taking a decision on what method to use 
in what situation is difficult. 

2.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter we propose a characterization of shape measurement methods in com
puter vision to efficiently find the right measurement method for given circumstances. 
From an example comparative study of measurement methods from literature on 
length measurement, curvature measurement, corner measurement and the measure
ment of the Euler number, we conclude the characteristics to be sufficient to identify 
the different measurement methods. 

It was found that l i terature in general does not provide all reasonable information 
on a method. This seriously hampers practical application. Although some papers, 
like [30. 160] give extensive error and bias analysis of a number of methods in their 
field, based on the information given in papers itself, it is hard to select the proper 
measurement method of a certain type. This is due to the lack of information on 
error and bias on one hand and the lack of information on computat ional issues on 
the other hand. From the twenty methods we characterized, only a few give (marginal) 
information on both the error-behavior and computational issues. In l i terature there 
is a division in a focus on error analysis or a focus on computational issues of the 
presented measurement methods, but rarely articles focus on both. The information 
given in papers about the described measures is not enough for the normal user to 
easily make a choice for the application the user lias in mind. And even if there is 
enough information available, comparison of different methods is hard, due to the 
lack of standardization for especially error and bias measurement. 
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Chapter 3 

Decomposition of separable 
concave structuring functions * 

3.1 Introduction 

An image is the recording of electromagnetic energy as a function of spatial position. 
The energy is only observed at a finite number of spatial positions (the sample points) 
with a probe of finite spatial (and temporal) size. Despite this practical restriction, 
an image is a continuous field of observations. The image is therefore bet ter mod
eled with a continuous function than with an array of pixel values. Image processing 
methods often benefit from problem definitions and solutions in te rms of continuous 
functions instead of relying on the accidental discretization grid. This physical ori
ented approach to image processing is elegantly put forward in the book of Florack 
[38]. 

In this chapter we study the decomposition of a large class of s t ructuring functions 
often used in morphological image processing. According to the above point of view 
we start analysis in the continuous domain. We study decomposition of continuous 
functions and prove t ha t a subset of the class of concave functions can be decomposed 
into a sequence (under dilation) of functions with finite effective domain. Only then 
we prove that the proposed decomposition scheme can be properly discretized. 

In mathematical morphology [129] [130], concave s tructuring functions play an 
important role. Note that the level sets of a concave function are convex sets; concave 
functions thus play the role of the convex sets in binary morphology. Matheron [96] 
already showed that convexity of s t ructuring sets is needed to axiomatize the concept 
of size. This analysis led to the notion of granulometries. Concave functions are 
needed to extend the notion of granulometries to grey-level functions [77]. In [164], 
Xu presents a decomposition scheme for convex polygon-shaped structuring elements 
in binary morphology. 

"Published in the Journal of Mathematical Imaging and Vision 15: 181-195, 2001. 
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Another application area in which concave structuring functions play an important 
role is in the calculation of (Euclidean) distance transforms [24]. 

In [61] Huang showed that the cliscretized squared cone can be decomposed into a 
sequence of finite support discrete structuring functions. His proof relied essentially on 
the discreteness of the s t ructuring functions. In this chapter we will give a geometrical 
continuous construction tha t is a generalization of this result. A generalization in the 
sense that our result can be used for a larger class of concave functions (not only the 
parabola) and also in the sense that we prove the decomposition in the continuous 
domain and then show that the decomposition can lie properly discretized. 

The parabolic function is not only important because it can be used to calculate 
the distance transform. It lias been shown by Van den Boomgaard [145] and Jackway 
[G4] tha t the parabola (as a member of' the class of quadrat ic s tructuring functions. 
ƒ(.?) = — 7j(x, ,4~ ' . r ) . with .4 a symmetric positive semidefinite matr ix of order // x n) 
in a very specific sense is the morphological analogue of the Gaussian function as 
used in linear convolutions. The A'-dimensional parabola can be decomposed into 
the dilation of -V one dimensional parabolae. just like the TV-dimensional Gaussian 
function can be decomposed into the convolution of A' one dimensional Gaussian 
functions. Furthermore the parabola is the unique structuring function that is both 
rotat ional symmetr ic as well as dimensional decomposable [144]. Finally the parabola 
is proven to be the unique structuring function to generate a morphological scale-
space, analogue to the Gaussian linear scale-space [145]. See figure 3.1 for an example. 

Figure 3 .1 : An example of parabolic scale space. The image to the left represents the 'zero 

scale image' ƒ. The four other images show the eroded versions derived from ƒ by eroding with 

parabolic functions. 

Decomposition of s t ructuring elements ([168]) is a subject in mathematical mor
phology with a lot of l i terature devoted to it. Some of the reported results deal with 
continuous s t ructur ing elements. For example the decomposition of convex symmet
ric polygons into the dilation of the edge line segments [129] is simple to prove for 
polygons in IR2. Also the logarithmic decomposition of a convex set into the dilation 
of t he set with its extreme elements ( the vertices of a polygon) [106] [146] is proved 
for continuous sets (and the conditions for proper discretization are given in [143]). 
Most of the results on decomposition, however, are focussed on the decomposition of 
discrete sets [40] [139] [89] [111] [41] . Whereas the decomposition of continuous sets 
tends to he of a geometrical nature, the proofs for the decomposition of discrete sets 
tend to be of an algebraic na ture [114]. Optimal decomposition (in the sense that as 
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few as possible basic structuring elements within the 3 x 3 neighborhood are used) is 
proven to be a very hard problem to solve (if at all). 

Decomposition into small (say 3 x 3) s t ructuring elements is important from a 
practical point of view. Many special purpose image processors only allow for small 
struct uring elements and even many software algorithms are optimized for these small 
s tructuring elements. Even for the Euclidean distance transform, that can be imple
mented quite efficiently using the dimensional decomposition (see [148]). the decom
position into small 3 x 3 elements is profitable as it allows for inhomogeneous distance 
transforms (also called constrained distance transforms [149]). These are for instance 
needed in the watershed algorithm while keeping" track of the distance traveled from 
the s tar t ing marker points [150]. 

The chapter s tar ts with a brief introduction into convex analysis and concave 
functions in section 3.2. The decomposition scheme is presented in section 3.3. The 
discretization of the process is the topic of section 3.4. The decomposition scheme is 
applied to quadratic functions in section 3.5. The efficiency of the decomposition is 
illustrated in section 3.6. 

3.2 Concave funct ions 

In this section the definitions and theorems related to concavity, necessary for ex
plaining the decomposition scheme, are presented. Before concavity of functions can 
be defined the definition of convexity is needed. The convexity of a set can be defined 
as 

Def in i t i on 3.2.1 .4 subset C of Eln is said to be convex if (1 — X)x+\yE C whenever 
x E C. y € C and 0 < A < 1. 

Wi th this definition of convexity in the set domain the definition in the function 
domain can be given by 

D e f i n i t i o n 3.2.2 Let ƒ be a function whose values are real, or ± o c and whose domain 
is a subset S of 1R". We define ƒ to be convex, if the set 

{(x.^i)\xeS.uelR.fr>f(x)} 

is convex as a subset of JRn+l. 

A function ƒ is called concave if its negative — ƒ is convex. This class of concave 
functions though, allows a class of functions tha t is practically unusable. An example 
(other then simply identically +oc or — oc) of such a concave function is ƒ of IR 
defined by 

{ -foo if \x\ < 1. 
0 if \x\ = 1. 

- o c if \x\ > 1. 
To exclude this type of functions. wre restrict ourselves to the class of proper concave 
functions: 
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D e f i n i t i o n 3 .2 .3 A concave function ƒ is said to be proper, if f(x) > — oc for at 
least one x and f(.r) < + oc for every .v. 

Continuity of concave functions can not only he guaranteed for proper concave func
tions, but for concave functions in general. The effective domain of a concave function 
ƒ, denoted by dom ƒ. is the set {x\f(x) > — oc} (for convex functions it is given by 
dom ƒ = {.r|/(.r) < + o c } ) . The following theorems appear in the s tandard work 
about convex analysis [116]. 

T h e o r e m 3 .2 .4 .4 concave function ƒ on IR" is continuous relative to any relatively 
open convex set C in its effective domain. 

We need an important proper ty of concave functions, namely the existence of the left 

and light derivatives. 

T h e o r e m 3 .2 .5 Let ƒ be a proper concave function on IR. For convenience, extend 
the right and left derivative functions f'+ and f'_ beyond the interval dom ƒ by setting 
both — :>c for points lying to the right of dom ƒ and both -t-oc for points lying to the 
left. Then f', and f'_ are non-increasing functions on JR. finite on the interior of 
dom f. such that 

f'+(zi) > fl{x) > f+{x) > f'_(z2) when z, < x < z2. 

This result is strongest in the sense tha t in general a proper concave function is not 
different iable. The function 

'<->-{ \--ti% 
1 - (x - 1)'- if x < 0. 

if x>0. 

is proper concave and left and right different iable. but not different iable for ./' = 0. The 
last property that is needed of proper concave functions, is that the sum is concave. 

T h e o r e m 3 .2 .6 Let J\ and f2 be proper concave functions on IR". Then f\ +f-2 is 

concave. 

In general it is not t rue that the sum of two proper concave functions is proper itself. 
If the intersection of the effective domains of the functions is not empty, the sum is 
proper concave. 

3.3 Decomposition 

In this chapter we restrict ourselves to structuring functions g tha t can be separated in 
one-dimensional proper concave functions g? and <y,p. Due to na ture of the separation 
process and our decomposition scheme, the decomposition of' the one-dimensional 
functions can be used to decompose the separable two-dimensional concave functions. 

T h e separation process makes use of the embedding operator \v- to embed one-
dimensional functions into two dimensional space (see [148]): 
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Definition 3.3.1 Let I be a one dimensional real function. The operator \v (with v 
a direction vector, \\u\\ = 1 ) embeds the function I into n-dimensional space, resulting 
in the function \,-/ : JRn —* JR.: 

Xd(S) = \ ' ( m ) • VS parallel t„ U. 
v ' y — oo . otherwise. 

The structuring function g is called separable if it can be separated in functions g$ 
and gü, such that: 

9 = Xv9v®Xw9w: (3.2) 

(see figure 3.3 for an example), where the morphological dilation of two functions u 
and r. denoted by u 0 r is defined as 

u®r — maxu(ar — y) + r(y). (3.3) 
y 

The symbol © is used for the continuous operator as well as for the discrete version. 
An example of a grey-value dilation is given in figure 3.2. For a thorough description 
of morphological operators we refer to [135. 129, 130]. 

Notice that when we take two arbitrary proper concave functions g% and gtr- the 
resulting function g{x) = Xv9v © Xw9w is always a proper concave function. 

The vectors v and w in the separation must be linearly independent. Functions 
ƒ : JR2 -> JR which can be written as f(x.y) = .A(:r) + f2(y). with ƒ, : IR ^ IR and 
f2 : IR —> IR are a subclass of the functions that can be separated cf. equation 3.2. 

If g is a parabola, the functions g$ and g^ can be constructed simply, see [148]. 
However, in general such functions $,7 and ga- can not be found. 

3.3.1 The decomposition scheme 

In theorem 3.3.5 we will prove that a one dimensional proper concave function g can 
be decomposed in two concave functions u and r, such that ƒ = u S r (under certain 
conditions). This function u always has a finite effective domain. Following this 
theorem allows for the decomposition of g? and g^ : 

gö=(uyeru), 

9w = (Uiv ©Taf) . 

Now dilation of image / with function g is 

I®9 = I®{Xv9v®Xw9w), 

with 
Xv9v © Xw9w = Xv(uv @ rff) © Xiv{uu, © rld). 

The embedding operator can be distributed over the dilation, so 

9 = (XvUv © Xtfrg) © (XWUÜ, © Xw>'w)-
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Figure 3.2: An example of grey-scale dilation. The top left image is the original image, the 

top right image is derived by dilating the top left image with a disk. The images on the bottom 

row show the corresponding grey-level functions of the images. 

and since dilation is commutat ive and associative 

9 = Xvuv® \,rll,V :• V ' V •: W V -

If we define ii] = \r"r Ï \ „:</„- and n = \,-•'',-•: W V - then 

leg = (1 e « i ) ® r i . 

(Sec for an example figure 3.4.) 
Since r$ and r,? are proper concave functions, (lie same process can be repeated 

and the dilation with g can be carried out as follows 

ƒ © £ = ƒ © « ] Qll'2 •' '2-

For II decomposition steps this results in 

Ieg = Il ( / . ] - . . . e u„ %rn. (3.4) 

Only in case the function g has a finite effective domain, it can be decomposed 
in a finite number of functions U\... //„. such that r„ is the pulse function (which 
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Figure 3.3: Example of a separation of a parabola g into \ ,-ƒ;,- and \ „:#„-• 

Figure 3.4: Example of a decomposition of a parabola g into u\ and i\. 

returns - 0 0 for all input, except for 0 where it returns 0). For functions with an 
infinite effective domain, the rest function /„ always has an infinite effective domain. 

In most practical situations, the image I is hounded by a lower and upper bound, 
I(x) £ [n>i. in,,]. In these cases the structuring function g can be chosen such that 
g(x) € [mu - ni.[.0} (provided that m a x g = 0). For concave functions this implies 
that g has a finite effective domain. 
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3.3.2 Decomposition of one dimensional concave structuring func
tions 

T h e main theorem of this section gives a decomposition of one dimensional proper 
concave functions ƒ into two proper concave functions u and r, such that ƒ = // • /'. 
In this decomposition u always has a finite effective domain, while r only has a finite 
effective domain if ƒ has a finite effective domain. To simplify the decomposition, we 
assume that ƒ(./•) < 0. except for x = 0. where /(O) = 0. For proper concave functions 
this comes down to t ranslat ing the function such that the maximum is obtained in 
the origin. Since the decomposed function is used for dilation, this only results in a 
simple translation of the result. The function // is constructed from ƒ as follows 

Figure 3.5: Visualization of the symbols used in the decomposition. 

UIX = 
f{x) , i f . T j < X < ^ 
- D C itherwise 

[3.5^ 

where x\ and x\ are chosen such that f{x\) = i\ and f(;r%) = (•> for some real numbers 
h < 0. t2 < 0 and .r] < 0. ./^ > 0. see figure 3.5. The function r is constructed from 
ƒ as follows 

flx + xD-U . i f . r<0 
f(x + .rS) — t-y • otherwise. rix) = (3.6) 

The terms - / L and -/•_> translate the maximum of r to the origin so that the dilation 
// [ /• will not be a t ranslated version of ƒ. r is again a proper concave function, so 
the same decomposition scheme can be used to decompose r. The existence of x\ and 
.r.* cannot be guaranteed for arbitrary proper concave functions, tha t are translated 
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Figure 3.6: Decomposition of ƒ into u and r. 

as described above. If the effective domain of the translated function contains x < 0 
and x > 0 (where one strict inequality should hold). tx and t2 can always be found 
such that there exist x\ < 0 and x\ > 0 (where one strict inequality should hold), 
with f(xl) = t-i and f(x%) = t2. 

The following lemma is needed several times. It assures the existence of' left and 
right derivatives of the functions u and r and provides useful inequalities between the 
left and right derivatives of u and r. 

Lemma 3.3.2 Let f(x) : ]R -+ Ft be a one dimensional proper eoncave function such 
that 

( -DC . if x < 0 

f(x)=\ 0 ,ifx = 0 
( f(x) . ifx>0. 

Assume that there exists a x* > 0, such that ƒ(.?•*) = t. for some real number t < 0. 
Now define 

—oo , if x < 0 
fix) • ifO <x <x* 

and 
-oo . if x < 0 

u x = 

r( 'r) I f(x + x*)-t , ifx>0. 
Then r'_(x). r'+(x). u'_(y), and u'+(y) axe non-increasing on their domain and 

r'_(x) < r'+(x) < u'_{y) < u'+{y), for x > 0.0 < y < x*. 
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The proof of lemma 3.3.4 makes use of the following extension of the mean value 
theorem: 

T h e o r e m 3.3.3 Let ƒ : [a, b] -* JR be a continuous function on [a. b] and let ƒ be 
right differentiable on [a.b[ and left differentiable on ]a.b\. Then there is at least one 
point c e]a. b[ for which 

0 - a 

The proof of the main Theorem 3.3.5 makes use of the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.3.4 Let f(.r) : I? —> IR be a one dimensional proper concave function such 

that 
f -DO . ifx<0 

f(x) = { 0 ,ifx = Q 
[ f(x) . ifx>0. 

Assume that there exists a. x* > 0. such that f(x') = t. for some real number t < 0. 
Now define 

- oc . if x < 0 
\ f(x) . ifQ<x<x< 

and 
, v ƒ -oo ./ƒ./• < 0 

T/ien uGr(a-) = f(x). 

Proof: The dilation of u and r is defined as 

u © r = max a(x - y) + r(y). 
v 

So define the function g as follows: 

<y,-(;/) = a(x-y)+r(y). 

First, it must be proven thai the function g has a maximum. Since ƒ is a proper 
concave function, u and r are proper concave functions due to their construction and. 
according to theorem 3.2.6, g is a concave function. Because g is properly defined on 
the open interval ].r - x*.x[. g is continuous on that interval (theorem 3.2.4). Since 

lini gAy) =9x{x-x*) 
yi{x-x') 

and 
\\mgx{y) = gx{x), 
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g is continuous on the closed interval [x — x*.x]. So according to the theorem of 
YVeierst rass. g lias a ïnaxiniuni on the interval [./• - ./•'../• . If y < (.;• -- x" | or y > x. 
u(x — y) = — OG because then x — y is not an element of the effective domain of a. 
u(x — y) = —oo leads to gx{y) = — DO, so the following holds: 

max </,.((/) = max gx{y), (3.7) 
y y€[x-.T-,i] 

restricting the interval where # obtains its maximum. 

Now assume that x < 0. then maxy€[x_x* iX] gx(y) — - co , since /•(</) = —oc for 
y € [x - .r*.;r]. Thus m a x ^ ^ . ^ ] ^x(y) = / (x ) . 

To prove that 
max gx(y) = f(x) 

!J 

for x > 0. we assume the opposite holds. Then we show that this leads to a contra
diction for every x > 0 The proof that the opposite leads to a contradiction for every 
x is split in two cases: 0 < x < x*, and x > x*. 

So assume that u © r(x) / f(x). with 

max Qx{y)^f{x), (3.8) 

2/€[x-x*,.n] 

and suppose that 0 < x < x*. Under equation 3.8 there exists a y ^ 0 such that 

u(x - y) + r(y) > u(x) + r(0). (3.9) 
because gx(0) = f(x). for 0 < x < x*. 

From the continuity of (/ and lemma 3.3.2 follows that for y < 0. u(x — y) < u(x) 
and also for every y. r(y) < r(0). So equation 3.9 only holds if y > 0 (otherwise there 
is a contradiction). Since y ^ 0 equation 3.9 can be divided by y leading to 

u(x - y) - u(x) ^ r(0) - r(y) 

y v 

u(x) - u(x - y) < r(y) - r(0) 

y y 

From theorem 3.3.3 follows that 

-, ^ r i < \ ^ u(x) - u(x -v) ' s \ / "(x) - u(x - y) a 11\ 
3c e\x — y.x[ : u_(c) < or u+{c) < (3.11) 

and 

3rf 6]0, V\ : r'+(d) > 'iy) - r ( 0 ) or r'_(d) > 'M^M. ( 3 . 1 2 ) 

Combining equations 3.10. 3.11 and 3.12. we obtain 

u'+(c) < r'_(d) or u'+(c) < r'+(d) (3.13) 
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or 

u'_(c) < r'_(d) or u'_{c) < r'+{d). (3.14) 

According to the inequalities in lemma 3.3.2 each of the above inequalities (equations 
3.13 and 3.14) can only occur if d < 0. which leads to a contradiction since d G]0,y[, 
where y was derived to be positive. 

Finally suppose that x > x*. Under equation 3.8 there exists a y / (.;: - x*) such 

that 

u(x - y) + r(y) > u(x*) + r(x - x*). 

u(x") - u(x - y) < r(y) - r(x - x*). (3.15) 

because gx(x - x*) = f(x). for x < X*. Since also y G [x - x*.x] (equation 3.7). it 
holds tha t x* — x + y > 0. Equation 3.15 is rephrased in 

»(.?•*) - u(x- y) r{y) - r(x - x*) 
: < • 3.15 

x* — x - y x' - x + y 

From theorem 3.3.3 it follows that 

-i i *r i , •, ^ u(x*)-u(x — y) . . , ^ u(x*) — u(x — y) 
3c e]x - y,x*[ : u'_(c) < -±-£ V ~ o r u+ c ^ ^ ^ —— 3 - l 7 

x* - x + y x* - x + y 
and 

3d e]a- - ,'.y\ : r'+(d) > ™ ~ «* ~ *"> o r rL{d) > 'i») ~ r{, - .r>) 
xr - x + y x* — x + y 

Combining equations 3.16. 3.17 and 3.18, we obtain 

u'+(c) <r'_(d) ov u'+(c) <r'+(d) 

or 

u'_(c) < r'_(d) or u'_(c) < r'+{d). 

According to the inequalities in lemma 3.3.2 each of the above inequalities can only 
occur if d < 0, which implies t ha t x - x* < 0 because d €]x — x*, y[. But then x < x". 
which leads to the final contradiction, since it was assumed that that .r > x*. So 

u@ /•(.,:) = ƒ(.;•). 

-J 

Theorem 3.3.5 proves that the decomposition given by equations 3.5 and 3.6 indeed 
results in a decomposition of ƒ such that ƒ = u(& r. 
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Theorem 3.3.5 Let f(x) : JR — IR'be a one dimensional proper concave function 
with f(x) < 0 except for x = 0. where /(O) = 0. Assume that there exist x\ < 0 and 
x% > 0 such that f(x*) = t\ and f{x\) = 2̂ for some real numbers t\ < 0. f2 < 0. 
Now define 

and 

—oc , otherwise 

f ƒ(* + * ! ) - * , i / s < 0 
f{x + xQ -t , otherwise. 

Thenu®r(x) = f(x). 

Proof: The function ƒ can be written as ƒ = f\ V ƒ2 where 

and 

From lemma 3.3.4 follows that f] and fo can be decomposed in j \ — m © r i , with 
x | < 0 and £1, and ƒ2 = «2 © ''2. with x\ > 0 and t-2- Then 

ƒ = (Ml © n ) V (u2 © r2) = (wi V u2) © (ri V r 2) . 

Because t/i V </2 = '/ and n V r2 = r. it follows that 

w©r(;r) = ƒ ( » . 

D 

3.4 Discretization of the decomposition scheme 

In this section we discuss the conditions under which the decomposition process can 
be properly discretized. i.e. the conditions under which dilating with the original 
discretized function is the same as dilation with the discretized results of the decom
position. First the definition of the discretization operator A-j-: 

Definition 3.4.1 The discretization operator A-j- constructs a function A- rf : 

Z —* IR from a function ƒ : IR2 —* IR as follows: 
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Likewise, the discretization A/,-/ of a function f : ]R —> ]R. is constructed by A^-f(p) = 
f{pk). 

Now the term "properly discretizable" can be formalized (for a function ƒ that is 
decomposable) as: 

A-.-f = A - . Ü 0 A . f. 
c.aJ c,a c.d 

In general the decomposition process can not be guaranteed to be properly discretiz
able. The following lemma gives the conditions under which one dimensional decom
posable functions can be properly discretized. 

L e m m a 3.4.2 Let the decomposition for a function ƒ be given by the parameters x\ 
and #2 and let the discretization be given by parameter d. Then 

Ad f = Adu ~ Adr 

iffVkeZ£,kd<d\%l 

/(AY/) = f[kd - ( r / ^ 1 - xl)) + f(d\^-]) - /(arj) 

andVk e Zf, kd > d|_^fj, 

f(kd) = f(kd+(4 - d[&\)) + f(d[^\) - f(x*2). 

The proof of lemma 3.4.2 follows immediately from the geometric construction of 
the decomposition. From lemma 3.4.2 follows that if the decomposition parameters 
x\ and x*2 are chosen as x* = kd and x\ = Tad for k E IL^ and m € Z J . the 
decomposition scheme can be properly discretized for one dimensional functions. 

For two-dimensional decomposable1 functions ƒ that can be separated into ƒ,7 and 
/ÜJ, the question whether it can be discretized properly with parameters v and w boils 
down to the question whether ƒ,.- can be discretized with parameter \v\ and ƒ# can be 
discretized with parameter \w\. Lemma 3.4.3 thus also gives the recipe how to choose 
the 'cutting points' x% . x% . x% and x% . such that the process can be discretized 
properly. 

L e m m a 3.4.3 If a two-dimensional decomposable function ƒ can be separated into 
fr, and fa;, I hen 

A,- „-ƒ = Av,ü>u © Aff.tfr, 

if 

and 

A H fa = A^UTS e Aiöfirüf. 
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Proof: 

Xv^\v\fv ® Xw^\td\fw 

Since A|ïï| fa = Aw]Uy © A|ff|r^ and A ^ fx = A^ ju^ 0 Aj^r^, the following holds: 

XtfA|#|ƒ# © XtZ;A|u-|/^ = Xv(A\v\Uy © A^rv) © ^ ( A ^ u ^ © A ^ r ^ ) = 

(Xv^iffi^tr 0 X ^ A ^ u ^ ) 0 (xffA|^rsr © X ^ A ^ r ^ ) = 

( A ^ X ^ u * © A ^ x ™ ^ ) © (Aï.lVXvrv © A ^ x ™ ^ ) = 

A,7.ui(Xi7M{7 © XVJUW) © A^lZr(x£rrl7 © x «->',?)• 

Thus 
A , ^ ƒ = Affiüf« © Atfil7jr. 

G 

If the discretization vectors cand d do not correspond with the separation param
eters v and ü>, it is still possible for the discretization of the decomposition scheme to 
be proper. The following lemma from [88] is needed (the matrix with the vectors a 
and 6 as its columns is denoted as [ah]): 

Lemma 3.4.4 Let A be a lattice generated by the vectors c and a7 and let v and w be 
two points from A. Then the lattice A can also be generated by the vectors v and w iff 
there exists an integral matrix U with: 

det(U) = ±1 and [vw] = [cd]U. 

Theorem 3.4.5 Let f be a two-dimensional decomposable function that can be sep
arated into ./V and fld, for which A\$\ ƒ*? = A^u^r © A ^ r * and A^fa = A^u^ © 

A\üj\riö. Then if v and w are two points from the lattice formed by c and d and there 
exists a,n integral matrix U such that 

det(U) = ±l and [vw] = [cd]U, 

then 
A- Tf = A- r u© A-,-r. 

c.dJ c,d cd 

Proof: A|ff|/tf = A ^ u ^ © A^r^ and A^\fxT, = A ^ u ^ © A ^ T - ^ , so from lemma 
3.4.3 it follows that 

Attff = Amu © An^r. 

There exists an integral matrix U such that dr.t(U) = ±1 and [vw] — [cd]U, so 
according to lemma 3.4.4 for arbitrary p and q. pv + qw can be written as p'c + q'd 
(and vice versa). Then for arbitrary p and q 

Au.tfip.q) = f(pv + qw) = fip'c+q'd) = A&Jf(p'.q'). 
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and likewise Ar.u-aip-q) = A5ju(p'.q') and A^^,r{p,q) = A-jr(p',q'). So 

A* if = A^rii 1 • A-.-r . 
c.dJ CM r.fl 

• 

3.5 Examples 

In this section examples are given of the decomposition of two-dimensional elliptic 
paraboloids. If A is a 2 x 2 matrix, the two-dimensional elliptic paraboloids are given 
by: 

f{$) = -\&A-lx). 

where {...) denotes the inner product. In [148] is proven that two-dimensional elliptic 
paraboloids can always be separated into two one-dimensional parabola. 

3.5.1 Example of a (1,0)-(0,1) separable function 

A simple- paraboloid g{x,y) = -{x2 + y2) can be separated into \r(-p2) and \,r-{-q2) 
where r = (1.0) and w = (0 .1) . If tj = /•> = —1 (/ from theorem 3.3.5) is chosen, the 
function g? = p is decomposed in 

,2 , if —1 <p< 1 
uti{p) = -P' 

— oc . otherwise 

and 

>-AP) = 
l - ( p - l ) 2 , i f p < 0 
1 — (p + l ) 2 . otherwise 

{<l,7 can be decomposed analogous). From theorem 3.3.5 it follows that (/,- = u$® r* 
Analogous to the above. g$ can be decomposed. The functions ii\ and i\ are 

and 

n(•'••//) = (\r"r •!•• Xv}Uw)(x-.y) = 

If /'i is decomposed 

- ( • ' - - r y 

—oc 

-x2 - y2 

-x2 - y2 

-x2 - y2 

..2 

• if —1 <x < l . - l <y < 1 
. otherwise 

2x + 2y 
2x + 2y 
2x - 2y 

1 2 rt - l 

x - y — l.v - 2y 

if x < O.J/ < 0 
if x > 0. y < 0 
if x < 0, y > 0 
if .r > 0. y > 0. 

with fi = t'2 — - 3 , we obtain 

if - 1 < ./• -x2 - .,ƒ 
- . / • 2 - j / 2 

n-iix.y) = < 

2.r + 2y 
- . i - - y2 - 2.r 

- r 2 - J/2 

- . r 2 - y2 - 2x -

— DC 

2x - 2y 
2?y 

2.V 

2y 

< ./• < 0 , - 1 < y < 0 
if 1 > J - > 0 . - l < y < 0 
if - 1 < x < 0.1 > // > 0 
if 1 > x > 0. 1 > y > 0 
otherwise1 
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—ar - y2 + Ax + Ay 
—x2 — y2 — Ax + Ay 

r2{x, y) = { -x2 - y2 + Ax - Ay 
-x2 - y2 - Ax - Ay 
—oo 

if x < 0. y < 0 
if x > 0. y < 0 
if x < 0. y > 0 
if x > 0. y > 0 
otherwise. 

Figure 3.7: (a) The original structuring function g with finite effective domain, (b) (c) (d) 

The decomposition of p into the functions (a) f/|, (b) u> and (c) r-i. 

If the effective domain of g is chosen as {{x,y)\ — 3 < x,y < 3} and the above 
decomposition steps are followed, the graphs in figure 3.7 are obtained for the struc
turing functions. 

The cutting points in this decomposition (x*Fi. x£2, x*Si and x*~2 see also figures 
3.5 and 3.6) are chosen in such a way that A|,-| ƒ,-r = A\$\Uiv © A|^|U2,7 © A^^u-
and A^ftf = A^u i^ r © A\ir,\U2yj © A^\'r2w- If the functions are discretized with 
discretization vectors c = (1.0) and d — (0. 1). theorem 3.4.5 implies that the decom
position can be properly discretized (since u = (1.0) and ic = (0.1)). obtaining the 
following templates for the functions u\. «2 and r^ : 

/ -10 - 5 -10 
r2 = 1 - 5 0 - 5 

V -10 - 5 - 1 0 

indicating that the method of [61] is the discrete version of this specific case. 

3.5.2 Example of a (1,-1)-(1,1) separable function 

The function y{x.y) = —(2x2 + 2xy + 2y2) with effective domain {(x,y)\ \x — y\ < 
A A \x + y\ < 4} can be separated into g$ = \v{— P2) and 9w = XW(—3Q2) where 
ü = (1. —1) and w = (1.1). The function g$ is decomposed with ti = £2 = — 1 into u$ 
and r?. and g^ is decomposed with t\ = £2 =

 — 3 into u^ and r^. Then 

u(z.y) = (XüU*®XviUw)(Xiy) = 
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f - (2 . r 2 + 2xy + 2y2) . if \x + y\ < 2. \x - y\ < 2 
^ —oc . otherwise 

Define A = {(x.y)\ \x - y\ < 2 and \x + y\ < 2}. then 

'•(•'••//) = ( \ r ' T - WV)U'-.</) = 

( -2.V- - 2y2 - 2xy - Sx - Ay. if (x. y) G -4. x > y. x > -y 
-2.1-2 - 2y2 - 2xy + 4.r + 8y. if (x. y) e A. x > y. x < -y 

< -2a: 2 - 2/y2 - 2xy - 4;r - 8y. if (x. y) G A. x < y. x > -y 
-2x2 - 2/y2 - 2xy + 8.c + Ay. if [x. y) e A.x < y. x < -y 
— oc. otherwise. 

In figure 3.8 the graphs of the functions <j. u and /• are given. The decomposition 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.8: (a) The original structuring function g with finite effective domain, (b) (c) The 

decomposition of </ into the functions (a) u and (b) r. 

scheme does not fulfill the demands of theorem 3.4.5. So proper discretization of this 
decomposit ion can not be guaranteed. And indeed, the discrete template correspond
ing with ƒ: 

— DC 

—OO 

—OO 

— -x. 
-32 
—oc 

— 3C 

—oc 

— oc 

— oc 

— oc 

— oc 

-14 
-18 
-14 
— oc 

—oc 

— oc 

—oc 

— oc 

-8 
-6 
-8 
-6 
-8 

— OC' 

— oc 

-00 

-14 
-6 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-G 
-14 
-oo 

-32 
-18 
-8 
-2 
0 

-2 
-8 
-18 
-32 

— oc 

-2(3 

-14 
-G 
_2 
-Ü 

-14 
-26 
—oo 

— oc 

— oc 

-24 
-11 
-8 
-14 
-24 
—oc 

—'OC' 

— oc 

— oc 

— oc 

-2G 
-18 
-26 
— oc 

— oc 

— oc 

-oc > 

— oc 

— oc 

— oc 

-32 
— oc 

—oc 

— oc 

-oc J 

is not equal to dilation of the discrete templates corresponding with u and r. i.e 
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/ 

v 

—oc 

— oc 

-8 
— oc 

—00 

—00 

-2 
-2 
-6 

—'OC 

( —oc 
-OC' 

—oc 

— oc 

-32 
—'OC 

-oc 
—'OC 

V -~ 

-8 
-2 
0 

-2 
-8 

— oc 

—oc 

— oc 

-14 
-18 
-14 
— oc 

—oc 

— oc 

— oc 

-G 
-2 
-2 

—OO 

—00 

— oc 

-8 
-8 
-8 

-16 
-8 

— 00 

— oc 

-oc \ 

— oc 

-8 
-oc 

© 

/ 

-oc ) 

— oc —32 
-14 -18 
-8 -8 
-2 -2 
-2 0 
-2 -2 

-16 -8 
-14 -18 
— oc -32 

— oc 

— oc 

-24 -

—oc -

— OC' 

—'OC 

-26 
-16 
-6 
-2 
-6 
-8 
-20 
—oc 

-oc 
-6 
-10 
-18 -

-oc 

— oc 

—oc 
-24 
-16 
-8 
-8 
-24 
— oc 

— oc 

-24 
-10 -

0 
-10 
-24 -

—oc 

— oc 

-OC' 

-26 
-18 
-26 
—00 

— oc 

— OO 

-oc — yz 

-18 
-10 -24 

—6 —oc 

-oc —oc 

-oc ^ 

— oc 

—'OC' 

— oc 

-32 
— oc 

—'OC' 

—00 

— oc J 

\ 

I 

(errors are printed in bold 

Example of a (1,1)-(1,0) separable function 

The function g{x.y) = —x2 + 2xy - 2y2 with effective domain {(x.y)\x > (y — 
3) and x < (y + 3) and - 3 < y < 3} can be separated into g$ — Xv(—p2) and 
9w = Xw{-q2) where v = (1,1) and w = (1.0). 

The function g$ is decomposed with t\ = t2 = - 1 into u$ and r#, and ytr- is 
decomposed with t] = t-z — — 1 into uu-t and r^,. Then 

u(x, y) = (XÏUV © XwUit)(x, y) = 

-x2 + 2xy - 2y2 . if x > (y - 1) and x < (y + 1) and -l<y<l 
— oc . otherwise 

Define A = {{x. y)\x > (y - 2) and x < (y + 2) and - 2 < y < 2} . then 

r(x,y) = (Xvrv®Xv;riB)(x,y) = 

( -x2 - 2x + 2xy - 2y2. if (x. y) 6 .4. y < x, y>0 
-x2 - 2x + 2xy + Ay - 2y2. if (x. y) G A,y < x. y < 0 

J -x2 + 2x + 2xy - 4y - 2y2, if (x. y) € A. y > x. y>0 
-X2 + 2x + 2xy - 2y2. if (x, y) 6 A,y> x, y < 0 
—oo, otherwise. 

The cutting points in this decomposition are chosen in such a way that A^fa = 
A|(7|W,7 © A|t?|7v, and A ^ f x = A^u^, © A^r^;. If the functions are discretized 
with discretization vectors c = (1.0) and d = (0.1). theorem 3.4.5 implies that the 
decomposition can be properly discretized (since v = (1.1) and w = (1.0). the matrix 
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U can be derived to be 
1 1 
1 0 

which is an integral matrix with dei(U) = —1] 

obtaining the following templates for t he functions u : 

- D C - D C —2 —1 —2 
- D C - 1 0 - 1 - D C 

- 2 - 1 - 2 -DC - o o 

md r : 

/ 

\ 

— DC 

— DC 

— DC 

— DC 

-10 

— DC 

—OO 

— DC 

-11 
-11 

— DC 

— DC 

-8 
-0 
-8 

-DC 

-11 
-3 
-3 
-11 

-10 
-0 
0 

-0 
-10 

-11 
-3 
-3 
-11 
— DC 

-8 
-0 
-8 

— DC 

— DC 

-11 
-11 
— DC 

— DC 

— DC 

-10 \ 
— DC 

— DC 

-DC 

-DC ) 

3.6 Computational complexity 

In general, the dilation with a structuring function with effective domain nQ where 
Q is convex is of complexity 0{M2n2\Q\). where |Q| is the number of points in Q. 
and the dimension of the image is M x M. If t he structuring function nQ can be 
decomposed such that for the effective domain of nQ holds that 

QQQ^.-.Q. 

the complexity is reduced to (D(M2n\Q\). 
Due to the na ture of our separation process, the decomposition scheme always 

re turns s t ructur ing functions with a parallelogram shaped effective domain. Since the 
size of the effective domains of the resulting functions of our decomposition scheme 
can be chosen at will, the domains can be chosen equal to Q. where the effective 
domain of the original s tructuring function is nQ. The decomposition scheme then 
reduces the complexity by a factor n. 

3.7 Conclusions 

In this chapter we have presented a decomposition scheme for a large class of concave 
s t ructur ing functions. The results are valid in the continuous domain, but we have 
proven the requirements for proper discretization as well. The important class of 
quadra t ic s t ructur ing functions proves to be decomposable into a sequence of dilations 
with s t ructur ing functions restricted to a finite (small) effective domain. For the 
axis aligned parabola (an element of' the class of quadrat ic functions) our proof is a 
generalization of the decomposition presented by Huang [61]. The main difference 
with existing approaches is that we have chosen a continuous geometrical view on 
decomposition instead of a discrete algebraic approach. 
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The complexity of dilating with the functions discussed in this chapter is reduced 
with a factor n, to 0(M2n\Q\), where the image has dimensions M x M and the 
original structuring function is decomposed in n structuring functions, each with 
effective domain Q. 

We have restricted our proofs to the functions that are separable by dimension. 
This is somewhat of a limitation that may well be eliminated using more elaborate 
proofs using the slope transform description of morphological operators [29] or equiv-
alently (for concave functions) using the Fenchel conjugate functions (or the upper 
and lower slope transform) from convex analysis [94]. Such an extension of the theory 
would enable direct proofs for higher dimensional functions. It is left to future work. 

We believe that a geometrical approach as presented in this chapter results in 
an intuitive feeling for the decomposition (being a "cut-and-paste" procedure as illus
trated in figure 3.G) that is fruitful for a real understanding of morphological operators 
modifying and probing the geometry of visual observations. 

3.8 Appendix: Proofs 

In the proof of the main theorem of this chapter an extension is needed of the mean 
value theorem for functions that are left and right diffcrentiable. but not necessary 
differentiable. 

Theorem 3.1.1 (Mean value theorem) Let ƒ : [a.b] —> IR'be a continuous func
tion on [a.b] and differentiable on ]a,b[ then there exists at least one point c G]a.b[ 
with 

b - a 

For the proof of the extension the theorem of Weierstrass is needed. 

Theorem 3.1.2 (Weierstrass) A continuous function on a closed and bounded in
terval has a maximum and a minimum. 

For a function ƒ : i" C M —> M, the right derivative is defined as 
limxei,xix0 x-x •> if the limit exists. The left derivative is defined likewise. The 
extension of the mean value theorem for left and right differentiable functions: 

Theorem 3.1.3 (3.3) Let ƒ : [a.b] —> M be a continuous function on [a.b] and let ƒ 
be right differentiable on [a,6[ and left differentiable on ]a.b]. Then there is at least 
one point c G]a, b[ for which 

w « ) > M > W e ) 

W«)<M<W. 
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Proof: Construct a function g from ƒ as follows: 

6 — a 

Then g(a) = g{b) = 0. If <y is constant then for every x G [a,&[, g'+(x) = 0 and for 
every x e]a.&]. g'-(x) = 0, so 

U(c) = f.(c)= b_a • 

So suppose 5 is not constant, and suppose that a value of #(.r) on the interval [a. b] is 
greater then f (a). According to the theorem of Weierstrass g(x) has a maximum on 
the interval [a,b], in this case for a c e]o,&[. But then #+(c) > 0 and .</_((') < 0, so 

/+(e) > ZöizM >ƒ_„,. 

Now suppose that a value of g{x) on the interval [a. b] is smaller then f (a). According 
to the theorem of Weierstrass g(x) has a minimum on the interval [a.b]. in this case 
for a c G]a, &[. But then g'+(c) < 0 and g'_(c) > 0, so 

o — a 

r 

In the main theorem we use the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1.1 (3.2) Let ƒ(./•) : 1R —> HR be a one dimensional proper concave func
tion with f(x) < 0 except for x = 0. where ƒ(()) = 0. Assume that there exist x\ < 0 
and x?2 > 0 such that /(a;*) = t and /(x^) = I for some real number t < 0. Now 
define 

, | ( r ) = / f(x) • lfx\ <x<x2 
1 — oc . otherwise 

and 
f(x + x\)-t . ifx<0 

/•( / • ) = ^ 
f[x-\-X2) — t • otherwise. 

Then r'_(x). r'+(x). u'_(y), and u'_(y) are non-increasing on their domain, 

r'_{x) > r'+(x) > u'_(y) > u'+(y), for x < i).x\ < y < 0. 

and 
r'Ax) < r'Ax) < u!_{y) < u'+{y), for x > 0,a£ > y > 0. 
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Proof: From theorem 3.2.5 it is known that f'_ (x) and f'+ (x) exist, and that they 
are non-increasing on M. So from the construction of u(x) and r{x) follows that u'_. 
u'+, r'_ and r'+ exist and that they are non-increasing on JR. Since f(x) < 0 for x < 0, 
/(0) = 0. f(x) < 0 for x > 0. f_(x) and f'+(x) are non-increasing and ƒ is continuous 
on it's effective domain (see theorem 3.2.4) it follows that f'+(x) > f'_{x) > 0 for 
x < 0 and f'_(x) < f'+(x) < 0 for x > 0. From the construction of u(x) and r(x) then 
follows that 

r'_(x) > r'+(x) > u'_(y) > u'+(y). for x < 0,arj < .y < 0. 

and 
r'_{x) < r'+(x) < u'_(y) < u'+(y). for x > O,.:^ > y > 0. 

D 





Chapter 4 

Design considerations for 
generic grouping in vision * 

4.1 Introduction 

Grouping plays an important role in many computer vision systems that aim at 
recognition of objects in images. In vision, grouping can be seen as the process that 
organizes image features into higher level structures, corresponding to objects in the 
image. This abstract notion of grouping is formulated in many ways. We consider 
grouping as the task to find groups of similar elements from a set S. where S is a 
finite set of basic elements {s1,s2,.... sn} derived from an image. The elements of 
S may represent edge points in an image (found with an edge detector), locations 
of simple structures in the image (found by a template operation), the location and 
orientation of curves, etcetera. At any rate . 5' is a set of elements derived from the 
image by a detector, to be refined in section 4.3.1. Despite its importance, there 
is hardly any consistency in the (implicit) definition of grouping among the various 
papers dealing with the subject. This lack of uniformity makes it cumbersome to 
compare the s t ructure and the behavior of different grouping methods. 

In most cases the design of grouping algorithms is application-driven or method-
driven. As a result, the behavior of the algorithms is hard to predict in general. In this 
chapter we develop a number of consideration for the design of grouping algorithms 
in general. The considerations may also be used to typify the difference between 
grouping algorithms. Our goal is not design a generic grouping algorithm (as regarded 
undesirable in [169], and we agree), but rather to take the general grouping case in 
vision as a reference in the design of actual grouping algorithms. The considerations 
reflect the rationale behind grouping, for computer vision and human vision alike. 

A grouping algorithm in li terature is often seen as the combination of a grouping 
framework and a grouping measure. For the grouping measure, the Gestalt laws still 

"Conditionally accepted for publication in the special issue on Perceptual Groupine: of IEEE 
PAMI. 
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have lost little of their value [91]. These laws are often used as design considerations 
for grouping measures. For a modern discussion of the use of Gestalt laws in grouping 
and perceptual organization, see [123]. Although large part of the behavior of grouping 
algori thms is determined by the behavior of the grouping measure, in this chapter we 
will focus on the considerations for t he grouping framework. Our considerations do 
not deal with quant i ta t ive behavior like grouping quality or execution time. Although 
this quant i ta t ive behavior for a large part is determined by the design, it is also 
influenced by implementational issues. We choose to limit the scope of this chapter 
by not taking these issues into account. Our goal is to provide a set of characteristics 
tha t are important to consider when designing an grouping algorithm and specifically 
to describe the consequences when the considerations are not taken into account by 
a specific algori thm. 

In section 4.2 we discuss the use of grouping in li terature, specifically considera
tions, definitions and requirements lor grouping. We present our considerations for 
grouping in section 4.3 with formal definitions. To illustrate the use of the consider
at ions we present a grouping framework and some examples in section 4.4. 

4.2 Grouping in literature 

There are three main motivations in li terature for the use of grouping in vision. 
T h e first reason is found in papers that derive their methods from the principles 
of Gestalt theory (see for instance [12-"). 99. 1]). The general idea is that grouping-
works well in the human vision system, making it worth a try in computer vision 
systems. The second reason is the principle of' common-cause, found in for instance 
[157. 159. 91 . 115]. and later used in for instance [48]. It is based on the idea that 
many relations in visual information have a low probability to occur at random in real 
life images. So when a relation is found there is a high probability that the relation is 
significant. Organizat ion processes based on such relations will deliver non-accidental 
s t ructures, often representing objects in the real world. In other words: grouping is 
useful for real life images because our world is coherent. The third reason is that 
of computa t ional efficiency, coming from a result in model-based object recognition 
found in [47]. According to this result, it is critical (from a complexity point of view) 
to use techniques that select subsets of the data likely to have come from a single 
object before establishing a correspondence between data and model features. 

In vision l i terature the process of forming sets out of one set of single elements, 
is denoted by a number of names: classifying, clustering, feature grouping and per
ceptual organization. Different processes are denoted by the same name, making 
comparisment of methods cumbersome. In [84. 82. 83]. definitions are proposed for 
classification, clustering methods and hierarchical methods. The term classification 
is used as the general term to address all processes that form sets out of one set of 
single elements. Classification can be divided into clustering methods and hierarchi
cal methods . Clustering, according t o [84. 82. 83]. is a elassificatory method which 
optimizes the intra-group homogeneity, where hierarchical classification optimizes a 
hierarchical route from single elements to population. When an element can be as-
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signed to more than one class, the classification is called overlapping. In many papers 
the term clustering is reserved for non-overlapping classification schemes (see for in
stance [162, 161. 78]). The term hierarchical is used in most papers to denote tha t the 
output of the classification process delivers multiple solutions that can be arranged 
in some hierarchical manner (see for instance [110, 28. 70]). We define hierarchy as 
a characteristic of a process, not as a process of its own. opposing the definitions of 
[84, 82, 83]. 

In the field of pa t te rn recognition, clustering is often seen as partit ioning data 
without label information, while classification is regarded as partit ioning data with 
label information [112]. The term perceptual organization (or perceptual grouping) 
is sometimes used as a general term for all kinds of clustering or classification pro
cesses. In [125], perceptual organization is defined as the ability to impose structural 
organization on sensory da ta , so as to group sensory primitives arising from a com
mon underlying cause. In a number of papers however, perceptual organization and 
grouping are defined more specifically. In [66] grouping and perceptual organization 
are considered to be identical: a bot tom-up process t ha t clusters image features into 
higher level organizations, each likely to come from a single object (in [154] however, 
grouping is not assumed to be strictly bot tom-up) . Perceptual grouping of curved 
lines is defined in [28] as the search for and explicit description of significant curvi
linear s tructure. In [3] grouping is defined as a process that rearranges given d a t a by 
eliminating irrelevant da t a items and sorting the rest into groups, each corresponding 
to a particular object. There is also a tendency to use the term perceptual organi
zation for processes that are related to or inspired by the Gestalt principles (see [72] 
for a discussion on the Gestalt principles), sec for instance [124. 99. 37]. The great 
diversity in definitions makes it hard to compare different grouping methods and to 
quickly unders tand the scope and use of these methods. We provide a precise defini
tion for grouping t ha t is applicable to a large class of grouping problems and provide 
precise definitions for the considerations based on our definition for grouping. 

Many existing clustering techniques, like /.•-means [97]. graph-theoretic clustering 
[167], nearest neighbor [92], fuzzy clustering [121] or neural networks [131] are success
fully used in computer vision for instance to segment images [2]. Although the above 
mentioned methods are successful in part of the vision based grouping problems, there 
is a need for grouping algorithms tuned more towards computer vision, given the large 
effort that is put into making specific grouping algorithms for computer vision ap
plications and into generic grouping algorithms for vision (see for instance [3. 162]). 
However, little effort is put into the question which characteristics can be useful for 
grouping algorithms in vision applications. For clustering in general, a formalization 
of desired properties is given in [161]. but not all axioms given there are applicable in 
computer vision settings. For instance elements to be grouped, can share the same 
location and it is stated that a grouping where an element is assigned to more than 
one group can never be optimal. For one specific application, i.e. the clustering of line 
segments, in [70] a number of requirements are mentioned. From these requirements 
a grouping measure and a clustering scheme are derived. Our considerations are not 
limited to one application domain. In [163]. some general grouping principles are de
rived from finding's in neuroscience. In general, the requirements given are important 
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for perception in the presented application, but they can not easily be translated into 
desirable characteristics for generic grouping in vision. The field of mathematical 
taxonomy [69] pu ts forward a number of conditions that we consider for our purposes 
where possible. 

4.3 Design considerations for grouping 

4.3.1 Proper definition 

In considering the design for grouping it is desirable to start from proper definitions 
[69]. As can be learned from section 4.2. definitions are rarely consistent in the 
computer vision li terature. 

C o n s i d e r a t i o n 1: p r o p e r def in i t ion : The following entities are prop
erly defined for any generic grouping framework: the target structure, the 
data to be grouped, a grouping and a grouping measure. 

In this chapter we choose to separate the extraction of the data (feature extraction) 
from the grouping process. Other choices are equally possible, for instance [95] argues 
to postpone decisions on which features should be extracted. Furthermore we choose 
to divide the grouping algorithm in two components, the grouping framework and the 
grouping measure. 

Grouping in vision can be seen as the process that organizes image features into 
higher level s tructures. T h e design of a specific grouping algorithm preferably s tar ts 
with the definition of these structures in a model. In our view of grouping, this model 
consists of two par ts : description of t he symbols and description of the organization 
of the symbols. The symbols are the smallest entities into which the higher level 
s t ructures can be decomposed, such t ha t every symbol is equal (see figure 4.1). The 
organization describes in which way these symbols should be organized to form the 
higher level s tructures. This organization can be based on cues using color, geomet
rical characteristics or texture . Which of the cues are the most useful can hardly 
be said for computer vision. For human vision [33] argues tha t geometric properties 
of boundaries play a prominent role in grouping. Given the model of the high level 

Symbol 

\ • 

A\ 
Symbol 

Figure 4 . 1 : Illustration of the symbol definition. For the model of the dotted line, the symbol 

is the dot, for the dash-dotted line, the symbol is the dash and the dot together. 
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structure, the next step is the collection of the data from the image that has to be 
grouped. The data can be seen as the instantiation of the symbols from the model. 

Given the set S. grouping can be formalized in several ways, for instance as a 
labeling problem or as a set-theoretical problem. When viewing a grouping process 
as a labeling problem, it boils down to finding the mapping between the elements in 
the image and the labels of the various groups. When viewing a grouping process as 
a set theoretical problem, the process boils down to finding some set covering of the 
set 5 . We choose to use a set theoretical formulation throughout this chapter. 

A grouping is seen as a set of subsets of 5'. where one subset may not be a subset 
of another set in the grouping. This restriction is meant to forbid groups of different 
abstract ion levels or scopes to be mixed, because this would complicate the design 
of a (generic) grouping method to an extent that it may be unsolvable. To illustrate 
this, consider an image of windmills (see figure 4.2). In perceptual grouping literature 

Figure 4.2: The windmill example shows a case of different levels of abstraction in grouping: 

grouping edge pixels into lines, grouping lines into vanes and grouping vanes into windmills. The 

wish to group all the elements of the different abstraction levels in one go, would be unreasonable. 

often the term clustering is used for processes that are more strict then the process 
given by our grouping definition. Clustering is often seen as the process that results 
in a parti t ion of S. 

In this chapter we concentrate on grouping (as given in definition 4.3.1). because 
in realistic images a substantial part of the data to be grouped may be irrelevant, 
making it undesirable to assign a label to it (see figure 4.3). A grouping algorithm 
is able to ignore this data, since it does not strictly parti t ion the da t a set S. This 
consideration is mentioned in the definition of grouping in [3]. Clustering methods 
do not have this feature by definition, since they result in a covering or a partit ion 
of the elements of S. One could introduce an •irrelevant" label as a work around. In 
statistical literature ignoring irrelevant da ta boils down to outlier detection. 

Every grouping method uses a measure of (dis)similarity or alikeness (given by 
a non-negative real number) to decide whether single elements or groups are to be 
grouped together or not. Often the grouping measures are inspired on Gestalt prin
ciples like continuity and proximity. The grouping measure, as we define it here, is 
based on the (probabilistic) characteristics of the symbols as well as the structure 
that is specified in the model. Other possibilities arc to base the grouping measure 
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Figure 4.3: When clustering the image data into straight lines, A is not the desired result, B 

is. 

also on intra-group dissimilarity or similarity measures, see for instance [9. 28. 126], 
or the use of depth cues [102]. The considerations apply to those kinds of grouping 
algorithms, but the definitions might differ. 

To formalize the concept of data to be grouped, let 7 € 2 be the image to be 
analyzed: / : I1Ï2 —* D. where D is t he set of possible image values. Let the output 
of the detector be given by Dj : E2 —> V. where V is the set of possible results for 
the detector. In the discrete case, the output of the detector D assigns a value e, to 
every point p ; € 2 " . The elements of 5 are defined as follows: 

S={s\Dj(s)EV*}, (4.1) 

where V* is the set of characteristics common to the elements of .S'. 
Given the set S we can define a grouping as follows: 

D e f i n i t i o n 4 .3 .1 ( G r o u p i n g ) Let S = {s\,s2 sn} be a set of single elements 
then a grouping X = {Xi,X2 A',,,} is a collection of subsets of S. such that X-\ U 
X2 U . . . U Xm C S, where X{ g X>. i / .;'. 

A grouping measure can be defined as a function 

G : V(S) x V(S) x . . . x V(S) - //?+. (4.2) 

where p is fixed. We define G(XhX2, ...Xp) = 0 for Xx U X2 U . . . U Xp = 0 and 
for X] U X-2 U . . . U Xp = {s,\ G S. for all functions G. Suppose that it is more 
likely for a number of sets X\. X2 Xp to form one group then it is for a set of sets 
Y\, I 2 , • • • Yp. Then it is desirable to have that G(Xj. X2,... Xp) < G(YUY2,... Yp). 
H i e function G : V{S) —* IRQ that only takes one set as an argument is called a 
hornogeiK ity measure. 

4.3.2 Invariance 

The next consideration is standard in many computer vision algorithms. 

C o n s i d e r a t i o n 2: i n v a r i a n c e : A generic grouping framework has the 
ability to be invariant under a variety of transformations. 
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Many vision algorithms nood to be invariant under translation, rotation, sealing and 
other transformations. As a consequence the grouping process will often need to be 
invariant under those transformations as well. Regardless of the need, there arc many 
examples of vision algorithms that are not strictly invariant where they should be. 
For example rotation invariance is often only true in an approximate sense, due to 
the inevitable discretization of images. 

We call a grouping algorithm A invariant under operation 0 if the following holds: 

A(S) = A(0(S)). (4.3) 

Relative invariance can be formulated as A(^k(S)) = g<p(k)A(S). where $/,- is an 
operation with multi dimensional parameter k and g a function with scalar output. 

4.3.3 Multiple interpretations 

The third consideration seems specific for grouping in computer vision, where in 
statistical clustering such a consideration will rarely be found. 

Considerat ion 3: multiple in terpre ta t ions : A generic grouping 
framework has the ability to assign one symbol to more than one group. 

In images (for instance engineering drawings), parts of an imago can somantically be 
part of more than one object (see figure 4.4). For instance corner points and crossing 
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Figure 4.4: An input image with: (.4,) possible outcome of a clustering; (A>) alternative 
possibility of a clustering; (B) possible outcome of 'multiple clustering' (grouping), the crossing 
point of the two lines has a multiple label. 

points are members of two lines or lines can be members of more than one square. Not 
assigning a corner point to both lines would raise a fundamental topological problem 
to which line the point should be assigned to. Having the possibility to assign a data 
element to more than one group solves this problem. As a consequence, methods that 
result in partitions of the dataset S. are loss useful as generic grouping methods in 
vision. 

The possibility to have overlapping groups in a grouping is used in [101] in the field 
of information retrieval. In vision the notion of overlapping groups in a grouping in 
general is mentioned in [154]. More specifically, in [22] the need to handle intersecting 
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curves properly in grouping is discussed, while in [17. 105] curves can share elements. 
In for instance [53] junct ions are classified as such, but elements are not assigned to 
more than one s t ructure . The drawback of fuzzy clustering [121] as a solution to the 
multiple clustering is that partial memberships add up to 1. implying that an element 
can not be a 'full' member of two or more groups. 

For a formal definition of multiple interpretations, define a grouping X — X\ U 
X-2 U . . . U Xm of S. Multiple interpretations is possible for a grouping process if it is 
possible that 

XinXjïb tori^j. (4.4) 

Equat ion 4.4 captures the difference between grouping and clustering. 

4.3.4 Multiple solutions 

[69] pu ts forward the condition that a grouping algorithm should result in a hierarchy 
of solutions. We maintain in computer vision a more general consideration holds: 

C o n s i d e r a t i o n 4 : m u l t i p l e s o l u t i o n s : A generic grouping framework 
has the ability to re turn multiple solutions. 

Images are often 2D-interpretat ions of 3Z)-scenes. Par ts of such images can frequently 
be interpreted in different ways, due to 3D-ambiguity or occlusion (figure 4.5). But 
also in strictly 2D images like engineering drawings it can be possible to have more 
than one interpretat ion of a local scene (figure 4.6). Which is the 'right' interpretation 
of a scene, can not always be determined with just the local information. Since the 
use of global or higher order information is unavoidable, the grouping method can not 
always decide which interpretation is right, but as a solution could give more than 
one possible interpretat ion of a scene. This consideration is discussed for instance in 
[70. 66] for line grouping algorithms in computer vision. 

With the generation of more than one possible solution, the question arises how-
to organize the solutions. Hierarchical organization is mentioned for instance in [9. 
28. 65. 154. 70]. based on three reasons: interpretation of a scene is dependent on the 
scale at which it is observed: hierarchical methods are computationally efficient and 
visual recognition by humans is hierarchical. In [70] it is argued that for straight lines 
it is easy to see that a hierarchy or ordering makes sense1, see figure 1.7. Despite the 
importance and usefulness of hierarchical methods in computer vision, hierarchical 
methods are limited in the sense tha t two solutions that are really alternative or 
competing, as the two interpretations of figure 4.5. can not be represented by a single 
hierarchy. The most general (though perhaps not most practical) interpretation of the 
result of a. grouping algori thm is to see the result as a set of' hierarchies of groupings. 
as is shown by two example hierarchies in figure 4.5. 

Hence, we distinguish three types of'grouping processes: 

- Those that result in a single grouping. 

- Those that result in a hierarchy of groupings. 
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Interpretation A Interpretation B 

Image 
Grouping A Grouping B 

s 

Hierarchy A 

Figure 4.5: Two interpretations of a scene: 'A' (with occlusion) and 'A' (no occlusion), 
together with possible groupings of the two interpretations and example hierarchies leading to 
these groupings. 

v 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 2 2 2 

Detail Context Grouping 

Figure 4.6: A detail of an input image with possible contexts for the input image and several 
correct groupings depending on the context. 

L L2 L3 

Figure 4.7: Regardless of context, grouping L]L> should be grouped at a lower scale then 

grouping L2L3, L1L2L3 or L1L3, when looking for straight lines. 
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- Those tha t result in a set of hierarchies. 

It is clear that the result space form the three types shows increased complexity, 
where each type is a superset of the previous type. 

T h e consideration of multiple solutions can be formulated as follows, where 
A4(5) = {X\X is a grouping of 5 } : A grouping algorithm A allows multiple solu
tions if it is possible that .4 : S —-V{M{S)). To formalize a hierarchy of groupings, 
taking previous considerations into account, a notion of ordering is needed. The 
ordering used in [67] to define hierarchical is not useful here since it does not allow 
elements to be part of more than one group. We use the following partial ordering: 

D e f i n i t i o n 4 .3 .2 (Par t ia l g r o u p i n g o r d e r i n g ) Let X.y be groupings of S. Then 

x <y iff 

\/x e x 3Y e y •. x c Y and vr e y 3X € X : X C Y. (4.5) 

The first part of equation 4.5 states that da ta grouped in X should remain grouped 
in y. The second part of the equation states that every group of y somehow has its 
origin in a group of X. Lemma 4.3.3 ensures thai the ordering we have chosen has 
the propert ies of a partial ordering. 

L e m m a 4 .3 .3 Let X. y. Z be groupings ofS. If ";<" is defined as in definition 4-3.2, 
I hen '":< " is a partial ordering on the groupings of S. 

The proof that the relation is a partial ordering, i.e. tha t it is reflexive, anti-symmetric 
and transitive, can be found in [35]. 

A hierarchical grouping, or a hierarchy of groups can be defined as a sequence 
of groupings H = {X^.Xo Xp}. where X, •< Xj+\. This definition delivers a 
hierarchy for groups equivalent to the hierarchy mentioned in [67], represented by 
a sequence of groupings. Although the ordering function is partial, the sequence of 
hierarchies is totally ordered. The set of hierarchies can be derived directly from the 
definition of the hierarchy. 

4.3.5 Simplicity 

Following the priciple advocated since Occam's razor and the Gestalt-law [91]. leads 
us to formulate the fifth consideration. The fifth consideration is also mentioned in 
[69] under the concept of optimally. It can be explained as the ability to find the 
most simple explanation of a scene that is still valid under the used model. 

C o n s i d e r a t i o n 5: s impl ic i ty: A generic grouping framework has the 
ability to find the maximal groups according to the model. 

When grouping edge points into straight lines, a configuration of points may be 
grouped into 3 groups of straight line segments (see figure -4.8). If there is no further 
evidence from the image, it is desirable for the grouping method to deliver I he most 
"simple" grouping of the da ta (figure 4.8). Simplicity of a grouping can be seem as the 
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Figure 4.8: When clustering the image data into straight lines, A is not the desired result, B 
is. 

characteristic that for every group in that grouping there does not exist a superset of 
basic elements that is equally likely according to the grouping measure. 

It should be noted that the condition of multiple interpretations is a necessary 
condition for simplicity of a grouping method. See figure 4.9 for an example. Suppose 

p. 

O O 
O 

Figure 4.9: Multiple interpretations is needed for simplicity. 

the grouping method does not fulfil consideration 4 of multiple interpretations char
acteristic. When looking for straight lines the white and the black group compete 
for element p with equal rights. To prevent element p being assigned to the black 
group or to the white group on entirely accidental grounds multiple interpretations 
is mandatory. The alternative is to assign p to a new. third grouping of its own. in 
contrast to the demand of simplicity. 

To formulate simplicity, suppose the grouping measure takes p arguments, X\. X-2 Xp. 
where X = Xi U X2 U . . . U Xp. Then define 

G*(X) = min G(Xi.X2 X„] (4.6) 

A grouping process resulting in a single grouping is called simple, if the following 
holds for the result of the grouping process: VX € X => -BY C S : (X C Y) A 
(G*(X) > G*(Y)). So for every group in a single grouping there does not exist a 
superset of that group that is just as likely to be formed as the group itself. 

A grouping process resulting in a hierarchical grouping, with grouping measure 
G. is simple if the following holds for the result of the grouping process: 

VX G Xi : {3Y C S. X C Y : G'(X) > G*(Y)) => 
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(3j > i. 3Z e Xj.X C Z : G*(X) > G*(Z)) (4.7) 

So for hierarchical grouping results we interpret simplicity as follows: if there exists 
a superset of a group in a grouping that is as most as likely to occur as the group 
itself, then somewhere at a higher level in the hierarchy there exists a superset of this 
group in the grouping. If all the hierarchies in a set of hierarchies are simple, the set 
of hierarchies can be seen as simple. 

4.3.6 Robustness 

For any practical application we need the following consideration: 

C o n s i d e r a t i o n 6: r o b u s t n e s s : A generic grouping framework is robust. 

Robustness of a method is interpreted here as the characteristic that a small change 
in the input, due to noise or measurement errors, only has as small influence on the 
result of the method. Of course there is a trade-off between the discriminatory power 
of the method and its robustness, largely dependent on the application. 

The condition of multiple interpretations is a necessary condition for the robust
ness of a grouping method. In figure 4.10 an arbi trary small change in the element p 
causes the white cluster in clustering A to be formed as a subset of another cluster at 
a much higher level in clustering B. If element p can be assigned to both groups, the 
white group A (including /;) can be formed at a level arbitrarily close to the original 
level. 

o° 
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© 

o° 
o°° 

A B 

Figure 4 .10: Multiple interpretations is needed for robustness. 

T h e outcome of a grouping measure of the combination of two groups T and U 
can be calculated from their individual grouping measure G(T) and G(U) or can be 
calculated as G(TUU) [83]. Although the first combinatorial calculation has obvious 
computat ional advantages, it can not be guaranteed that the same groups are formed 
at the same level, regardless of the order of previous grouping steps. Combinatorial 
calculation potentially leads to non-robustness. T h e second option, non-combinatorial 
calculation requires more computational effort, but is independent of the distribution 
of the element over the two sets. Hence, robustness may be ensured in the latter case. 

To ensure that a grouping method is robust, the grouping measure must be robust 
as well. Tha t is not a sufficient condition however. To ensure that the same groups 
are formed at the same level, regardless of the order of previous grouping steps, it is 
useful that the grouping measure is data-dependent. 
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Definition 4.3.4 A grouping measure G : V{S) x V(S) —> M is called data-
depeildeilt iff 

T U U = T' U U' =*> G{T. U) = G(T'. U') (4.8) 

A data dependent grouping measure can be given as a function Gs : V(S) —» ïïi. So 
if G(T, U) is data dependent if it can be written as G(T U U). 

To illustrate the usefulness of data-dependent distance measures consider the ex
ample of a robust grouping measure that is not data-dependent: 

G{T,U) — ( min \\x — y||)/(max{ max ||.r — y\\, max \\x — y||}). 
x£T,y€U x.y£T x,y£U 

In figure 4.11 it is illustrated that for this grouping measure it is not true that the 
same groups are formed at the same level, disregarding the order of the previous 
grouping steps. The groups forming group 'A' are grouped at level r, (assuming 

T U T U 

• • • • • O 

A B 

Figure 4 . 1 1 : Two different groupings A and B of the same one dimensional set. 

that the distance between two subsequent points is 1 and that the points arc placed 
equidistant), while the groups forming group 'B' are grouped at level | , meaning that 
the same group is formed at a completely different level, depending on the groups it 
was constructed from. This potentially leads to methods that are not robust. 

Robustness and data-dependence of a grouping measure are insufficient to ensure 
a robust grouping method. Consider the situation in figure 4.12. Assume that we are 
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Figure 4.12: Robustness and data dependence of the grouping measure are not sufficient for 
robustness. 

looking for continuous piecewise straight lines in an image. Solution .4 is just as valid 
a solution as B is. Since the existence of both solutions A and B in the result of a 
grouping method cannot be guaranteed, it may happen that only one of them will 
appear in the results. Therefore an arbitrarily small change in the data may cause 
the algorithm to prefer solution A over B or vice versa (see figure 4.13). The problem 
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Figure 4.13: A small shift of point p may cause a preference of solution B over solution A. 

sketched in figure 4.1.'} is a problem of robustness in general. An arbitrarily small 
change in the elements of S. may cause a completely different result, equally likely. 
Consequently, a method should allow for multiple solutions to be robust in the most 
general sense. 

To formulate this consideration of robustness, the set under change ( 5 U y)\x is 
denoted as 5.,—u. In addit ion subset under change <Zx—„ and inclusion ander change 
€.,-_,, are defined as follows: 

D e f i n i t i o n 4 .3 .5 ( S u b s e t under change) C. is defined, such that T r 
iff T C U or Tx„y C U or T C t / r _ y . 

So a set T is a subset under change of set U if it is a normal subset or a subset if the 
elements x is replaced by the1 element y. 

D e f i n i t i o n 4 .3 .6 ( Inc lus ion under change) €.,-_y is defined such that x € : , _ y T 

iffx&T oryeT,-y. 

That is. an clement is included under change, if it is included in the set. or if it is 
included in the subset under change. 

Suppose G is a homogeneity measure. The formation level of a grouping X can 
then be defined as L{X) = maxx^G{X). For grouping measures that are not homo
geneity measures the maximum can be taken over the values of the grouping measure 
of the components tha t formed X. 

The minimal formation level of a set Xj is denoted as L{Xj) and is defined as 

follows: 

D e f i n i t i o n 4 .3 .7 The minimal formation level of a group Xj within a hierarchi
cal grouping H = {XX.X> Xp} is denoted as L(Xj) and given by L{Xj) = 
m{nX,eH:(x^X,wx:icAeX,)L^X^ 

Lr—y{Xj) is defined in the same way C . r _ y is denned. 
For the definitions of robustness we have to assume there exists a distance measure 

on the space of sets of elements S. To define robustness for non-hierarchical methods. 
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we need some notion of distance between groups. Suppose there is a distance measure 
d(Xi,Xj) assigning a distance to a pair of groupings (X,.X}). The actual form of 
such a measure will depend on the application in which the grouping method is to be 
used. Robustness of non-hierarchical grouping methods can be defined as follows: 

Def in i t ion 4 .3 .8 A grouping algorithm which groups a, set S into a set of groups 
X = {Xi,X2, Xm} with grouping measure G is called robust if 

Vx e S, Vs > 0. 36 > 0 : d{X, X') < ~. Vy with \\x - y\\ < 6. 

where X' is the grouping of 5 . r „ , r 

So a grouping algorithm is robust, if an arbi trary small change in a da t a element of a 
group, only results in a small change in the resulting grouping. The distance measure 
d(Xi.Xj) should be chosen carefully for useful definitions of robustness. A discrete 
measure tha t assigns 1 to a pair of groupings that is equal and 0 to a dissimilar pair, 
docs not allow for any robust grouping algorithms. Rather a continuous measure is 
needed. 

A hierarchical grouping algorithm which groups a sot S into a number of nested 
groups H = {Xi.Xo X,,} with X, < Xi+1, for i < p. with grouping measure G 
is called robust if 

\/x e S. Vi. \/Xj € Xt. Vc > 0. 3d' > 0 : 

WXj) ~ Lx~y(Xj)\\ < e. My with \\x - y\\ < Ö. (4.9) 

where H' = {X\. X'2 . X'p] is the hierarchical grouping of 5a-„ ( / . with correspond
ing levels L'. So a hierarchical grouping method is robust if an arbitrary small change 
in a da t a element of a group, only results in a small change in the minimal formation 
level of tha t group. A grouping method that results in a set of hierarchies can be seen 
as robust if it is robust for all the separate hierarchies. 

To introduce the notion of robustness for hierarchical methods, we used the level 
at which a grouping was formed, which can be assumed to be a real number. This 
introduces some notion of similarity between two groupings. If the difference be
tween the levels at which the groupings are placed in the hiërarch}- is small, then the 
groupings are alike. 

The definition of robustness can be slightly altered for other small changes in the 
da t a set like addition or subtraction of points, by overloading the definition of <-» in 
the definitions of 6 '„ . C _ . € „ and change L _ . such that they model the intended 
small change in the da t a set. 

4.4 A grouping algorithm 

4.4.1 An algorithm 

To illustrate our considerations we present a grouping algorithm. We choose to use a 
variation of the hierarchical grouping framework presented in [67]. making it possible 
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to re turn more than one grouping. Following the discussion of consideration (i. the 
algori thm uses a homogeneity measure. G : V{S) -> IRQ. as grouping measure. 

In the hierarchical algorithm of [67] a proximity matrix M is used in which the 
rows and the columns represent the different groups {Xi,X2 Xm) in a grouping X. 
T h e elements M y , ï ^ j are given by G(XiUXj) and Mu = 0. The disjoint grouping is 
defined as X = {{s\}. {s2\ {sn}}- The algorithm delivers a hierarchical s t ructure 
of solutions H = {X1,X2 Xn}, with Xt -< X, for all i < j and it is easy to 
adjust the stop criterion in such way that the grouping stops as soon as no meaningful 
groups can be formed depending on the value of the grouping level (assuming that the 
grouping measure can be used for this task) . If the grouping process is terminated 
early, data that have not been grouped can be marked as irrelevant and can be left 
out of the results. Our framework is not able to deliver a set of hierarchies. This 
means that equivalent al ternative solutions can not both be delivered as a result of 
the algorithm. Adding this feature may be possible, but will be inefficient. 

Taking the consideration of multiple interpretations into account, we observe that 
the mentioned algorithm from [67] does not allow elements to be assigned to more than 
one group, which means that for instance corner points or crossing points can not be 
t rea ted correctly. Furthermore, simplicity and robustness can not be ensured. To solve 
this drawback, an alternative matrix Q is defined. The columns of Q represent the 

groups {{si} , {s-2} {sn}} in tin' disjoint grouping, while the rows of O represent 
t he groups {AT. X> Xm} in the grouping at a certain level. The elements Q,, are 

given by 6'({.s,} U Xj) if {>,} ^ Xj (lls(> Qij = ° ( s i n c e r h o element is already part 
of that group). To limit the complexity of the algorithm, the number of groups that 
share the same basic element, is at most u, while the number of basic elements that 
two arbi t rary groups share, is at most w. 

We restrict the number of pairs that are considered in each grouping step, by a 
graph II = {VH- EH), defined over all groups in a grouping, and a graph R = (I /,-. ER). 
representing the relation between the groups in a grouping and the basic elements from 
S. If for two groups A', and A, the corresponding edge ij is present in the graph, they 
are candidates to be grouped. We define the graphs as follows: Define V = X and 
E = {ij\d(Xi,Xj) < / } . where r/(A,. Xj) = inins,eA-,..s,GA-, IN - Sj| |- The graph R is 
defined likewise. Other types of restrictions can be defined with the graphs / / and R 
in a similar fashion. See figure 4.14 for the resulting Multiple Hierarchical Grouping 
algori thm. 

4.4.2 Complexity 

The following lemma gives the general complexity of the grouping algorithm, with no 

practical restrictions (i.e. r = n. ic — n, and H = K„. R — Kn x A „ ) . 

L e m m a 4 .4 .1 Let the order of complexity of the grouping measure be given by OQ-
Then the order of complexity of the unrestricted MHG is 0(n30G). where n is the 
number of data elements. 

T h e following lemma gives the complexity of the grouping method, when parame
ters are bound to a realistic constant, v = cc < n. w = c„. < n. and Vr 6 VH '• S(v) < 
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Initialization Initialize the initial grouping, the matrices and graphs. Set the sequence number p = 0. 
form the disjoint grouping Xp. form the proximity matrix M of Xp. form the alternative proximity 
matrix Q of Xp. form the graphs H = (VH,EH) and R = (VR, ER) and set the grouping level 
L{p) = 0. 

Step l .a Find a least dissimilar pair of groups (i'.j*) that can be joined together according to the 
restrictions. 

Step l .b Find a least dissimilar pair of a group from the disjoint grouping and a group of the grouping 
ai the current level (i, j) that can be joined together according to the restrictions. 

Step 2 Store Xv and increment the sequence number p <— p + 1. 

Step 3 Update the grouping X,,. If no pair of groups could be found that can be joined together, stop. If 
the pair of groups (i'.j'), is the least dissimilar and it is possible according to the restrictions, join 
the groups i* and j ' together. Otherwise join the group Ï and the group j if it is possible according 
to the restrictions. 

Step 4 Update the matrices and graphs. 

Step 5 If Xp = {{«j. .s2. . . . s„ }}, stop. If the grouping measure of the joined groups is no element of the 
allowed set, stop. Else go to step 1. 

Figure 4.14: The hierarchical grouping algorithm (MHG). 

cH < n. Vu E VR : S(v) < cR < n.). 

Lemma 4.4.2 Let the order of complexity of the grouping measure be given by Oa. 
Let v = cv < n, w = cw < n, and Vv G VH : S(v) < cH < n, Vv E VR : S(v) < 
cR < n, with (:,..€„..(-,,.cR constant. The order of complexity of the restricted MHG 
is ö{nÖG), where n is the number of data elements. 

For the proofs of lemma 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 see [35]. 

4.4.3 Results 

Point set example 

In this example we took a point sot from [3] to repeat an experiment they describe. 
The algorithm as described in this section was implemented to group the points into 
straight lines as an example case. The homogeneity measure that was used, is based 
on the Singular Value Decomposition of a group of'points, where the grouping measure 
is given by the variance of the points in the direction of the second principal axis. 

So let every element *, in S correspond to the position of a point in the image 
(sXi. sVi). Let D be a // x 2 matrix containing all the points (sXi. sVi). Then the singular 
value decomposition of that matrix D can be determined and is given by D = UZVT, 
where Z is a diagonal 2 x 2 matrix. The largest value. amax corresponds to the 
variance of the positions in the direction of the first principal axis. The smallest 
value a,nin corresponds to the variance of the positions in the direction of' the second 
principal axis. Define amln(X) as the variance in the direction of the second principal 
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axis of the elements of X. The homogeneity measure G(X) of a set X C S used in 
the examples in this section is defined as 

G{X)=trmtn{X). 

To calculate the grouping measure for two single points (which is needed in the be
ginning of the grouping process), the grouping measure is returned of a group that 
consists of the two points, combined with a third point from the set .S'. that delivers 
the smallest value of the grouping measure. So. for \X\ = 2. the grouping measure 
G'{X) is given by: G'{X) = mmxeS,x^x G(X U {.r}). 

To illustrate our algorithm we used a da ta set from [3]. which is given in figure 
CM.a. In figure C . l .b the result is given of applying our algorithm to the data without 
the ability to assign an element to a group more than once (the 'classic' hierarchi
cal method) . The algorithm was ordered to stop if the grouping measure exceeded 
the value of 25. Only the five largest groups were selected. With these setting the 
algori thm fails to obtain results comparable to the algorithm from [3]. due to the 
effect that a lot of points are initially assigned to noise and therefore can no longer 
be assigned to more appropr ia te groups (the migration problem). In figure C.l .c the 
result is shown of applying our algorithm to the same data , but now with the ability 
to assign an element to more than one group. To keep the complexity low. we limited 
the number of groups that an element can be assigned to. to '20 and we limited the 
number of elements that two groups can share to 3. The result is very similar to the 
result of [3]. with the difference that our method assigns elements to more than one 
group (see figure C . l .d ) . Wi th the above mentioned relatively small change in the 
sett ings, the algorithm no longer suffers from the migration problem. The easy selec
tion criteria used prevent the algorithm from assigning labels to small insignificant 
groups in the end. thereby ignoring irrelevant data. Furthermore the algorithm finds 
the 'most simple explanat ion ' of the scene. While the 'classic' algorithm does not find 
the maximal solution with a certain maximum grouping quality (there are a lot of 
points missing in the groups given in figure C. l .b) . our method does, as is illustrated 

in C. l .c) . 
Since the used homogeneity measure is robust, the algorithm is robust as long 

as the number of elements that can be shared between to groups is set high enough 
and the number of groups an element can lie assigned to. is set high enough. It 
appears that with a relative low setting of these parameters (and thus creating only 
a minor overhead compared to the classic algorithm), robustness can be provided. 
as illustrated by the result given in figure C.2. Changes in the solution especially 
occur in regions where groups overlap, because the restrictions we put on the number 
of elements that two groups can share and the number of groups an element can be 
assigned to. in principle make it impossible for the algorithm to be robust in general. 
But as can be seen in figure C.2 these limitations only have a minor effect. 

Polylines example 

To illustrate the hierarchical nature of the result of our algorithm we applied it to the 
da ta as given in figure C.3.a. We used the same grouping measure as we used for the 
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example in the point set example from the previous section. The number of elements 
that can be shared by two groups was set to 4 in this example. The distinction 
between the definitions of a straight line for different scales is clearly reflected in the 
hierarchical result of the algorithm. 

Flow field example 

In this section we give an example of grouping flow field data, calculated from the 
image sequence as given in figure C.4. The simple homogeneity measure that was used 
is based on the weighted sum of the variance in orientation of the flow field vectors 
and the variance in the size of the flow field vectors. 

Let an element Si from 5 correspond to a vector in the flow field given by pa
rameters (xi,yi,ai,ri), where (.r,./y;) is the position of the vector, o, is the angle 
(measured counter clock wise, relative to the x-axis) and r, is the size. The difference 
between two angles is calculated as 

u \ f 2TT - IQJ — a? | , if la,- — a A > n 
mat,a;) = < , ' . / ' . J l 

[ |a,; — aj\. otherwise. 

The average over a set of angles 3X. /?2, • • •: Pn is calculated iteratively (i = 1 n) 
as 

( ? ~ 1 ) a r 1 + ^ + 7T. for |oi_i - di\ > TT and i > 1 
--{ ( * ~ 1 ) a j - 1 + A , for | a , - ! - ft| < TT and i > 1 

/3i, fori = 1 

where the average a equals an. The variance of the angles is now calculated as S% = 
T^l Z)?=i d(a,ati)2. Given the variance of the size of the vectors Sj. = -^ Y,'i=i(f ~ 
r,)2 of a set of vectors X. the variance in the orientation of the vectors S'2 of a set of 
vectors X, the largest difference in vector size R = inax i=i „ r, - niin,:=i „ n of 
all the vectors in the flow field, the grouping measure for this example is calculated 
as: 

G(X) = ^ + ?l.Jov \X\>3. 
Ti h 

For \X\ = 2 the grouping measure G'(X) is given by G'(X) = mmxes,xgx G(Xu{.r}). 
The maximum number of elements shared by two groups was limited to 1. as was 

the number of groups an element can belong to. Also groups of less than G elements 
were regarded as irrelevant. 

In figure C.5 the flow field is given together with four results from the hierarchy 
of solutions. Vectors close to hip and shoulder arc grouped in more than one group, 
illustrating the usefulness of implementing multiple interpretations. The usefulness of 
the hierarchical result, is shown by the order in which the vectors are grouped: first 
the head, arm, hip and leg are formed, while later on the complete body is grouped 
as one ent it v. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter we present six design considerations for grouping in vision. There is not 
one broadly accepted set of design criteria on the behavior of a grouping algorithm, 
nor will such a unique set be found. However, our considerations formulate desired 
behavior of grouping algorithms. For each consideration we show what will go wrong 
when a grouping process does not have that property. This may or may not be 
appropr ia te for a specific application at hand. As a consequence the considerations 
define precisely what the algorithm aims to achieve. 

T h e six considerations for generic grouping algorithms we propose are: proper def
inition, invariance, multiple interpretations, multiple solutions, simplicity and robust
ness. Additionally we provide precise definitions for all six of them. The consideration 
of multiple interpretations, is rarely implemented in grouping algorithms, but it will 
be essential for a correct interpretation of many scenes. There is a marked difference 
with statistical clustering where one would rarely find the consideration of multiple 
interpretat ions taken into account. T h e consideration of multiple solutions is often 
required when the correct interpretation depends on the context of the grouping task. 
T h e simplicity consideration implies that a generic grouping algorithm aims at the 
simplest explanation of a scene, as long as such explanation has the desired quality. 
T h e final consideration states that it is desirable for a generic grouping algorithm to 
be robust . When a grouping algorithm is robust, a small change in the input da ta 
does not have large effects on the grouping result. Human vision for one fulfills all 
these characteristics. 

Although the considerations may be intuitively clear, formulations show that es
pecially simplicity and robustness are hard to obey in general. In order for a grouping 
algori thm to be robust and simple, it is crucial that the grouping algorithm has the 
abili ty to assign one element to different groups. It should be noted that our consid
era t ions apply to deterministic and probabilistic grouping alike. 

T h e feasibility of the considerations is illustrated with a simple example grouping 
algorithm, with O(nOc) complexity, where n is the number of data elements to be 
grouped and Of; is the order of complexity of the grouping measure. By taking 
the considerations into account we are able to improve the behavior of the classic 
algori thm from [67], by making only a lew minor changes. 



Chapter 5 

A generic quality measure for 
clustering 

5.1 Introduction 

The performance of vision algorithms may be considered a tradeoff between their cost 
(measured, e.g. by computation Time! and the quality of their results. In order to 
assess progress it is then mandatory to have available measures of quality, capable 
of comparing alternative solutions. This chapter considers the latter aspect in the 
context of clustering elements into perceptual groups and correspondingly proposes a 
quality measure for quantifying the quality of clustering results. 

Quality measures, which quantify the algorithms utility or the similarity of its 
result, were already observed as essential to performance measuring [54]. For some 
vision tasks, finding such a quality measure is more straightforward than for others. 
For example, if one wants to measure the position of a certain object in the image, the 
Euclidean distance between the centers of mass of the objects, will often be a good 
quality measure. Quality measures for edge detection however, are less straightfor
ward [122]. Finding a generic quality measure for clustering results seems a t least as 
difficult a problem. 

The few a t tempts to assess clustering quality, may be classified to task dependent 
or task independent types (the latter of which we call generic)). Some generic cluster
ing quality measures were suggested in for instance [3. 4, 91, 66, 156]. Task dependent 
methods evaluate clustering quality by considering it in the context of some applica
tion and by using the application performance as a gauge for the clustering process. 
In the context of model based object recognition, for example, clustering performance 
was dealt with in [13]. In the paper the number of features in a group, the number 
of model features and the number of group features that lie on the object or model 
are counted and combined into different quality measures for the result. Such an 
approach is the most suitable when working strictly in the context of an application. 

One could question whether it is desirable or even possible to define a generic 
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qual i ty measure for clustering results. It may be argued that clustering processes 
provide intermediate results, and il is the performance of the oven-all task which 
should be evaluated. Furthermore it seems that different tasks benefit from different 
a t t r ibu tes of clustering results. But given the need for modular design, evaluation of 
in termediate steps and results also becomes more desirable. Measuring the quality of 
a clustering process only as part of a larger process may require that the process is 
redesigned for every other task, since the quality in this case does not give any idea 
abou t the usefulness of the process for other tasks [39]. 

A simple approach for measuring the quality of clustering is to take the set differ
ences between the hypothesis and the correct clustering. Tha t is. to count the number 
of cluster elements tha t are assigned t o another group (deletions), or vice versa (addi
t ions) . Such methods are indicative of the clustering correctness but are not always in 
agreement with our intuitive idea about quality. Consider, for example, one clustering 

• • Correct Clustering 

• • • • • • • • • Clustering A 

• • © © © • • Clustering B 

Figure 5 .1 : When counting the number of wrongly assigned elements, clustering A differs as 

much from the correct clustering as clustering B does. Intuitively, however, clustering .4 seems 

better that clustering B. 

hypothesis where an object is falsely segmented into two equal contiguous parts and 
ano ther hypothesis where one of the par ts is segmented into a larger number of smaller 
pa r t s (see figure 5.1). T h e first hypothesis seems better, intuitively. Yet. the number 
of deletions and the corresponding quality measure is the same for both hypotheses. 
In figure-ground discrimination, where1 the hypothesis always contains two clusters, 
the limitations of a quality measure based on counting addition and deletions is less 
severe [156], due to the symmetry. Other quality measures, such as the number of 
segments into which an object decomposes, may be more suited for this example, but 
t ha t measure in turn is less suited for other si tuations where for instance a lot of 
under segmentation errors are made or for instance for object recognition, where over 
segmentat ion is less severe than under segmentation and assigning parts of objects to 
other objects. Moreover, the construction of a quality measure by counting additions 
and deletions, by counting segmentations, or some combination of these measures are 
based on arbi t rary choices. While 'counting' methods for determining the quality of 
clusterings do not correspond directly to a particular application, they still do not 
specify a proper and generic judgment on the quality of clusterings. 

T h e lack of a suitable generic quality measure seems one of the reasons that sub
jective judgment is still the most common \vay for evaluating clustering results. Some 
aspects of what a quality measure for evaluating clustering results should measure are 
application dependent , indeed. However, we argue tha t for sufficiently different pairs 
of clusterings, it will be (dear to a human observer which is the bet ter one. even when 
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the application is not specified. Therefore we maintain that some application inde
pendent grouping quality measure can. in principle, be derived. This is our purpose 
in this chapter: to study generic aspects of quality measures for clustering methods. 

Intuitively, any reasonable clustering result provides information about the ideal 
clustering. The better the clustering result, the more information it provides about 
the ideal clustering. We propose to measure this information by the amount of addi
tional information required for specifying the modification to the correct clustering. 
To quantify this additional information we regard the given clustering result (or hy
pothesis) as an initial guess of the correct clustering, and measure the effort it takes 
to modify the hypothesis into the correct clustering. With a suitable modification 
process, a better guess should reduce the amount of effort required. Therefore the 
effort can be seen as a quantitative measure of the quality of the clustering hypothesis. 
This view on quality is independent of a particular application. The relation between 
'effort' and 'quality' is also found in for instance the earth movers distance [117. 118] 
and in the string edit distance [113]. For image segmentation methods, in [151. 26] 
results are evaluated by measuring the effort it takes to manually edit the hypothesis 
into the correct solution. The resulting evaluation measure is the weighted sum of 
the performed actions in the editing phase. 

In this chapter we develop a scheme around the idea to view quality as the effort 
it takes a modification process to construct the correct clustering from a hypothesis 
and relate it to the entropy as developed by Shannon [132]. This scheme is abstract 
by necessity and leaves room for delivering different quality measures for different 
application domains. 

In section 5.2 we give the necessary definitions and put. forward the assumptions 
that are made. Requirements a quality measure for clustering should fulfill are given 
in section 5.3. The quality measure based on the number of questions is presented 
in section 5.4 where the link with the entropy of Shannon is made. In section 5.5, 
two case studies are presented to accompany the theory from section 5.4. The quality 
measure is applied on a real life example in section 5.6. Conclusions can be found in 
section 5.7. 

5.2 Preliminaries 

Define the set of elements that has to be clustered as the finite set 

S = {si,s2,...,sn} 

and define a clustering C of .5' as 

C = {Xx. X2.. - . . A',,,}, with Xi C S. Xi n Xj = 0 for i ^ j . u-X,; = S 

The set of all possible clusterings of set S is defined as 

C = {C\C is a clustering of S}. 

Assumpt ion 1: 
There exists one correct clustering. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
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Data 

Correct 
clustering 

Figure 5.2: Two alternative conceptions of a clustering process: as an algorithm that labels 

the data elements or as a degradation process from the true clustering to the clustering result. 

Denote the correct clustering as Or. Of course 

CT € C. (5.4) 

A clustering algorithm A can be defined as a labeling of the elements of S. which 
results in a clustering (see figure 5.2). A clustering algorithm .4 can also be seen as 
a process of degradation, denoted by A', from the correct clustering to the result the 
algorithm delivers, provided there is only one correct clustering in a given situation 
(see figure 5.2): 

A':C^C. (5.5) 

T h e degradation from C to A'(C) can always be described by a finite1 sequence On of 
operat ions 0\. o_>.... oy 6 D. where D is finite, such that Oy o o> o . . . o oj(C) = A'(C). 
also denoted as On(C) = A'(C'). Denote the set of all sequences by Oo-

A s s u m p t i o n 2: 
The degradat ion process A' can be described sufficiently by the stochastic 
variable M oxer the set Ou with corresponding probability distribution 
PM(0) = P(M = 0). 

The stochastic variable M is called the degradation model. M gives the probability 
t h a t for an arbitrary set 5'. its associated correct clustering CT- and a degradation 
sequence O e ÖQ it holds t ha t 0{Cr) = C. where C is the result of the algorithm .4. 

A s s u m p t i o n 3: 
For clustering, a fixed set D of operations can be defined such that the 
behavior of every permissible clustering algorithm can be characterized by 
a stochastic variable over Oo-

According to the third assumption we are able to describe every clustering algorithm 

iu the same ' language' . 
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Assumpt ion 4: 
For every O G OD there exists a clustering C G C. such that O(CV) = C. 

To prevent the degradation model to be able to generate more clusterings than our 
clustering space provides, we need assumption 4. 

5.3 Requirements 

Independent of the concept of quality, we suggest, that a quality measure fulfills ex
plicit requirements. Denote the quality of a clustering C with respect to the correct 
clustering CT as QT(C). 

Requi rement 1: normalized: 

Q r : C - > [ 0 , l ] . (5.6) 

The quality of a clustering should deliver a normalized real number ranging from 0 to 
1, where 0 denotes the worst quality possible and 1 denotes the best quality possible. 
The underlying meaning of this requirement is twofold. First of all we demand that a 
quality measure should deliver an ordinal scale on the space of clusterings, enabling 
comparison of the quality of clusterings, stating that one clustering is better than 
another. Second we demand the scale to be normalized, making it clear that for every 
quality measure 0 and 1 have a fixed meaning. 

Requi rement 2: correct: 

C = CT e> Q(C) = 1. (5.7) 

If the clustering is equal to the correct clustering then its quality should be one and 
vice versa. 

Requi rement 3.a: efficient: If C is a finite set then 

3CeC: QT(C) = 0. (5.8) 

Requi rement 3.b: efficient: If C is not finite then 3.a holds, or at least 
there exists a sequence of elements (C„) with C, G C such that 

lim Q(d) = 0. (5.9) 
i—>oo 

Requirements 3.a and 3.b force the quality measure to make efficient, use of the interval 
[0.1]. In our opinion it makes no sense to define a quality measure for a space C where 
the- range is a subset [a, b] of [0.1]. where a > 0 and b < 1. Note that from assumption 
1 and requirement 2 it follows that 

3CeC:QT(C) = 1. (5.10) 
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R e q u i r e m e n t 4: robust: 

VCeC.Vf > 0.W> > 0 : 

\Q(C) - Q(C')\ < eyC e C with d(C.C') < 6. (5.11) 

T h e fourth requirement demands that an arbitrary small change in a clustering may 
only result in a small change in the quality of that clustering. For many practical 
clustering problems. C will be finite, making it practically impossible to fulfill the 
fourth requirement in the strict way it is formulated. The underlying principle (a 
small change in the clustering may only result in a small change in the quality) can 
be illustrated experimentally. 

Requirement 1 combined with the third requirement and the consequence of the 
first ensures •richness" of quality values on the space of possible clusterings C. Hence 
it ensures expressibility of the quality measure. 

5.4 Quality as the number of questions 

5.4.1 The question game 

To quantify the additional information needed to construct the correct clustering from 
the clustering result, we propose to measure the effort it takes a reconstruction proce
dure to perform that task. Therefore we use a generic procedure that asks questions 
of' the "Yes/No" type to an oracle, whore the oracle knows the t ruth . This number 
of questions is used as a measure of the computational effort needed to restore the 
correct clustering from a clustering result. Thus, a clustering hypothesis is considered 
be t te r , if the number of questions, or the effort is lower. 

Th is view of quality is closely related to the parlor game of "Twenty Questions" 
[133]. The number of questions one has to ask to get the right answer can be seen 
as the effort it takes to get the answer. In the context of such a question game, the 
value of a •hint' may be measured by the number of questions it can save. 

5.4.2 The quality of one clustering 

Following the approach of the previous section, we need the following to determine 

the quality of C by asking questions: 

- an oracle that knows the correct clustering. 

- a set of questions we are allowed to ask the oracle and 

- a strategy Ft for asking the questions in a systematic order. 

T h e number of questions it takes to construct CV from C is denoted by 

VR(CCT). (5.12) 
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For any reasonable question strategy, the number of questions increases if the cluster
ing C differs more from CT. In order to fulfill the requirements for a quality measure 
from the previous section, we need to normalize VR(C.CT). Suppose we know the 
worst possible clustering C\y. Furthermore suppose VR(CT,CT) = 0. Then the qual
ity of a clustering C with respect to C'T is given by: 

0-r(C)-l u^{vn(C,CT).VR(Cw,CT)} 
Ql[C)-l~ vR(cw,cT) -• (5-13) 

When it is certain that for every clustering C from C it holds that VR(C.CT) < 
VR{C\V-CT)- equation 5.13 can be written as: 

5.4.3 Questions and strategies 

When using the question strategy for asking questions, the strategy should at least: 

guaran tee a solution to construct the true clustering CT in a finite number of steps 
for all C EC. 

be informative in the sense that the number of non-informative questions should 
be minimized, since that leads to an underestimation of the quality, 

be dependen t enough on a certain application domain to make sense for that do
main and 

be independent enough to determine the quality in different situations. 

Due to the tradeoff between the last two requirements, it should be possible to tune 
the strategy to an acceptable level of (in)dependence. 

From many possibilities, the strategies we use in this chapter all share the principle 
of homogeneity testing (see for instance [157, 159. 91. 115]). The strategies only 
differ in the domain knowledge they use. First, in the homogeneity testing step, for 
every set of elements that is homogeneous in the hypothesis we test whether it is 
homogeneous. Then in the split step for every set of elements that is inhomogeneous 
in the hypothesis, the homogeneous subsets within these sets are determined, by 
asking a sequence of yes/no questions. Finally in the merge step, for every union of 
sets of elements it is tested whether they are homogeneous in the hypothesis. 

5.4.4 Quality, questions and entropy 

A closely related concept to the question game is the entropy of a signal, as introduced 
by Shannon [132]. In Shannon theory the number of questions it takes to pick an 
element out of a set and the entropy of a stochastic variable defined over that set, 
arc tightly related. It turns out that within a certain context the minimum expected 
number of questions equals the entropy. 
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Figure 5.3: Construction of the set of all possible correct clusterings given C and M. 

hi t his section we relate the ideas of Shannon, with respect to entropy, to the notion 
of' the quality of' clusterings. In section 5.4.2. we assumed C and CT known, while 
the clustering algori thm .4 together with its degradation model M were unknown. 

For now. we assume tha t besides C and Cr- M is also known. From C and M, 
a set of clusterings can be constructed that represents all possible correct clusterings 
tha t could lead to C. when model M is given (see figure 5.3): 

A'K' .A/} = {CK\'CK e C.PM(O) > 0.O(CK) = C}. (5.15 

Denote P (c.A / )(A" = C r ) for the probability that a clustering C/< e K{CM) indeed 
equals the correct clustering, given C and M. P(K = Cr) can be calculated as follows: 

{0\0(CK)=C} 

(5.16) 

According to assumption 4 (section 5.2), P(c,M)(K = CT) is a proper probability 
distr ibution. Now. if t he probability that the algorithm returns C as output is non
zero, the correct clustering will b e a n element of the set A'(f'.A/i- by definition. The 
effort it takes to find the correct clustering from the set A " ( r A / | . with help of the 
information provided by P{(- A / ) ( A ' = CT). can be seen as a measure of quality of M. 

and thus of A. 
To connect the quality of the degradation model M to the notion of entropy, 

construct a stochastic variable G'«",.U)- for a clustering C and M over the elements of' 
C with the associated probability distribution P G ( C , M ) ( A T ) = P(c.M)(K - CT)- The 
entropy / / of a stochastic variable X is defined as: 

tf(X) = - ^ P ( . r ) l o g 2 P ( . r ) . (5.17) 
, . A 

from which we define the entropy of t he pair (C. Af) as the entropy of G{c,M): 

H(G{C,M))= - E P « « 
KZC 

(K)\og2Pau,,ri(K [5.18) 
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Since C(c..\i) can differ for different C. in a limited number of cases, we take the 
average over all C. Now the average entropy of the algorithm A is defined as follows: 

HW = W\ E H(G(C,M))- (5-19) 
| C | ctC 

Now suppose we have the oracle that can answer questions about the correct clus
tering. This oracle can only answer "Yes" or "No'" and always speaks the truth. Then 
for \C\ large enough, the entropy H{G(c,M)) c o m e s arbitrary close to the minimum 
expected number of questions one has to ask the oracle to find the true clustering 
from the set of possibilities K(c.M) if the probability distribution P(c,M) is known 
[133]. Denote the minimum expected number of questions by V(c,M) and define ^(.4) 
as the minimum expected number of questions, averaged for all C : 

VW = W\ E Vic,M)- (5-20) 
1 1 reC 

Suppose the perfect question strategy is known, denoted by R*. Denote the num
ber of questions it takes to construct (or find) CT from C, as VR-(C,CT)- Because 
P(CT\C) = P(C,M){CT)- the minimum expected number of questions can be calcu
lated as: 

V(CM)= E P(CM){CT)VR~{C.CT). (5.21) 
cTeC 

The entropy of a stochastic variable G{C,M) can be seen as a measure of how much 
choice we have in selecting the true clustering from the set of' possible clusterings 
[132]. The lesser choice we have, the better the quality of the algorithm, the more 
choice we have, the worse the algorithm is. The following holds for the entropy: 

0 < t f ( G ( C ) M ) ) < l o g 2 | C | , (5.22) 

so it also holds that Ü < H(A) < log2 \C\. We can define the quality of a clustering 
algorithm as: 

QW = l ~ r¥wv (5-23) 
log2 \C\ 

or. for \C\ large enough: 

_ , ., n min {VIA). log9 \C\] 

log2 |C| 

Note that in the case we have perfect knowledge about the algorithm, i.e. perfect 
knowledge about its degradation model, the quality of an algorithm is not its abil
ity to find the correct clustering. Rather the quality reveals how efficient we can 
construct the correct clustering from the result of the algorithm. An algorithm that 
will never return the correct clustering can still have a quality of 1 if we can always 
construct the correct clustering from the result without any new information bevond 
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the degradation model. The last case makes sense because the degradation model in 
such a case is so complete, that it will be trivial to extend the algorithm with that 
knowledge, such that a perfect clustering is always reached. 

In section 5.4.2 we proposed to calculate the quality of a clustering, when M is 

unknown, as: 

n t n , , '"in {VR(C.CT).VR(C\V. CT)\ 

based on the number of questions VR(C,CT) one has to ask. when using strategy R. 
Given the upper bounds for H(A) and V(A). we can write: 

= , _ m l , , { V H ( C . C I - ) . l l o g 2 C | } 2 5 ) 

| log 2 C| 

It might be that the number of questions a question strategy returns, frequently out
ranges the ideal maximum | log 2C|. thereby rendering the quality of a large subset 
of the possible clusterings to 0 (according to equation 5.25). In those cases equation 
5.13 is preferred over equation 5.25. 

Combining equations 5.20 and 5.21 and given a test set of {C'TI • CT2 CT„, } C 
C. and a corresponding set of clusterings {C'r.Cj = A{CTl )}• an est imate V(A) of 
equat ion 5.20 is: 

I '" 
V(A)=-TvI{{Ci.CTi). (5.26) 

m t—* 

W i t h equation 5.26 one can compare the results of the used strategy R with the 
perfect, strategy R*. For comparing two clusterings it is in principle no problem when 
s t ra tegy 7? is not an as good as possible approximation of R*. although the following 
should hold: 

V(A) > V(B) & V{A) > V{D). (5.27) 

In a sense, the quality measure based on the average entropy of an algorithm can 
be seen as the most application independent as possible measure of quality. No 
assumptions about applications in the derivation of the quality measure are made, 
while it does hold properties that are characteristic for a useful quality measure. When 
the effort it takes to reconstruct the correct clustering from the hypothesis increases, 
the quality decreases and vice versa. The link between the •Twenty question game' , 
t he entropy and the quality of clusterings, enables us to determine to what extent a 
question-based quality measure is application (in)dependent. 

When comparing algorithms from different application domains, it only seems 
fair to aim for an application dependent quality measure. The comparison with the 
average entropy provides a measure for t he application dependence of the quality 
measure. 
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Figure 5.4: Case 1: an example set of elements S, the correct clustering and the set of al 
possible clusterings (label permutation results in another clustering in this example). 

5.5 Case studies 

5.5.1 Case 1: A case of perfect knowledge 

With the example from this section, the theory from the previous section is illus
trated by constructing three clustering algorithms from their corresponding degrada
tion models. 

Consider the set of elements S as given in figure 5.4. defined as S = {s1,s2, s3. s4}. 
A clustering in this example is a partition of the elements in two clusters, where labels 
may not be permuted in this case. So clustering 1 and 1G from figure 5.4 are different 
clusterings. The correct clustering is known and is equal to clustering C7 from figure 
5.4. Furthermore consider the set of degradation operations D known, consisting of 
the following operations: the identity operation I, d2 = "Move element 1 to the other 
cluster.". (U = "Move element 2 to the other cluster.". d3 = "Move element 3 to 
the other cluster." and d4 = "Move element 4 to the other cluster.". By including 
the identity operation in the set D one leaves open the possibility that the algorithm 
produces the correct clustering. 

We consider three algorithms AUA2,AZ to perform the clustering task. The 
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algori thms arc characterized by degradation models M ] . M2 and Af3 respectively. The 
degradat ion models are defined by the probability measures P.u, • PM2

 a n c l pM3-, given 
in table 5.1. Only the sequences as given in table 5.1 have a probability larger than 

Sequence Oo 

I 
di 

dj o dj 
dj o dj o dk 

f/l o d2 o ds o (/4 

PMAOD) 
I 

Hi 

PA/2(OD) 
1 
ï 
'f 

PMJOD) 

0 

T 

f 
6 1 4 

ïfi 

Table 5 . 1 : Case 1: the different types of operations and their probabilities for the algorithms 

characterized by degradation models M i , A/2 and A/3. 

0. T h e indices i.j.k are assumed different. Wi th this set of degradation operation, 

note tha t we can degrade every clustering into any other clustering. 
According to degradation model M] as given in table 5.1. every sequence has equal 

probabil i ty to be applicable. This means that every clustering C from C is just as 
likely to be the result of A\. A] ran be considered as the worst algorithm possible. 
Algori thm A:i performs better: for instance the probability that the algorithm delivers 
the correct answer is ^ or considering the algorithm as a degradation process, the 

• 1 

probabil i ty for the identity operation / to occur is 5. 
In table 5.2 the probabilities are given tha t a cluster i is the result of the clustering 

algori thm. Probabilities are calculated according to equation 5.16. The entropy / / is 
calculated according to equation 5.18. 

T h e average entropy of the algorithms Ax. A2 and A3 can be calculated with 
equat ion 5.19. Because H{G{CuMx)) = H{G{Cj,Mi))i t n e «v( i raS (% entropy of the first 
a lgori thm equals the entropy H ( G ( c . i M l ) ) . So H{AX) = 4 which, according to equation 
5.22. is equal to the theoretical upper bound log2 \C\. The quality of the first algorithm 
iK Q(A\) = 1 - f = 0. indeed the lowest quality possible and thus the worst algorithm 
possible. This is as can be expected since every grouping from the set C has equal 
probabil i ty of being the result of the algorithm. 

Following the same calculating steps for algorithm A2. we get the following answer 
for the average entropy: H(A2) = 3.64. From the corresponding degradation model 
M 2 , we would expect A2 to be a better algorithm than algorithm A\. And indeed the 
average entropy of A2 is lower than the average entropy of ,4, and the quality is. as 
a consequence, higher: Q{A2) = 0.09. 

Because the third algorithm has by far the highest probability (of the three al
gori thms) of returning the correct grouping and has low probabilities of returning a 
wrong answer, we expect the third algori thm to have the highest quality. As expected, 
the third algori thm appears to be the best one. Its average entropy, calculated by 
the steps as given above. H{A3) = 2.82 is lowest. The quality of A3 is given by 
Q(A3) = 0.30. 

We now will use an optimal strategy as suggested in [132] for asking questions. 
Th is algorithm. R*. is based on the algorithm of Huffman. The resulting average 
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Table 5.2: Case 1: the probabilities of the stochastic variable G(CT,M 
models M i , J\I2 and M3. 

for the three degradation 

entropy is compared to the entropy we calculated in the previous section. 
Consider the set of all possible clusterings C and divide it into two sets of clusters 

A and B. with A U B = C and A D B = 0, such that 

7 . pG(c,M) W " / J ^<3(C*,M)(-^)| is as small as possible. 
KeA KtB 

(5.28) 

Then repeat the division step as performed on C. for A and Ö. Repeat this procedure 
recursively until the set of clusterings only consists of one clustering. From this tree 
of divisions of the different sets, a perfect question strategy can be derived. For every 
node in the tree, ask whether the correct clustering is in the left branch or not. Walk 
down the tree according to the answer and repeat these questions until the correct 
clustering is found. 

For algorithm A2. and the stochastic G{Cr,Ah) a first division step is: 

A0 = {C7,C10,C12,Cl3}, 

= {Cl.C2,C3.C,,C5.Cl5.Cs.C9.Cu.Cll.Ci,.C16}. 
because ^KeA< / ' , . • G(C.M) [K ~ Y.K(zBu

pGiC.M){I<-)\ = | | - \\ = 0, which is the 
smallest possible value. Continuing the recursion with set B we" get the following as 
an optimal division step: 

Aj ={Cr.C2.C:i,al.CG.Cs}. 
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Figure 5.5: Case 1: a tree representing the optimal question strategy for the stochastic 

G(C7.M2<-

S i = {-C5»C79,Cii,Ci4,CiB1Ci6}, 

because \J2K<=AIPG(C,M)(K) _ E I C € J B I PG(C,M)(K)\ = I4 4I 
smallest possible value. An optimal division step for the set B\ is 

A,= {Cr,.C9,Cn}. 

Ufa = {Ci4 ,Ci5 ,Ci6} , 

because | Y^K<=A2
 PG{C,M)(K) ~ ^KeB, pG(CM)(K)\ = lëö ~ GO 

smallest possible. An optimal division step for the set A2 is: 

A, = {C,}. 

8b={C9 ,Cn}, 

because | £ A - e > 4 PG(C.M)(h') ~ Y,KeB3
 PG{CM)(K)\ = 120 ~ "15 

smallest possible value. After the division of #3 this branch of the recursion tree 
ends. The recursion results in an optimal tree as given in figure 5.5. This optimal 
question s t ra tegy leads to the number of questions for each of the clusterings as given 
in figure 5.3. Other distr ibutions lead to the same minimum number of questions. The 
probabilities P(CT\Ci) are known, since they are equal to P{C.M)(CT) by definition. 

From the d a t a given in table 5.3. together with equation 5.21. we have V{C.__\}.2) = 

3 1 . Because in this case V{C. M „ \ is t he same for all Ct, with equation 5.24 we have 

t h a t V{A) — 3 | , compared to the average entropy H(A2) = 3.64. 
This case shows tha t the quality measure we proposed, produces results that cor

respond to what we intuitively would expect from the degradation models. Since this 
is due to the method, we expect the same intuitive results in other cases. Furthermore 
this case shows, that even for a ven- small number of elements, the quality measure 

= 0. which is the 

= 57T, which is the 
60 

= 7^. which is the 
60 
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c\ 
c2 
c3 
c4 
c5 
C'e 

c7 
c* 
c9 

C\Q 

Cu 
C12 

Cv3 
C14 

c15 
C\a 

# Questions 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
5 
3 
5 
5 
3 
5 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 

P(CT\C,) 
l 

30 

20 
1 

20 

2,0 
1 

20 

3,0 
1 

1 
30 

30 
1 

! 
3.0 
20 

21° 

30 

T a b l e 5 . 3 : Case 1: t he number of questions needed for each o f the clusterings when apply ing 

the Huf fman procedure w i th G ( c 7 , M 2 ) -

based on the number of questions is relatively close (less than 5 percent) to the qual
ity based on the average entropy. In cases where the perfect strategy is not known, 
one cannot expect the same performance. On the other hand, one can expect better 
results when the number of elements is increased. 

5.5.2 Case 2: compar ing entropy and questions 

In this section we compare the average entropy and the approximation, where the 
question strategy no longer is based on perfect knowledge. In addition we examine 
to what extent our scheme fulfills the requirements from section 5.3. 

In the example we consider clustering a sequence of ordered elements 5 = 
{.si. 52 , . . . . sn} into runs. See figure 5.6 for an example. 

• • • • Clustering A 

3 • • • • Clustering B 

• • • Clustering C 

F i g u r e 5 . 6 : Case 2: in c luster ing .4. not all clusters are runs, in c luster ing B and C al l the 

clusters are runs. 

Consider a question is characterized as a set B C S. of the type 
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Number of questions = 0 

Check if the hypothesis is equal to the ground truth 

If it is: STOP. 

For every run in the hypothesis 

{ 

Increase the number of questions by 1 

// HOMOGENEITY STEP 

Check if the run is homogeneous 

If it is not 

// SPLIT STEP 

Use divide-and-conquer to label homogeneous sub-runs 

} 

Mark all the pairs of adjacent labels as not checked 

Mark the rest of the pairs as checked 

While there still is a pair of labels that is not checked 

{ 

Increase the number of questions by 1 

// MERGE STEP 

Check if the union of the according runs is homogeneous 

If it is 

{ 
Change the label of one run into the other 
Mark the run as checked with all the runs 

that the individual runs where marked 

> 
else 

Mark the runs as checked 

} 
Return the number of questions 

Figure 5.7: Case 2: question strategy for constructing the correct clustering from the clustering 

result for clusters of runs. 

"Do all elements of set D belong to the same cluster according to the 
correct cluster?". 

Define oracle F as: 

FT(B) = \ 1^' i f , 3 - V ' e C ' - ' - : S £ * ' (5.29) 
v ' 1 "No . otherwise 

and consider the question strategy as given in figure 5.7 and 5.8. 
To calculate the quality, we average over a number of question-asking sessions. 

Since a run is divided randomly into two runs (see figure 5.8) we apply the questions 
s t ra tegy several t imes after which we average over the results. This ensures the 
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divide-and-conquer(run) 

{ 

Increase the number of questions by 1 

// SPLIT STEP 

If the set of elements is homogeneous 

{ 

Label the elements as one homogeneous region 

STOP 

> 

else 

{ 
divide the run randomly into two runs A and B 
divide~and-conquer(run A) 

divide-and-conquer(run B) 

} 

} 

F i g u r e 5 . 8 : Case 2: 'Div ide-and-Conquer ' strategy t o f ind homogeneous regions in an inhomo-

geneous region. 

resulting quality will not differ for similar input. The resulting strategy is denoted 
by R. The average number of questions by for this s trategy is denoted by VR{C. C'T). 
With equation 5.25 we calculate the quality Qj(C). C is chosen in such a way t ha t it 
contains all feasible clusterings. 

Comparing the theoretical average entropy measure with the1 practical question 
quality measure, we define an algorithm A with degradation model M based on 
degradation operations D of two types: splits and merges. The probability mea
sure Ps(x) denotes the probability t ha t x splits occur. Pm{}j) denotes the probability 
that y merges occur. 

We calculate the average entropy H(A) by generating all possible degradations 
by reconstructing the 'set of possible correct clusterings' for each clustering of C. The 
average entropy of A is calculated according to equation 5.19. When \C\ becomes too 
large we approximate H(A) by averaging over a. random selection of C. 

To calculate the average entropy from the question based measure, we draw a 
number of clusterings from C and draw a degradation according to the degradation 
model M. For each pair (consisting of a clustering and a degradation) we calculate the 
number of questions it takes to reconstruct the correct clustering from the degraded 
version after which we calculate V(A) according to equation 5.26. 

As a first experiment we took the degradation model as given in figure 5.4. The 
size of the element set 5' varied from 4 to 60 and the number of runs in the correct 
clustering was set to 2. For each set S we calculate1 the average entropy of A and 
est imate it with equation 5.26 by taking the average over 1000 pairs (C'r, .Cj). This 
experiment was repeated 20 times, to est imate the s tandard deviation of the est imate 
of the average entropy. The results are given in figure 5.9. where the size of intervals 
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q 
0 
l 

P.M) 
i 
2 
T 

Pm(q) 
1 
2 
I 
2 

Table 5.4: Case 2: The probabilities of the degradation model for the first experiment. 
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Figure 5.9: The average entropy and the estimation by the average over the number of questions 

in the 'question game' of the first experiment. The corresponding degradation model is given in 

table 5.4. The interval given for each average number of questions is the average minus 2v and 

plus '2r. where r is the measured standard deviation. 

given for each estimate are plus and minus two times the measured standard deviation. 

As expected, the estimation of the average entropy by the imperfect strategy 
differs from the average entropy, but the result is close and monotonie relative to the 
average entropy. Considering that the strategy does not use any information about 
the clustering algorithm or the degradation process, we interpret the results as a sign 
of strength. 

If one wants To compare the quality of two algorithms the estimation of the abso
lute average entropy is less important than consistent behavior between the average 
entropy and the number of questions. 

To illustrate this, we define two degradation models as given in table 5.5, set the 
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number of runs in the correct clustering to 3 and varied the size of the set of data 
elements 5 from 4 to 60. Again we took the average over 1000 pairs (CT/. d) for 
each estimate. This experiment was also repeated 20 times, to estimate the standard 
deviation of the estimate of the average entropy. The results for both degradation 
models, as given in table 5.5, are given in figure 5.10. 

q 
0 
l 
2 

Even 
A, (q) 

1 

? 
1 
3 

PimW) 
1 

1 
! 

Uneven 

P-2.M) 
1 

1 
in 

P2m{q) 
j . 

¥ 

Table 5.5: The probabilities that define the even and uneven degradation models for the second 
experiment. 

From the results it can be seen that, according to the average entropy, the al
gorithm with the uneven degradation model (table 5.5) is better than the algorithm 
with the even degradation model, because for all different sizes of the element set 5, 
the average entropy of the uneven algorithm is lower than the average entropy of the 
even algorithm. So according to equation 5.23 the quality is higher. Likewise the 
estimated average entropy (equation 5.20) is lower for the uneven algorithm. The av
erage entropy and its estimate function in a similar way. when comparing the quality. 

Now we examine to what extent the quality measure based on the strategy men
tioned in this section fulfills the requirements we put forward in section 5.3. 
The first requirement is fulfilled by definition, see equation 5.25. The quality measure 
also fulfills the second requirement, as formulated in equation 5.7. By definition 
it holds that V{A) > V{A) > log2 \C\. so there must be at least one C' for which 
VR(C') > locj2\C\ and thus, according to equation 5.25. Q$(C') = 0. thereby fulfilling 
the third requirement. 

To examine the degree to what Q§.(C) fulfills the fourth requirement, we need 
a distance measure d(C.C') on the set of possible clusterings C. Define the distance 
d(C.C") as the distance between the probability distribution PG(C.M) and PG(C,M) • 

d(C.C') = J2 \PG(CM)(K)-PG{C,M){K)\. (5.30) 
KeC 

d(C.C') as defined in equation 5.30 is a metric. In words, equation 5.30 defines that 
two clusterings are 'close* to one another if their associated probability distributions 
PG(C.M) and PC.(C,M) are close to each other. 

To illustrate the behavior of the estimate of the average entropy V(A) with varying 
degradation models, we define the model by the probability distributions as given in 
table 5.6. with p ranging from 0 to 1. We set the size of S to 60. The number of 
labels in the correct clustering is set to three. The estimate V(A) is calculated for the 
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C O C N J C D O ' ^ C O C S J C D O ' ^ - C O C N J C D O 
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Size of elements set S 

• Entropy Even • Entropy Uneven 

* Estimation Even • Estimation Uneven 

Figure 5.10: The average entropy and the estimation of the average entropy by the average 

over the number of questions in the 'question game' of both the 'Even' and 'Uneven' degradation 

models of the second experiment. The interval given for each average number of questions is 

the average minus 2v and plus 2v. where v is the measured standard deviation. 

q 
0 
l 

P,('i) 
i -P 

p 

Pm{q) 
1 -p 

p 

Table 5.6: The probabilities that define the degradation model for the robustness experiment. 

different values of p . The procedure of this experiment is the same as in the previous 
experiments in this section. We calculate the average1 entropy H(A) by generating 
all possible degradat ions. This is done by reconstructing the 'set of possible correct 
clusterings" for each clustering of C. From the corresponding probabilities the average 
entropy of 77 is calculated according to equation 5.19. To calculate the average 
entropy from the question quality measure, we draw a number of clusterings from 
C and draw a degradation according to the degradation model M. For each pair we 
calculate the number of questions it takes to reconstruct the correct clustering from 
the degraded version after which we calculate V(A) according to equation 5.20. In 
this case we average over 5000 pairs of clusterings. The results are shown in figure 
5.11. Since the differences between consecutive measurements stays within the order 
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F i g u r e 5 . 1 1 : The average entropy and the est imat ion of the average entropy by the average over 

the number of quest ions in the 'question game' for varying degradat ion models in the robustness 

exper iment. T h e interval given for each average number o f questions is the average minus 2v 

and plus '2r. where v is the measured standard deviat ion. 

of magnitude of the standard deviation, we conclude that the estimate V{A) behaves 
robust in this case. Experiments (not shown) reveal that in order for the estimate 
V(A) to be robust, we need to take the average over more pairs (T;, Cj) when the size 
of S increases or the degradation models get more complex. 

The case from this section shows that the number of questions as an estimate for 
the average entropy in a non-trivial example is of the same order of magnitude as the 
average entropy. For comparing the quality of algorithms, the estimate is suitable 
since there is a monotonie relation between the number of questions and the average 
entropy. 

The implementation of our method that we used in this section, fulfills the first 
three requirements, i.e. normalized, correct, efficient, in a strict sense and we illus
trated it fulfills the requirement of robustness when estimating the average entropy 
of an algorithm. 
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5.6 Example application: Clustering 2D-curves 

In th is section we present two example strategies for clusterings of 2JD-curves. This 
example shows how application specific knowledge can be incorporated in the question 
strategy. Furthermore the influence of choosing another strategy is illustrated In-
compar ing the results of the two strategies with the same clusterings. 

In figure C.6(a) an image of cracks in a line of ink is shown. The line segments 
were abstracted from the image using [44], see C.6(b). The task is to cluster the 
line segments according to the cracks they belong to. Three different clusterings 
were constructed, figure C.G(d). (e) and (f) (denoted by C\. C> and C 3 respectively). 
Their quality was calculated with equation 5.13. given the correct clustering as given 
in figure C.C(c). 

T h e elements of .S' are given by the line segments from figure 0.6(b) . The questions 
we use with the first question strategy are the same as the questions we used for the 
example of section 5.5.2. The first question strategy we use in this example is given 
in figure 5.12. 

Since we use equation 5.13 to calculate the quality we need a worst case clustering 
Cw 'or the proposed strategy. To maximize the number of merge steps, we need a 
clustering that delivers separate line segments in the merge and split steps. If we 
cluster line segments two by two that are not part of the same cluster in the correct 
clustering, we arrive at the1 worst clustering C\y. 

As can be seen in table 5.7 clustering C2 (C.6(e)) has the highest quality and the 
remaining ones have lower quality. Furthermore, as expected clustering C3 is bet ter 
than C\ since in (\ there is under-segmentatioii, taking more effort to repair t han 
the over segmentation in clustering C3. The results are in line with intuition. 

Cluster 
Cw 

cd 
c, 
Cj 

Q nest ions 
192 
147 
119 
137 

Quality 
Ü 

0.23 
0.38 
0.28 

Table 5.7: The number of questions and the quality of the presented clusterings, calculated 

with the question strategy from figure 5.12. 

Although in line with our intuition, the strategy creates a large overhead in the 
number of homogeneity steps, because their is a relative large number of small clusters, 
many of which contain only one line segment. In order to reduce the overhead we 
optimize the homogeneity s tep to one that has log-based complexity. We changed the 
type of questions that are allowed and the homogeneity step of the question strategy. 
Questions arc now of the following form: 

••Do all the elements of set 131 belong to the same cluster and do all 
the elements of set B2 belong t o the same cluster and ... and do all the 
elements of set Dk belong to the same cluster?'* 
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Number of questions = 0 

Check if the hypothesis is equal to the ground truth 
If it is: STOP. 

For every cluster of line segments in the hypothesis 

{ 

Increase the number of questions by 1 

// HOMOGENEITY STEP 

Check if the cluster is homogeneous 

If it is not 

// SPLIT STEP 

Divide it into all of its single line segments 

} 

Mark all the pairs of neighboring clusters as not checked 

Mark the rest of the pairs as checked 

While there still is a pair of neighboring clusters that 

is not checked 

{ 
Increase the number of questions by 1 
// MERGE STEP 

Check if the union of the according clusters is 

homogeneous 

If it is 

{ 

Change the label of one cluster into the other 

Mark the cluster as checked with all the clusters 

that the individual clusters where marked 

} 

else 

Mark the clusters as checked 

} 

Return the number of questions 

Figure 5.12: Question strategy for constructing the correct clustering from the clustering result 
for clusters of line segments. 

The question strategy is changed such that in the first homogeneity step we query all 
clusters in one go. When not homogeneous, we split the set in two sets of clusters 
and repeat the question for those two sets. If a set only contains one inhomogeneous 
cluster, we apply the split step to that ('luster. 

The results of this alternative question strategy are given in table 5.8. As expected. 
the quality results are spread slightly more over the interval [0,1]. 

This example shows that the quality measure scheme can be applied to a more 
complex real life situation. It produces results that correspond to an intuitive notion 
of quality. 
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Cluster 
Cw 

cd 
ce 
cf 

Q lestions 
191 
147 
100 
120 

Quality 
0 

0.2:3 
0.48 
0.37 

Table 5.8: The number of questions and the quality of the presented clusterings, calculated 

with the variation on the question strategy from figure 5.12. 

5.7 Summary and conclusions 

In this chapter we argue that application (or even domain) independent quality mea
sures are needed for clusterings. Therefore we present a scheme for quality measure
ment of clusterings that in the ideal si tuation is independent of a certain application. 
Based on the description of algorithms as degradation processes, we define the average 
entropy of' a clustering algorithm and propose it as a quality measure for clustering 
algorithms. 

To characterize the behavior of quality measures from a more general point of 
view, we propose four requirements a quality measure should fulfill: the measure 
should be normalized, correct, informative and robust. For the precise definition we 
refer to section 5.3. We have shown that our scheme in a practical setting fulfills the 
first three requirements and it fulfills the fourth requirement by estimation. 

The quality of a clustering with respect to the correct clustering is measured by a 
question game, shown in this paper to be related to the entropy. When two opposing 
part ies want to compare the quality of their clusterings or clustering algorithms, they 
should provide the following: the correct clustering, the types of binary questions 
to be used and a question strategy. The choice of questions and question strategy 
determines the behavior of the quality measure. One can tune the question strategy 
to approximate an application independent quality measure as much as possible, or 
one could tune it in the direction of a specific application. The average entropy can 
be est imated by the quality measure for clusterings. By comparison of these average 
entropy and its est imate our methodology gives an indication for the application 
independence of the quality measure. 

T h e question strategy can not only be regarded as a mathematical tool, but it 
may also be seen as an abstract clustering algorithm on the basis of the degradation 
model . This can be related to real clustering algorithms. Tuning question strategies 
for use in specific application domains hence becomes more systematic than tuning-
some -arbitrary' set of parameters, to t ranslate domain specific knowledge in the 
question strategy. As shown by example, our model results in quality measures that 
correspond to an intuitive notion of quality. 

Future work includes the development of types of questions and question strategies 

for various application domains in computer vision. 



Chapter 6 

Matching engineering drawing 
based models 

6.1 Introduction 

A common step in a vision system built for recognizing and verifying industrial parts 
is matching, where a model of the par t is matched to image data. Being such a promi
nent s tep in vision applications, a considerable portion of the l i terature is devoted to 
it. For an overview see for instance [47] or [20]. Our goal in this chapter is to design 
a method that can model, match and verify an industrial part given that it has been 
specified in an engineering drawing. 

Matching delivers a verdict on the occurrence of a model instance1 in the image. 
Parameter values of the instance may be part of the results of the matching algorithm. 
If there is no instance of the model present, the matching algorithm should return the 
cause of a mismatch. This is especially useful in the context of industrial production 
processes where post-processing analysis of failures is vital. 

Besides the output of a matching algorithm, in [136] other issues are presented, 
any matching system should address. We will discuss, in subsequent paragraphs, the 
ones relevant for the case as presented in this chapter: 

- Which objects can be handled by the matching method? 

- How sensitive is the system to segmentation in the presence of scale, noise or 
quantization? 

- W h a t invariances can the system deal with? 

- What is the performance of the system? 

The first issue is which classes of objects a system is able to handle. A useful 
distinction among object classes is the one tha t separates the classes characterized 
by local elements from the ones that are described globally only. Examples of the 
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first kind, where local elements are for instance lines, curves, points and geometric 
relat ions between these elements can be found in [10. 11. 14, 5. 136]. Examples of the 
global description, like Fourier descriptors, moments and Euclidean numbers are given 
in [166. 31. 108]. Within the goal of engineering drawing specified object classes, we 
are only interested in the first kind, where there is a direct correspondence between 
the local characteristics of an object and the elements the object is modeled by. This 
enables tracking mismatches to corresponding aspects of the industrial part. 

As anywhere else, there is a trade-off between the usability and the expressiveness 
of the language of the object models. Using a complex language enlarges the class of 
objects that can be modeled, but complicates the matching method. Many methods 
from li terature, use relatively simple languages to model the objects, limiting the 
scope of the matching algorithm. The method mentioned in [119] is limited to point 
sets. In [25] objects are by represented by an approximation of their boundary, given 
by straight line segments and the angles between those segments. Also in [8] and [5] 
objects are defined solely by their boundary. In [137] and [136] objects are modeled 
solely by straight lines. In [141] a different approach is followed, where the object 
is implicitly defined by the image operations that are needed to detect the object. 
None of the mentioned methods is able to model all information as needed to inspect 
industrial par ts . Knowledge networks are used in [127] to model objects for object 
representation and recognition. The approach presented there is very general, but the 
complexity of the associated matching algorithm is left open, making it less useful 
to our case. In this chapter we are interested in matching 2-D objects that can be 
modeled by engineering drawings. 

T h e language of engineering drawings has a number of advantages: 

- I t is rich enough to ensure a very large class of objects can be expressed. 

- It is limited in the number of possible elements and relations between elements 
that can occur in the drawing. This ensures that a matching system based on 
engineering drawings can indeed handle it. 

- It is highly standardized, ensuring reusability and ease of use. Although stan
dards do vary a little between countries, differences are limited. Information 
about the Dutch s tandard can be found in [103]. 

Anot her implicit advantage is that the criteria for a successful match are implied in the 
problem s ta tement : the criteria are properly formalized in the engineering drawing. 
preventing problems mentioned in [48] with respect to the choice of matching criteria. 

T h e problem remains how to obtain the object model. Manually modeling an 
object can by tedious and needs a fair deal of knowledge about the matching method 
tha t is used. Various methods are available for automat ic extraction of object models. 
In [59] the use of a vision algorithm compiler is presented. For workpicce recognition 
models are automatical ly learned in the system presented in [55]. For 3D-objects in 
[58] a system is described for extracting models from CAD-data . The downside of 
these methods is tha t the modeling languages are limited, making it impossible to 
check a complete set of characteristics. Furthermore, automatic systems make it hard 
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to be selective in the properties that have to be checked for an object, which has a 
negative effect on the performance of the matching system. Therefore we choose to 
manually model the objects, to ensure the rich language of engineering drawings can 
be used, as well as to ensure flexibility and performance. 

The second issue is how sensitive the system is to segmentation in the presence of 
scale, noise, or quantization. Regarding the sensitivity of the system to segmentation, 
we believe that this issue should not be solved in the matching stage, but in the 
phase t ha t extracts the information from the image. This holds especially t rue for 
the industrial setting, where a mismatch can be caused by a measurement error, but 
also by a fabrication error. Since these errors are not discriminable. the matching 
method should be designed intolerant to detection errors. 

The third issue is what invariances the system can deal with (i.e. translation 
invariance, rotat ion invariance, scale invariance, perspective invariance. illumination 
invariance). Most of the above cited matching methods are able to match translation, 
rotat ion and scale invariant. For instance [136], [119] and [81] are able to find matches 
under affine transformations. Although in some industrial cases this can be useful, 
normally it is not desirable to match scale or affine invariant when verifying industrial 
par ts as it is too large a class to retain all information. We focus on a matching method 
that is t ranslat ion and rotation invariant. 

The fourth issue is the performance of the system. Although the performance of a 
matching system is determined by many factors, some general techniques to increase 
performance are presented in literature. For matching curves, [71] suggest to divide 
the matching process in two steps: one efficient step to search for candidate matches 
and a second to determine which of the candidates really matches. In [62]. a so-
called alignment technique is used, which is based on matching of minimal sets of 
features of a model and the scene. By minimizing the feature set. performance of the 
searching step is increased. In [50, 49], the search for a model instance in the image is 
organized in a tree-like structure. The performance is increased by pruning the tree 
which minimizes the search. 

In our method we use a combination of the ideas as proposed in [71] and [62]. 
We perform the matching in two steps: first we use a small model derived from the 
object model to find candidate matches, secondly we thoroughly verify which of the 
candidates matches all demands. 

In section 6.2 we present the modeling of the engineering drawing in da t a tha t 
is used to match against image data. Our matching method is described in section 
6.3. In section 6.4 we illustrate the method and its characteristics by three example 
applications. Section 6.5 contains the conclusions for this chapter. 

6.2 Engineering drawings and models 

In this section we describe how the information contained in an engineering drawing-
is transformed into a model used for matching. Which information is needed for 
matching, depends also on the information available from the image. Furthermore, 
an engineering drawing can contain redundant information, so sometimes a choice has 
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Type 
Basic elements 

Characteristics 

Relations 

Most common instances 
Points or positions 

Line segments 
Circular arc segments 

Length 
Straight ness 
Roundness 

Profile trueness 
Position trueness 

Parallelism 
Squareness 

Angle 
Distance1 

Symmetry 

Table 6 . 1 : The three types of information in an engineering drawing and the most common 

instances of these types. 

Shape tolerance one element 

Shape tolerance related elements 

Position tolerance 

Kind of' tolerance 

Straight ness 

Roundness 

Purity of profile 

Parallelism 

Squareness 

Puri ty of' angle 

Puri ty of position 

Symbol 

-

Table 6.2: The most common kinds of tolerances used in engineering drawings. 

to be made which information to use in the matching model. 

The information contained in an engineering drawing consists of' the following three 
types: basic elements, characteristics of'the basic elements and relations between the 
basic elements. An overview of the most common instances of these types is given in 
table 6.1. Associated with the characteristics are the tolerances for the characteristics. 
Relations also have tolerances associated with them. The tolerance of characteristics 
or relations that are characterized by a single number, like length, can simply be 
checked when a model is matched. These numbers are given in a table of dimensions 
or directly in the (hawing. Situations where the tolerance is not trivially defined or 
when the tolerance is dependent on specific elements in the drawing, symbols are used 
in the drawing, to exactly denote how the elements should be and how they should 
relate. The most common kinds of tolerance together with their graphical symbol are 
given in table 6.2. 

Define E - {ei, e2 en} as the set of basic elements of which an object is build. 
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where every element e, is a tuple {eu. eu), of which e.,, refers to the type of the element 
and ej( is a uniquely assigned label. 

P a p e r sheet example: The lower line in figure 6.1.(left) is referred to as 
e.\ = (rine,ü70), the reference to the left line in figure 6.1.(left) is referred 
to as e2 = (line, £1) and the circle in the same figure is e:i = (circle. E2). 
The other lines are e4 = (line, E3). for the upper line and e5 = (line, £4) 
for the right line. 

Corner Corner 

V 
= L 

Ic 

^ J 
I D 5 

D 

A 

6 

. 
Center 

Corner Corner 

F i g u r e 6 . 1 : The paper sheet model: left the engineering d rawing , r ight the point model used 

t o f ind posit ion and or ientat ion of the object in the image. 

The set of characteristics of the basic elements C = {c,. c2 cn) consists of elements 
d = {cn,<ke,Civ,cn) where cit refers to the type of characteristic. cir refers to the 
element the characteristic belongs to, civ refers to the value of the characteristic and 
c„ is a uniquely assigned label. 

P a p e r sheet example: The characteristics of the lower line in fig
ure 6.1.(left) are c, = (length, £0,4.1. CO). The other lines are char
acterized by: c2 = (length. El. 2.0. CI). c3 = (length, ES,4.1, C2) and 
c4 = (length, £4,2.0. C3). The characterization of the circle is c5 = 
(diameter, E2,1.0, C4). 

The admitted tolerances for every characteristic are given by the set T = {t\.t2 tn}. 
An element U is consists of (t^.t^.Uj, where tu denotes the type of tolerance. tic 

refers to the characteristic the tolerance should be applied and tiv represents the 
admitted tolerance. 

Pape r sheet example: The tolerance in the length of the lower line in 
figure 6.1.(left) is represented as ti = (plus-or-minus, CO, 0.05). The toler
ances of the rest of the lines is represented likewise: t2 = (plns-or-minus, 
CI, 0.05), t3 = (plus-or-minus. C2.0.05). t4 = (plus-or-minus, C3,0.05). 
The tolerance of the diameter of the circle is defined by requiring that the 
actual contour of the hole, should be between a circle with diameter d - t 
and a circle with diameter d + t. where d is the diameter as mentioned in 
the characteristics and t is the tolerance parameter. The tolerance for the 
diameter is modeled as: t5 = (diameterTolerance. C4.0.1). 
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T h e set of relations between the basic elements is denoted by R - {n - r2 ' ' ,„} . 
An element n consists of the elements fr„. r,„. ris, ru), where rit denotes the type of 

relation. riv denotes the corresponding value. ris contains an ordered list of references 

t o basic elements that are related by this relation and /„ is a uniquely defined label 

for this relation. 

P a p e r s h e e t e x a m p l e : The relation between the left and lower line. 
i.e. that the angle between them should be 90 degrees, can is re
ferred to as n = (angle. 90. ( £ U £ l ) . / ? 0 ) . The other angles are mod
eled as r , = (angle. 90. ( £ 0 . £ 5 ) . / ? 1 ) . r3 = (angle,90, ( £ 4 , £ 1 ) , R 2 ) and 
r4 = (angle. 90. ( £ 4 , E5).R3). The position of the circle is measured rel
ative to the left and lower line (in that order): r5 = (relativePosition. 
(1.0. lX)).(Ei).El.E2).R4). 

T h e tolerances for every relation are denoted by the set S = {s\.s2 sm}. An 
element .s, consists of {sit. s ïV , siv) where si( denotes the type of tolerance. sir refers to 
the relation the tolerance should be applied and siv represents the admit ted tolerance. 

P a p e r s h e e t e x a m p l e : The tolerance for the angle relations is ref
erenced to as .$i = (plus-or-minus. R(),2). s2 = (plus-or-minus. R\. 2). 
,s3 = (plus-or-minus. R'2.2) and s4 = (plus-or-minus. RS. 2). The toler
ance for the position of the center of the circle is defined by a circle with 
a diameter t tha t should contain the center of the measured circle. It is 
writ ten as ,s5 = (positionCircle. /?4.0.0 1). 

Having defined E.C.T. R and S an object model is given by: 

M= (E.C.T.R.S). (6.1) 

P a p e r s h e e t e x a m p l e : The set model M lor the paper sheet is com

pletely defined by the information given in table 6.3. 

Since all characteristics and relations with their tolerances arc defined exactly and 

geometrically, all elements of M can be defined and calculated. We observe that all 

information contained in engineering drawings relevant for inspection tasks can be 

modeled as in equat ion 6.1 . 

6.3 The matching process 

For performance reasons we choose t o divide our matching method into two separate 
s teps: generating candidates and verifying candidates. In the first step we look for 
possible candidates of the object in the image, where in the second step we check 
which candidate objects fulfill all requirements as modeled in the characteristics and 
relations of the object model. 
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Elements E 

(line, .EO) 
(line. E l ) 

(circle. £2) 
(line, £3) 
(line, E A) 

Characteristics C 

(length. £0,4.1. CO) 
(length, £1.2.0. CI) 
(length, £3,4 .1 , C2) 
(length. £4 , 2.0. Co) 

(diameter. £2.4.1. C4) 

Tolerances T of C 
(plus-or-niinus. CO. 0.05) 
(plus-or-minus, C l . 0.05) 
(plus-or-minus, C2,0.05) 
(plus-or-minus. C3,0.05) 

(diameterFolerance, C4.0.1) 

Relations R 

angle, 90°, (EO.El).RO) 
angle, 90°, (£0, £5) , Rl) 
angle,90°.(£4,£l)./?2) 
angle, 90°, (£4, £5) , 723) 

relativePosition, (1.0,1.0), ( £ 0 , £ 1 , E2). RA) 

Tolerances S of R 
(plus-or-minus. R0. 1°) 
(plus-or-minus. Rl. 1°) 
(plus-or-minus. R2.1°) 
(plus-or-minus. RZ.1°) 

(positionCircle, #4,0.04) 

Table 6.3: Instances of E, C. T, R and S for the model of the paper sheet example. 

6.3.1 Generating candidates 

Given the model M = ( £ . C. T. R. S) we need a set of detectors to find features in the 
image that match on the set £ in order to check whether the object model matches 
the information depicted in the image. Denote the set of features that is found in the 
image by £ = {fi.f<2 f p } . Every feature ƒ,• = (ƒ/.ƒ,..ƒ/) contains the following 
information: the type of feature ft. parameters ƒ,. that define the feature and a unique 
label fi tha t enables us to refer to the feature in the image. 

In chapter 1 we describe the different steps which a computer vision system nor
mally consists of. A number of those steps together extract features from the image. 
In short, features are extracted from the image in two steps: the detection phase 
and the grouping phase. For every type of feature we need one implementation of a 
detector and one implementation of the grouping algorithm. Depending on the cir
cumstances, different implementations could prove necessary. Having decoupled the 
matching phase from the feature extraction phase, we are able to quickly develop dif
ferent matching algorithms for different objects, reusing the matching (this chapter) . 
detection (see chapter 2) and /or grouping (see chapter 4) infrastructure. 

In the first s tep of the matching process, hypotheses are generated by matching 
only a characteristic set of points to corresponding points derived from the features in 
the image. The geometric hashing algorithm presented in [81. 80] provides an efficient 
way to match different point sets and is used in our method to generate hypotheses 
and establishing correspondences between the image features and the model features. 
Therefore we need to derive a point set PM from the model and a point set FM from 
the image features. The format of elements of PM and £ \ / must be identical. They 
both contain the type and position of the point and a unique label for reference. The 
label is not necessarily part of the language of the engineering drawings. Point sets 
should be chosen such that a direct, and preferably unique correspondence can be 
found between the points and the model features and between the points and the 
image features. 
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P a p e r e x a m p l e : From the engineering drawing in figure 6.1.(left) and 
thus the mode] as described in this example, we derive the poinl set 
as given in figure 6.1.(right). T h e point set P\i is: {(corner. (0.0.0.0)). 
(corner. (0.0. 2.0)). (corner. (4.1. 0.0)). (corner. (4.1. 2.0)). (center, (1.0,1.0))}. 
The set of image features contains line segments and centers of circles. 
The correspondence between the correct subset of the set of image features 
and the point set is depicted in figure 6.2. 

. Line Line Line Line 
i m a g e segment segment segment segment Centre 

Features 

Match 
Points 

Corner Corner Corner Corner Centre 

F i g u r e 6 . 2 : T h e correspondence between model match points and image features. 

Given the point set P_\/ and the point set FM we use a variation on the geometric 
hashing algorithm to generate all sets Hj C FM tha t match the point set P\i under 
the admit ted transformations. In this variation of the geometric hashing algorithm 
model points arc not stored in one bin of the hashtable. but in a region of bins, such 
that all instances of the model with tolerances do match with the point set. The result 
of t he first match step is a set of pairs (#,;.©,) where <£,• is a (bijcctive) mapping from 
Hi to PM. 

6.3.2 Verifying candidates 

In the second step the candidates H — {{Hi, 0 i ) , ( # 2 , ^ 2 ) (Hg,<l>q)} are verified 
against the model M. In order to do this it is needed to map the features of II to 
t he elements of the model. T h e parameters of these elements are calculated from the 
information of//,. From those parameters the characteristics and relations are verified, 
taking into account the tolerances. A schematic overview of this process for the paper 
sheet example is given in figure 6.3. Although the overview seems complex, it is easy to 
generate . The elements, characteristics and relations given in the overview represent 
the object specific information that is needed for matching that object to image data . 
For every type of characteristic, a. a function ƒ,, is implemented that calculates the 
value of the characteristic from the parameters of the instance of a model object. 
T h e parameters , on their turn are a function of the features found in the image. The 
values of these parameters are calculated from the image features in the mapping of 
t he image features on to the instances of the model objects. Suppose the instance 
maps on an element r , of the model. From the prescribed characteristic of the model 
object e,j together with its associated tolerance description, a set TQj is constructed, 
that contains all admit ted values of the characteristic. Let the instance of a model 
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Characte
ristics 

Figure 6.3: The match model for the paper sheet example. 'LS' stands for Line Segment, 'C' 

stands for the center of the circle, 'RelP' refers to the relative position of a point with respect 

to two lines and 'Diam' denotes the diameter of the circle. 

object be denoted as e'v, then a model object instance matches the characteristic if: 

/«té) e rn (6.2) 

For every type of' relation 3. a function f@ is implemented that calculates the value 
of the relation from the parameters of the instances of a number of model objects. 
Suppose the instances of the model objects, map on the elements {e}j of the model. 
From the corresponding relation and its associated tolerance description, a set T^ is 
constructed, that contains all admitted values of the relation. Let the instances of a 
number of model objects be denoted as {c'},. then these instances match the relation 
ii: 

U({e'}i)eT0r (6.3) 

A model matches the image data if equation 6.2 holds for every prescribed character
istic of the model and equation 6.3 holds for every prescribed relation in the model. 

P a p e r sheet example: As an example of the verification of the char
acteristics and relations with their corresponding tolerances, we take the 
instance of the paper sheet model as given in figure 6.4.(a). The diameter 
that is given in the drawing, denotes the diameter of either the greatest 
inscribing circle or the smallest enclosing circle, depending on which di
ameter is the most different from the prescribed diameter. From those 
values the characteristics and relations are calculated. Furthermore, they 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.4: Two instances of the paper sheet model 

Elements E 

f-i 

eo 
Ê 3 

<-\ 
Ê 5 

Relations R 

n 
Tl 

?'3 

''-I 

?'5 

Characterist ic of instance 

4.13 
2.01 
0.02 
4.13 
2.01 

Characterist ic of relation 

90° 
90° 
90" 
90° 
0.01 

Tolerance set T(>i of C 

[4.05,4.15] 
[1.95.2.05] 
[-0.1.0.1] 
[4.05.4.15] 
[1.95.2.05] 

Tolerance set Tpi of C 

[89°. 91°] 
[89°. 91°] 
[89°, 91°] 
[89°, 91"] 
[0.0.0.05] 

Match? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Match? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Table 6.4: Instances of the characteristics and relations for the instance of the paper sheet 

model as given in figure 6.4.(a). 

are matched against the tolerance interval, see table 6.4. From those val
ues, the characteristics and relations are calculated and matched against 
the tolerance interval. Since all characteristics and relations are within 
tolerance, we conclude the instance is according to specification. 

In ease of a mismatch, our method returns a reason for a mismatch. In case 
no candidates are found, either a match point is missing or the characteristics of 
the match points fall beyond the boundaries of tolerance. Missing match points are 
re turned. If a hypothesis is found, but there still is a mismatch, the method returns 
which characteristics a n d / o r relations of the model are not met. So a reference to 
every instance c'- in combination with a reference to a characteristic function / Q is 
re turned for which 

fM)iTaj. (6.4) 
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Elements E 

Relations R 

r-2 

Characteristic of instance 
4.09 
2.1 

0.01 
4.09 
2.1 

Characteristic of relation 
90° 
90° 
90" 
90° 
0.28 

Tolerance set TQi of C 
[4.05,4.15] 
[1.95.2.05] 
[-0.1,0.1] 
[4.05.4.15] 
[1.95,2.05] 

Tolerance set Tgj of C 
[89°. 91°] 
[89°, 91°] 
[89°, 91°] 
[89°, 91°] 
[0.0,0.05] 

Match? 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 

Match? 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 

Table 6.5: Instances of the characteristics and relations for the instance of the paper sheet 
model as given in figure 6.4.(b). 

Likewise, a reference to every set of instances {e'}i in combination with a reference 
to a relation function f@ is returned for which 

fa({e?h)£TPr (6.5) 

Together with the separation of the detector phase and the matching phase, this 
greatly enhances the process of tuning the method to given circumstances. 

P a p e r sheet example: As an example of the verification of the char
acteristics and relations with their corresponding tolerances, we take the 
instance of the paper sheet model as given in figure 6.4.(b). The diameter 
that is given in the drawing, denotes the diameter of either the greatest 
inscribing circle or the smallest enclosing circle, depending on which diam
eter is the most different from the prescribed diameter. From those values 
the characteristics and relations are calculated and matched against the 
tolerance interval, see table 6.5. From table 6.5 one can read that the 
instance of 6.4. (b) does not match, because the characteristics of elements 
e2 and e5 as well as relation r5 arc not according to specification, i.e. the 
model is too 'flat* and the hole is misplaced. 

The error performance of the matching algorithm is mainly determined by the er
ror performance of the used image detectors and the propagation of that performance 
through the calculation of the characteristics and relations. Suppose the result of 
the image detectors can be seen as a stochastic process. Ideally, the probability 
density functions of every image detector are known. Propagating the probability 
density functions of the image detectors through the calculation of the characteristics 
and relations yields the probability density functions for the results of those calcula
tions. From those probability density functions together with the probability density 
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functions for instances of the model, the probability for false positive results of the 

characteristic functions can be calculated as: 

P(/«W) e TaJƒ«(**) £TttJ). (6.6) 

The probability for false negative results of the characteristic functions can be calcu

lated as: 

P{fM)tTaj\fa{ei*)eTai). (6.7) 
T h e probabilities for false positive and false negative results of the relation functions 

can be calculated likewise. 

P a p e r s h e e t e x a m p l e : Assume the probability density function of the 
instance of the length of the long side of the paper model is given as: L ~ 
A (// = 4.1,a 2 = 0.001). Furthermore, assume that the error in the length 
measurement is appropriately modeled by E ~ AT// = O.rr2 = 0.002). 
Then the probability for a false negative result is 

P((L + E) i [4.05.4.15]\L G [1.05.4.15]) = 

P{{L + E)j [4.05.4.15] and L e [4.05.4.15]) 

P{L€ [4.05,4.15]) 

which is approximately 0.33. 

Unfortunately, as our l i terature review in chapter 2 demonstrates, the probability 
density functions of the image detectors are usually not known. Bounds for the 
errors then can be est imated by (numerically) propagating minimum and maximum 
errors through the characteristic functions and relation functions. A common wax-
to approximate these error bounds is by examining the first order derivatives of the 

function. For ƒ(.?). with I' = (xi.x2 ün), an approximation of the maximum 

error is given by: 

Af{y + A/7) « \AyiJ^\s=y + \Ay2vf \*=v + ••• + \^ynj—\x=y- (6-8) 
OX\ 0X2 02 „ 

P a p e r s h e e t e x a m p l e : Assume the length of a line is calculated as the 
distance between its endpoints. (//1.//2) and (//;$. //i). Furthermore, assume 
tha t the (additive) errors made in the determination of these endpoints is 
(A.yi. A.(/•_>) and (A// 3 .A// 4)- An approximation of the error in the length 
of the line is: 

Af(y + Ay) = \Am 
'jji ~ y:i)2 + (V2 - UA): 

|Ay3 „ " ( y ' " y 3 ) J + \*v> u,2'"i 

[yj - (J3)2 + {V2 -u\ ) 2 ' " vim - ysr + (2/2 - VAY 

\Ay4 , ~ ^ - y 4 ) 1 (6.9) 
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For (2/1,1/2) = (0.0). (173,2/4) = (2.2). (Ayi.Aij2) = (1.1) and {Ay3.Ay,) = 
(1.1) we obtain a maximum error of Af(y + Ay) — 2>/2 for the length 
measurement, which is to be expected from geometry. 

When image features, match points, model objects, relations and characteristics are 
available, a method for constructing the model and the matching-procedure (as given 
in figure 6.3 for the paper sheet example) can be implemented such that it is as easy as 
dragging and dropping the various model and procedure elements, while connecting 
the different elements to express how they cooperate. 

6.3.3 Complexity of the algorithm 

The complexity of the geometric hashing algorithm from [81] in case of affine invariant 
matching is 0(q4 + p), where q denotes the number of points in the model point set 
and p denotes the number of points in the feature point set. Since we normally do 
not match affine invariant in case of industrial parts, the complexity can be lowered 
to 

0(q3+p) (6.10) 

(see [81]). The variation of the geometric hashing algorithm we use, see section 6.3.1 
has the same complexity, since we only add a constant number of entries to the table 
for every entry in the original version. 

In order to formulate the complexity of verifying the hypotheses, denote the num
ber of elements in the model as n and denote the number of relations as m. Only n 
characteristics have to be calculated, and at most m relations. Assuming the calcu
lation of both characteristics and relations being constant in complexity, the order of 
complexity for verifying one hypothesis is: 

0(n + m). (6.11) 

Denote the maximum number of hypotheses generated by the first step by //. then 
combining equations 6.10 and 6.11 yields the following expression for the complexity 
of the complete method: 

ö(q3 + p + h(n + m)). (6.12) 

Leaving the complexity of the off-line phase aside, i.e. the construction of the 
hashtable. we obtain the following complexity for the online matching process: 

0{p + h(n + m)). (6.13) 

Given that in practical situations h. n and m stay relatively small compared to p we 
conclude that the complexity of the algorithm is acceptable. 

6.4 Examples 

6.4.1 Paper sheet example 

In this example we illustrate the separation between the detection of image features 
and matching, in combination with the ability of the method to return the cause of 
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L\ 
L? 
ffi 
II, 
<h 
(!•> 

>>:\ 
d\ 

Lt. 
Hr 

Tv 
D 

Standard 
4.01 ± 0.05 
4.01 ± 0.05 
2.02 ± 0.05 
2.02 ± 0.05 

90" ± 1° 
90" ± 1" 
90° ± 1" 
90" ± 1" 

1.00 
1.00 
0.04 

1.00 ± 0.1 

Short 
3.80 ± 0.05 
3.80 ± 0.05 
2.01 ± 0.05 
2.01 ± 0.05 

90" ± 1" 
90° ± 1° 
90" ± 1° 
90" ± 1" 

1.00 
1.00 
0.04 

1.00 ± 0.1 

Skewed 
3.90 ± 0.05 
3.90 ± 0.05 
1.90 ± 0.05 
1.90 ± 0.05 

88" ± 1° 
92" ± 1° 
88" ± 1° 
92° ± 1" 

0.92 
0.92 
0.04 

1.00 ± 0.1 

Table 6.6: Parameter values of the three different models of the paper sheet example. 

mismatches. In this and the other examples, we do not strive for the best matching 
results possible, but for the most illustrative examples. 

We took two hundred images of paper sheet models: two sets of 25 images of four 
types of paper sheets of which the engineering drawing is given in figure 6.1. One 
set of images with a lower resolution (256 x 256) and one set of images with a higher 
resolution (512 x 512). We took images of a •standard' sheet (figure 6.5.(a)), images of 
a sheet that was shorter (figure 6.5.(b)). images of a 'skewed' sheet, where the angles 
between the lines were different (figure 6.5.(c)) and images of a sheet that did not 
match any of the previous descriptions, (figure G.5.(d)). Additionally, of the three 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6.5: Examples of: (a) standard sheet, (b) shorter sheet, (c) skewed sheet and (d) 

different sheet. 

known types, we constructed a model by measuring the various paper sheet models. 
T h e parameters for each model arc given in table G.G. We matched the set of images 
with each of the three models. 

Since object and background are easy to distinguish in this example, we use a 
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morphological edge detector (see also chapter 3) to extract the edges. The results of 
this edge detection step are used as input for the grouping algorithm as presented 
in chapter 4. In the first experiment, we use a morphological operation to extract 
all possible positions of a circle with the prescribed characteristics and tolerance. 
Positions are grouped on the bases of connectivity. The image features are calculated 
from the results of the grouping processes. The line segments are characterized by 
their endpoints. the endpoints in turn are found by intersecting the lines that are 
fitted through the grouped edge pixels. The fitted lines are characterized by two 
points p and q on the border of the image. Given two lines, with points p and q for 
the first line and r and .s for the second line, then the intersection point c = (cx,cy) 
is calculated as follows: 

cx =Px +u1(qx - px). 
cv = Py + ui{% ~ Py)- (6-14) 

where 
~ rx)(p„ - ry) - (fiu - ru){px - rx) 

»y ~ ry)(Qx ~ Px) ~ (sx - rx)(qy - py)' 

With the four intersections the line segments are characterized. 
The length relation I for a line segment, characterized by its end-points p and q 

can now easily be calculated as: 

I = \J[Px ~ q.v)2 + {p„ - quy
2. (6.15) 

For two neighboring line segments, sharing the point q by definition, characterized by 
three points p, q and r, the angle ó between two line segments is given by: 

O = ^ c o 4 j ' ' ' ~ ' ' • • • ' ' » - ' ' ^ ^ - ^ ' ^ ^ y ( 0 . 1 C ) 
II (P i - Qx,Py - qy)\\ 11 Or.»- - qx,ry - qy)\\ 

To calculate the position of the (-enter of the hole relative to two line segments, as 
detailed in the engineering drawing, we first calculate the distance between the longest 
line segment and the center of the hole. The line segment is characterized by the p 
and q. while r refers to the center of the hole. The distance di is defined as: 

ch = \J(rx-sx)
2+(ry-sy)

2, (6.17) 

with 

sx =Px +u(qx - P x ) , 

Sy=Py+u(qy-py), (6.18) 

where 
u = ( ' * ~ P^{(Lr ~ Px) + (>',, - py)(qy - p y ) 

(>/,• - Px)2 + (qy - Py)2 

Given that the corner of the two line segments is p. the distance from the center of 
the hole to the other line segment is now defined as: 

(h = J(Px ~ Sx)2 + (py ~ .s,,,)2. (6.19) 
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Paper type 
Standard 

Short 
Skewed 
Total 

Simple measurement 

c. 
8 
1Ü 

16 
40 

F.N. 
17 
9 
9 

35 

F.P. 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Distance measurement 

c. 
11 
23 
17 
51 

F.N. 
14 
2 
8 
24 

F.P. 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Table 6.7: Paper sheet example: matching results for the low resolution image set. 

Paper type 
Standard 

Short 
Skewed 
Total 

Correct 
24 
23 
21 
71 

False negative 
1 
2 
1 
-1 

False positive 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Table 6.8: Paper sheet example: matching results for the high resolution image set. 

where (sx.sv) is defined as in equation 6.18. To verify whether the center of the hole 

is within the tolerance circle a distance d is determined: 

d = x M - i . o ) 2 + ( d 2 - i - o ) 2 - ((>-2()) 

The hole is within tolerance if d E [0, 0.1]. For the skewed version the relative position 
of the center of the hole to the lines is calculated slightly different: instead of calcu
lating d-> as if the angle between the long line segment and the short line segment is 
90°, d2 is calculated assuming the angle between the long line segment and the short 
line segment is 88". 

For the low resolution images, the results of matching the models to this set are 
given in table 6.7. Performance in this first setting is poor. When analyzing the 
results, if appears tha t of the 35 false negative errors. 28 are based on a mismatch of 
the location of the center of the hole. 

Therefore we use another detector for calculating the location of the center of the 
hole, based on the distance transform. The verification of the characteristic is still 
peiforined by a morphological hit-or-miss transform. The results of the new extraction 
method for the features are given in table 6.7. Although we do see an improvement 
in the performance of the new feature extraction method, results are still modest. 

Therefore we use the same setting as in the last experiment, but use a higher 
image resolution instead. When matching the object models to the new image data, 
we obtain the results as given in table 6.8. 

In this example we il lustrate the method ' s ability to find the cause of mismatches. 
Combined with the low effort it takes to use another image feature detector including 
a different resolution for the images, it is relatively easy to improve the performance 
of the match process. 
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u 
L-2 
p . 
P> 
Py, 

PA 

Type 1 
14.59 
14.09 
•5.60 
2.16 
5.58 
2.16 

Type 2 
14.61 
14.14 
5.65 
2.24 
5.52 
2.11 

Type 3 
14.60 
14.15 
5.57 
2.24 
5.55 
2.32 

Table 6.9: Parameter values of the three models of the lamp example. 

6.4.2 Lamp example 

In this example we illustrate the use of the tolerance parameters. We use the parame
ters to sort a set of images of three types of lamps. The three different types of lamps 
are given in figure 6.6. Although the model is known, variances between lamps are not 
known, nor are the tolerances known for the various models. The object parameters 
for the lamps are given in table 6.9. The three types of lamps vary slightly in height, 
width and position of the pegs. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.6: The three different types of lamps used in the lamp experiment. Images courtesy 
of Philips, The Netherlands. 

The engineering drawing for the lamp is given in figure 6.7. As was done in the 
paper sheet example, a set of model points was chosen for finding the candidate 
matches (see figure 6.7). The model information that is used to match the images 
against, is given in figure 6.8. 

From the matched points, derived from the image features, the corresponding 
image features are derived: four lines and two center points of the pegs. From those 
image features the four corner points are derived as model objects, together with the 
position of the pegs. Given the four corner points p. q, r and s (p being the upper 
left point in the engineering drawing and labeling clockwise) the relations L\ and /._. 
are calculated as: 

U = (\/(p,. - ry,)2 + (py - qyy- + yj(sx - r , ) 2 + (sy - ry)*)/2 (6.21) 
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F i g u r e 6 . 7 : (a) T h e engineering drawing o f t he lamp, (b) The selected match ing points. 

Lamp type 
1 
2 
3 

Total 

Correct 
16 
22 
14 
52 

False1 negative 
0 
0 
2 
2 

False positive 
0 
0 
0 
0 

T a b l e 6 . 1 0 : Results of match ing the lamp test set w i t h the models obtained f rom the training 

set. 

and 

L-2 = ( ,J(p r -s r ) ' 2 + (pu-Sy)2 + \f(q, - r.,-)2 + (Qy " ry)*)/2. ( 6 . 2 2 ) 

T h e relative positions were calculated using equation 6.17 for the distance to both 
lines, characterized by the corners from the model. 

In order to find a useful set of parameters for the tolerance of the models, we use 
half of the 108 images and match them against the three models for different values 
of the tolerances on the relations and characteristics. 

In figure 0.9 the number of correct matches as well as the number of false negatives 
and false positives are given for different values of the tolerance parameter . From the 
numbers , as depicted in figure 6.9. we select a value for the tolerance parameter for 
which the total number of errors is minimal. The second half of the images is matched 
wi th the models adjusted with the tolerance parameter as it was selected in from the 
information as given in figure 6.9. The results of this match experiment are given in 
table 6.10. 

Although the tolerance parameters are usually defined beforehand, this example 
applicat ion illustrates the use of tolerance for sorting objects that share the same 
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Match 
Points 

Image 
Features 

Model 
Object 

Relations 

F i g u r e 6 . 8 : T h e match model for the lamp example. ' L ' stands for line, 'C ' stands for corner, 

'Pos' for posi t ion, ' L I ' and 'L2 ' refer to the w id th and the height o f the model and 'RelP ' refers 

to the relative posi t ion of a posi t ion w i t h respect to three corners. 
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F i g u r e 6 . 9 : Ma tch ing results for the lamp test set for di f ferent values o f the tolerance parameter. 

geometric model, but differ in the parameters of that model. Since object models 
consist of elements that map directly to geometric elements and relations (such as 

http://mm.iii.iii
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D3 

Model A 
4.4 ± 0.5 
2.7 ± 0.5 
2.7 ± 0.5 

Model B 
3.5 ± 0.5 
2.8 ± 0.5 
3.5 ± 0.5 

Model C 
3.5 ± 0.5 
3.8 ± 0.5 
3.5 ± 0.5 

T a b l e 6 . 1 1 : Parameter values of the geometr ic part of three resistor models. 

width, height and relative position), models can be adjusted easily - in this relatively 
simple case even automatical ly - to a certain object or certain problem statement. 

6.4.3 Resistor example 

In this example we il lustrate the effect of the accuracy of the model on the matching 
result. We took 100 images of resistors, with 10 different color codings, see figure C.7. 
The task for this set of images is to sort the resistors by their color coding, i.e. their 

resistance value. 
The colors of the color codings are detected by a color detector invariant for 

shading and shadow [45]. For every resistor image, all image points with one of the 
colors from the color coding arc detected. Of connected groups of points (with an area 
larger than a certain threshold) , the center of gravity is determined. The engineering 
drawing of the resistors color coding, is given in figure 6.10.(a). The centers of'gravity 

A«C 
Position 

c < 

D < 

Dl 

f 

D 2 

r 
i 

Position 
) 

Position 
> 

. Position 

(b) 

F i g u r e 6 . 1 0 : (a) T h e engineer ing drawing of the resistors color cod ing. The labels 'A ' , ' B ' , 'C ' 

and ' D ' refer t o the di f ferent colors of a certain resistor. T h e distances between the color bands 

can vary depending on the type of resistor, (b) T h e match points for the resistor model . 

of the color bands are chosen as the match points for the search for the hypotheses 
in the image (see figure 6.10.(b)). The model used for determining which resistor is 
depicted in the image, is shown in figure 6.11. The distances between the color bands 
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Figure 6 .11 : The match model for the resistor example. 'CLS' stands for Colored Line Segment 
and 'Dist' for Distance. 

are calculated as the distance between the centers of gravity of the color bands. 

In the first experiment, we model the various resistors with three geometric mod
els (see table 6.11). These models are matched to the images. The results of this 
experiment are given in table 6.12. 

As a second experiment we model more accurately by a different geometric model 
for every different resistor type. These models are matched to the same images. The 
results of this experiment are given in table 6.13. Further investigation of the image 
of resistor 4 showed that this was a batch of resistors with two different geometric 
models, explaining the low performance for that particular type of resistor. The black 
color band of the seventh type of resistor appeared to be hard to distinguish from the 
dark shadow on the background. 

This example illustrates the direct relation between the accuracy of the model and 
the matching results. Although the accuracy of the object models can increase the 
performance of the matching method considerably, it can only improve results to a 
certain extent. As the paper sheet example also showed, further improvement can be 
gained by improving the detection process. 
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Resistor tvpc 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
G 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Total 

Geometric model 

A 
B 
A 
A 
A 
A 

C 
A 
B 
A 

Correct 

10 
8 
10 
5 
10 
7 
10 
9 
3 
10 

82 

False negative 

0 
2 
0 
5 
0 
3 

0 
1 
7 
0 

18 

False positive 

0 
1 

1 
0 
1 
6 
0 
0 
0 
2 

13 

Table 6.12: Matching results for the case where the ten different resistor types are modeled by 

three geometric models. 

Resistor type 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Total 

Correct 

10 
10 
10 
5 
10 
7 
10 
9 
9 
10 
90 

False negative 

0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
3 

0 
1 
1 
0 
10 

False positive 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
(1 
0 
0 
0 
2 

3 

Table 6.13: Matching results for the case where every type of resistor is modeled by a unique 

geometric model. 

6.5 Summary and conclusions 

This chapter presents a matching method for matching objects from engineering draw
ings against image data . Matching is performed in two steps: first candidates are gen
era ted and secondly the hypotheses are matched against the requirements the model 
represents. Our method is specifically designed to verify whether industrial pa r t s 
correspond with every (redundant) aspect relevant for matching. The demands are 
are depicted in the engineering drawing, including the tolerance of the various parts 
and relations. 

Occlusion, scale and affine invariant matching is not desirable in this setting. How

ever, our method can be easily adjusted in order to match scale and afline invariant 

models, by adjusting the first matching step. 
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We advocate a strict separation between the detection of image features and the 
matching process, since the matching process itself should be sensitive for small errors 
(beyond the prescribed tolerance). In case of mismatch our method returns the reason 
of the mismatch: a part of the model can be missing, a characteristic of an element 
of the model does not match or a relation between elements of the model does not 
match. The examples show that with this characteristic of the method, together 
with the separation of the detection phase and the matching phase, it is easy to tune 
the method to the circumstances while obtaining satisfactory results. The examples 
illustrate that in principle the matching method is as good as the detectors and models 
are accurate. Examples show that our matching method is able to obtain good results 
in practical situations. 

The performance of the online part of the matching method is 0(p + h(n + in)). 
where p is the number of features extracted from the image, h is the maximum number 
of hypotheses generated, n is the number of elements in the matching model and m is 
the number of relations that have to be checked. Although typically p can be large, 
h, n, and m are relatively small, guaranteeing good efficiency for practical cases. 





Chapter 7 

Summary and concluding 
remarks 

7.1 Summary 

In this thesis we set out to discuss the usefulness of three principles of design -
modularization, standardization and generalization - in the field of machine vision. 
We discuss the modularization of machine vision systems in general, resulting in the 
following modules a machine vision system should consist of: an image formation 
module, a detection module, a grouping module and a matching module. For each of 
these modules we discuss into what extent the modules themselves and the interfaces 
between them, can be designed generically. Based on the three design principles and 
the modular design of machine vision systems, we design a. methodology for inspection 
of objects specified by engineering drawings, build from the above proposed modules. 
We consider the image formation module outside the scope of this thesis. For the 
remaining modules we research the possibilities and limitations of generic design of 
those modules. 

In chapter 2 we present a characterization and categorization of measurement mod
ules or detection modules. This characterization and categorization ideally enables us 
to effectively describe measurement methods as well as search for the proper measure
ment method from existing methods (from literature), stimulating reuse of existing 
methods. The comparative study of chapter 2 shows that methods either give infor
mation about computational issues or about error analysis, but seldom give sufficient 
information on both topics, seriously hampering practical application. Hence, it turns 
out that a majority of methods from literature do not provide enough information to 
determine in which situations the method is to be preferred over others. 

As an aside, in chapter 3 we present a decomposition scheme for a large class of 
grey-scale concave structuring functions from mathematical morphology. In contrast 
with many existing decomposition schemes, our method is valid in the continuous 
domain. Conditions are given under which this continuous method can be properly 
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discretized. The class of functions that can be decomposed with our method consists 
of all concave 2D-functions that arc separable in two 1D-functions. This class contains 
the class of quadrat ic functions, that are of importance in distance transforms and 
morphological scale space. For the mentioned function class, a discrete decomposition 
in elements of n x n pixels is always possible, with n > 3. 

In chapter 4 we suggest proper definitions for generic grouping methods in com
puter vision. We discuss six consideration useful for the design of generic grouping 
algori thms, where all considerations are properly defined. The first consideration 
proposes that one should have at least proper definitions for modeling the group
ing process. The second consideration puts forward that it is desirable for a generic 
grouping algorithm to allow for a wide range of transformations like translation, rota
t ion and scaling. The third consideration proposes the ability to assign an element to 
more than one group, which is uncommon in the statistical grouping li terature. The 
fourth consideration puts forward that it is desirable for a grouping method to return 
more than one result. We propose to order these results in a hierarchy of groupings 
or a set of those hierarchies. The fifth consideration proposes to follow a principle 
resembling Occam's razor, i.e. to look for the grouping that represents the simplest 
in terpreta t ion of a scene, provided the grouping adheres to certain quality demands. 
T h e last consideration proposes robustness as a desired characteristic for grouping 
methods , meaning that a small change in the input of a grouping method may only 
result in a small change in the result. We observe none of the existing algorithms for 
grouping in vision meet all the considerations. We present a simple algorithm as an 
extension of a classical algorithm, where the extension is based on the considerations. 
T h e algori thm is applied to three examples: grouping pointsets. grouping polylines 
and grouping flowfield vectors. The complexity of the algorithm is O(IIOG). where 
ÖQ i-s ' h e complexity of the grouping measure. 

As a consequence of the desire to develop clustering methods or frameworks tha t 
can be used in more than one application, there is a need for generic quality measures 
for clustering results. In chapter 5 we propose a scheme for measuring the quality 
of clustering results t ha t is related to the entropy from the theory of Shannon. The 
quali ty of a clustering with respect t o the correct clustering is measured by playing 
a question game for counting the number of questions that is needed to construct 
the correct clustering from the clustering result. By tuning the strategy for asking-
questions one can obtain application dependent as well as application independent 
measures. A theoretically derived lower bound based on the entropy predicts to what 
extent a measure is application dependent. We propose four requirements a quality 
measure should fulfill, to characterize the behavior of quality measures from a more 
general point of view: the measure should be normalized, correct, informative and 
robust . Our scheme1 fulfills the first three requirements and it fulfills the fourth one 
by est imation. 

In chapter 6 we present a matching method for matching objects as specified by 
an engineering drawing against image data . Our method is specifically designed to 
verify whether industrial par ts correspond t o every (redundant) demand relevant for 
matching. The demands are implicitly specified in the engineering drawing, including 
the tolerance of the various par t s and relations. The examples in chapter 6' not only 
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Selected detectors Image -

Labeled 
images 

Figure 7 . 1 : The online part of 'From engineering drawing to computer vision'. 

illustrate our matching method, but also illustrate the viability of the methodology 
for inspection of objects specified by engineering drawings, as put forward in chapter 
1. 

7.2 Concluding remarks 

This thesis describes possibilities and limitations of generic design in machine vision 
systems, where 'genericity". in a simplified view, can be seen as the ability of a method 
to be used in many different circumstances without having to change the method 
substantially. The advantage of genericity is that experience and optimization can be 
built more easily. Although generic methods need a larger investment in the short 
term than application specific methods do. we argue that generic design of methods. 
or parts of methods, will pay off in the long run. We research the possibilities and 
limitations of generic design of' machine vision systems by considering the design 
of systems for recognition and inspection of objects as specified by an engineering 
drawing. In figure 7.1 the proposed outline for the online part of such a system is 
given. The module that delivers the input image is regarded outside the scope of this 
thesis. We focus on three main modules of such a system: the detection module (or 
labeling module), the grouping module and the matching module. 

In literature one can find numerous methods to measure image properties, making 
it unnecessary to design all detection modules from scratch for each application. In 
the ideal case, detection modules can be picked off-the-shelf and inserted in a modular 
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system. In our view, what is missing, is a handbook indicating what methods to use 
when. Such a handbook could also help to design a more generic interface between 
the detection module and the grouping module, improving the reusability of both 
modules. As chapter 2 shows, it is possible to give a set of reasonable characteristics. 
large enough for making a distinction between different measurement methods but 
small enough to be practically usable, leading to an appropriate s t ructure for a hand
book of measurement modules. Unfortunately, the information currently available 
on measurement modules in literature is not sufficient to actually write that hand
book. As a consequence- the situation where detection or measurement methods can 
be taken off-the-shelf for use in vision systems is still far away, hampering the efficient 
implementat ion of modular as well as generic vision systems. We argue that as long 
as it stays common practice to neglect either the computational analysis or the error 
analysis in computer vision literature, truly efficient design of modular vision systems 
remains a future option. 

Whereas the l i terature on detection is huge and diverse, l i terature on grouping in 
vision is in a different phase. That is why we have set out to research the possibilities 
of designing generic grouping frameworks. To ensure the genericity of the grouping 
frameworks, we advocate- to base the design on fundamental considerations. It seems 
impossible to design a truly generic grouping framework for vision due to the rich and 
complex na ture of grouping problems. Nevertheless, it is clear that grouping modules 
can be designed far more generic than detection modules. One reason is the freedom 
in the design of bo th t he interface from the detector to the grouping module as well as 
the interface between the grouping module and the matching module. Furthermore 
we maintain that within the scope of grouping a limited number of data structures 
and algorithmic pa t te rns have the capacity to solve a large class of grouping problems 
satisfactorily. We define the desired behavior of grouping methods by formulating 
considerations (for grouping in general), that a given algorithm may instantiate given 
the constraints of the domain. We maintain many grouping problems will be solvable 
within all six considerations, provided there are appropriate grouping measures. In 
chapter 4 we provide a simple algorithm illustrating that it is practically possible to 
adhere to all six considerations. With respect to the design of the grouping measure. 
Gcstal t theory is successfully introduced by many ottiers to formulate desirable prop
erties for grouping measures to be applicable in a wide range of vision task. This 
observation, combined with the observation that a small set of basic visual elements 
can be combined to form a large class of visual objects (take for example engineering 
drawings) s t rengthen us in our opinion that it is possible to build a library of grouping 
measures that enables us to solve a large class of the grouping problem domain in vi
sion. We believe it will be possible to implement a limited set of'grouping frameworks 
forming a grouping library together with a set of grouping measures, which covers a 
major part of the possible grouping problems in vision. 

When there arc generic grouping or clustering modules available for a diversity 
of machine vision applications, the problem arises how to measure the quality ot 
modules without violating their generic character. Such a quality measure would 
enable comparison of cluster modules outside the scope of an application, making it 
easier to design cluster modules for a wide range of applications. Chapter 5 shows 
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that it is possible to measure aspects of cluster quality independently of a specific 
application. This is contrary to the generally held belief that the quality of grouping 
or clustering results is subjective and limited to an application domain. We believe 
that a generic method for measuring quality as put forward in chapter 5 in the end 
enables us to design quality measures of which the subjectivity can be controlled. In 
order to be practically useful it is required to refine the theory for grouping results 
instead of clustering results and to enhance questions strategies, both towards the 
'perfect' strategy as well as towards strategies tuned for a certain class of applications. 

The examples of chapter 6 illustrate that our methodology for inspection of ob
jects specified by engineering drawings can successfully be designed and implemented 
modular and generic. With respect to possibilities and limitations of generic design 
for machine vision systems, we conclude that it is possible for recognition and inspec
tion of the large class of objects as specified by engineering drawings. Extending the 
class of objects or extending the problem domain to an even more generic level, seems 
a more difficult task if possible at all. Although grouping modules can be designed 
for a wide range of applications, the assumptions from chapter 4 about grouping, 
show that not every grouping task can be solved by only one grouping framework. 
In addition the matching method from chapter 6 is dependent on the choice of the 
language we use to describe the objects. Not every object (class) can effectively be 
described by the language we chose. Despite these limitations, the results of using 
relative simple variations of classical methods (like the hierarchical grouping frame
work from [67] and the the geometric hashing algorithm from [81]) show the potential 
of taking the three principles of design into account in the design of generic machine 
vision modules. 
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Samenvatting 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een zoektocht naar de mogelijkheden en beperkingen om 
beeldverwerkingssystemen generiek te ontwerpen. 'Genericiteit ' kan simpelweg gezien 
worden als de mogelijkheid van een methode om gebruikt te kunnen worden onder 
vele verschillende omstandigheden, zonder ingrijpend te hoeven worden veranderd. 
Het voordeel van een generiek ontwerp is dat men bij een nieuw ontwerp makke
lijker en efficiënter voort kan bouwen op het bes taande ontwerp. Hoewel generieke 
ontwerpen een grotere investering zijn op de korte termijn dan applicatie-specifieke 
oplossingen, beargumenteren wij dat het generiek ontwerpen van methoden, of delen 
van methoden, zich op de lange termijn zal terugverdienen. In dit proefschrift ligt de 
nadruk niet op een daadwerkelijk ontwerp van al van deze methoden, maar op het 
zoeken naar theoretische mogelijkheden, hetgeen ons soms ver voert van het praktisch 
ontwerp. 

In hoofdstuk 1 bespreken wij de bruikbaarheid van drie ontwerpprincipes- modu-
larisatie. s tandaardisat ie en generalisatie - en hoe deze toegepast kunnen worden in de 
beeldverwerking. Met betrekking tot de modularisatie van beeldverwerkingssystemen 
concluderen wij da t een dergelijk systeem uit de volgende componenten kan bestaan: 
een module die een beeld genereert, een detect iemodule. een groeperingsmodule en 
een match-module. Voor elk van deze modulen beargumenteren wij in hoeverre de 
modulen en de interfaces tussen deze modulen, generiek ontworpen kunnen worden. 
Gebaseerd op de drie ontwerpprincipes, ontwerpen wij een methode voor de inspectie 
van objecten die gespecificeerd worden door een ontwerptekening. 

Beeldgeneratie zullen wc in dit proefschrift niet bespreken, daar het meer oen 
hardware- dan een software-kwestie is. De detecticmodule is hoofdzakelijk afhanke
lijk van de toepassing, aangezien de detectiemodule direct op de beelddata werkt. Als 
gevolg hiervan is liet erg moeilijk deze module generiek te ontwerpen. Hergebruik 
van detectiemodulcn kan echter wel bevorderd worden. In hoofdstuk 2 presenteren 
wij een karakterisatie en categorisatie van meetmodulen of detectiemodulen. In het 
ideale geval stelt deze karakterisatie en categorisatie ons in staat om meetmodulen 
effectief te beschrijven en daarmee om een geschikte methode1 te vinden in het aanbod 
van bestaande methoden. Zo wordt het hergebruik van methoden gestimuleerd. De 
studie in hoofdstuk 2 toont tevens aan dat bestaande methoden informatie geven over 
de betrouwbaarheid of over de precisie, dan wel over de orde van complexiteit, maar 
slechts zelden informatie verschaffen over beide aspecten, hetgeen praktische toepas
sing ernstig belemmert. Samenvattend kunnen we concluderen dat de meerderheid 
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van de bestaande meetmethoden niet genoeg informatie verschaffen. Als gevolg kan 
niet eenvoudig worden bepaald welke methoden geschikt zijn voor welke toepassing. 
Meer aandacht voor de gehele specificatie van beeldverwerkingsmodulen /.al het aantal 
operationele jaren binnen de industriële beeldverwerking dan ook aanzienlijk kunnen 
verhogen. 

Buiten de rode draad van dit proefschrift om, presenteren wij in hoofdstuk 3 een 
decompositie methode voor een grote klasse van grijswaarde concave structurerende 
functies in de mathematische morfologie. In tegenstelling tot vele bestaande decom
positie methoden is onze methode valide in het continue domein. We geven voor
waarden waaronder onze methode correct gediscretiseerd kan worden. De klasse van 
functies die met de methode gedecoinposeerd kunnen worden bestaat uit alle concave 
2D-functies die separeerbaar zijn in twee lD-functies. Deze klasse bevat de klasse 
van kwadratische functies, die een belangrijke rol spelen in de 'dinstance transforms' 
en •morphological scalespace'. Voor de genoemde klasse van functies is een discrete 
decompositie mogelijk in elementen ter grootte van ;/ x //. waarbij n > 3. 

Terugkomend bij het hoofdonderwerp van dit proefschrift, richten wij ons in hoofd
s tuk 4 op de groeperingsmodule, de module die volgt na de detectiemodule. Groeperen 
in beeldverwerking kan gezien worden als het proces dat entiteiten uit het beeld ver
werkt tot s t ructuren van hogere orde. corresponderend niet objecten in het beeld. 
Hierbij gaan we er vanuit dat een groeperingsmethode bestaat uit twee onderdelen: 
een grocperings-framework en een groeperingsmaat. De groeperingsmaat beslist welke 
elementen tot een groep kunnen behoren. Het framework levert aan de hand 'van de 
groeperingsmaat het uiteindelijke resultaat. In hoofdstuk 1 gewen we formele defi
nities voor groeperen in de beeldverwerking. We bespreken zes overwegingen voor 
het ontwerpen van generieke groeperiiigsmcthoden voor de beeldverwerking, waarbij 
iedere overweging strikt gedefinieerd wordt. Als eerste overwegen we welke entiteiten 
gedefinieerd moeten worden voor een accurate definitie van het complete groeperings
proces. Als tweede brengen we naar voren dat elk groeperingsproces de mogelijkheid 
moet bieden om invariant te zijn onder een groot aantal transformaties, waaronder 
rotat ie , translatie en schaling. De derde overweging bespreekt de mogelijkheid een 
da t a element toe te kennen aan nicer dan een groep. De vierde overweging bepleit 
dat een groeperingsmethode in staat moet zijn meer dan een oplossing te genereren 
bij een gegeven dataset . Tevens stellen we voor deze oplossingen te structureren in 
een hiërarchie, dan wel een verzameling van hiërarchiën. De vijfde overweging volgt 
het principe van Occam's scheermes: het is wenselijk dat een groeperingsmethode 
een resultaat levert dat de meest simpele verklaring geeft van de aangeboden data. 
gesteld dat deze verklaring aan zekere kwaliteitseisen voldoet. De laatste overweging 
bespreekt dat iedere groeperingsmethode tot op zekere hoogte robuust moet zijn. het
geen wil zeggen dat een kleine verandering in de invoer slechts een kleine verandering 
in het resultaat ten gevolge mag hebben. Ons is in de literatuur geen groeperings
methode bekend die alle bovengenoemde eigenschappen bezit. Ter illustratie van de 
overwegingen, gebruiken wij deze om een algoritme te ontwerpen. Door kleine aan
passingen aan een klassiek algoritme zijn wij in staat een algoritme te leveren dat aan 
alle gestekk1 eisen voldoet. Het algoritme wordt toegepast in drie voorbeelden: het 
groeperen van een punt verzameling, het groeperen van lijnen op verschillende scha-
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len en het groeperen van bewegingsveel oren. De complexiteit van het algoritme is 
ö(nÖc). waar de complexiteit van de groeperingsmaat aangegeven wordt met öc;-

Als gevolg van de wens clustermethoden in te kunnen zetten voor verschillende 
applicaties, ontstaat de behoefte voor meer generieke kwaliteitsmaten voor clusterre-
sultaten. In hoofdstuk ö presenteren wij een methode om de kwaliteit van clusterresul-
t a t en t e kunnen meten, welke gebaseerd is op de entropy van Shannon. De kwaliteit 
van een clusterresultaat ten opzichte van het correcte resultaat wordt gemeten door 
een vraag-en-antwoordspel te spelen waarbij het correcte resultaat geconstrueerd moet 
worden uit het clusterresultaat. Het aantal vragen dat hierbij nodig is om het eorrecte 
resultaat, te vinden wordt gebruikt om de kwaliteit te berekenen. Door de strategie 
voor het stellen van vragen aan te passen kan een kwaliteitsmaat verkregen worden 
die in meerdere dan wel mindere ma te afhankelijk is van de toepassingen waarvoor 
men de kwaliteitsmaat wil gebruiken. Op theoretische gronden kan een ondergrens 
worden afgeleid voor de meest toepassingsonafhankelijke kwaliteitsmaat, hetgeen een 
indicatie biedt in hoeverre andere kwaliteitsmaten afhankelijk zijn van een zekere toe
passing. In dit hoofdstuk stellen we tevens vier eisen waaraan een kwaliteitsmaat 
voor clusterresultaten moet voldoen: de maat moet genormaliseerd, correct, informa
tief en robuust zijn. Onze methode om de kwaliteit te nieten voldoet aan de eerste 
drie voorwaarden en hij voldoet bij benadering aan de vierde. 

In hoofdstuk (i beschrijven we een methode voor het matchen van objecten met 
beelddata. waarbij de eigenschappen van de objecten gegeven worden in de vorm van 
een ontwerptekening. Onze matchmethode is specifiek ontworpen om te controleren of 
industriële onderdelen voldoen aan alle eisen die gesteld worden aan deze objecten in 
de ontwerptekening. Onder deze eisen vallen de afmetingen van het object, of delen 
daarvan, relaties tussen de verschillende delen van het object en de bijbehorende 
toleranties. De voorbeelden waarop we onze methode toepassen tonen niet alleen 
de werking van onze methode, maar dienen tevens als illustratie van de methodiek 
voor de inspectie van objecten, beschreven met een ontwerptekening, zoals we deze in 
hoofdstuk 1 gepresenteerd hebben. 

De voorbeelden in hoofdstuk 6 illustreren dat liet mogelijk is om de methodiek. 
zoals gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 1, modulair en generiek te implementeren voor de 
inspectie van objecten die gespecificeerd zijn door een ontwerptekening. Het verder 
uitbreiden van het systeem tot een nog generieker systeem lijkt te worden beperkt 
door de moeilijkheid een nog grotere klasse van objecten te beschrijven in een een
duidige taal. Bovendien laten de aannames in hoofdstuk 1 over groeperen zien da t er 
grenzen zijn aan de genericiteit van groeperingsalgoritmen. Desalniettemin laten de 
voorbeelden zien dat het in acht nemen van de drie ontwerpprincipes in combinatie 
met de wens generieke methoden te ontwikkelen, zijn vruchten afwerpt bij het ontwerp 
van beeldverwerkingsmethoden. 
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Figure C . l : Chapter 4: (a) The data to be grouped, (b) Result of the 'classic' hierarchical 
grouping method, (c) Result of the presented grouping method, (d) Detail of the results given 
in (c). 
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Figure C.2: Chapter 4: (a) The data to be grouped, which is based on the original dataset. 

A number of points was chosen randomly and was shifted one or two pixels randomly, (b) The 

set of points that was changed, (c) The result of the grouping of the original dataset, (d) The 

result of the grouping of the changed dataset. 
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Figure C.3: Chapter 4: (a) The data to be grouped, (b)-(h) a number of consecutive solutions, 
given in order of appearance in the hierarchy. 
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Figure C.4: Chapter 4: (a)-(e) The image sequence that was used, (f) The flow field of frame igu 
'c' 
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Figure C.5: Chapter 4: (a) The data to be grouped, which is a flow field of the frame shown 
in figure C.4.C. (b)-(e) A number of solutions in order of appearance in the hiërarch y. (f) The 
result as given in 'b' shown on top of the original frame. 
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Figure C.6: Chapter 5: (a) Cracks in a line of ink on a glass plate, (b) Line segments as found 

by the algorithm from [44]. (c) The correct clustering, where all the line segments that belong to 

one crack are clustered into one clustering, (d)-(f) Three attempts to cluster the line segments 

into clusters that correspond to cracks in the image. 
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Figure C.7: Chapter 6: The ten different types of resistors used in the resistor experiment. 
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